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Hattie Curtis, assisted by Miss Esther
CITY MEETING.
Emery. Miss Ida Higgins, violinist, and
William Emery, baritoue, also have parts New Ordinance to Govern Sale of
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Milk and Cream.
in the program. Home-made candy will
A special meeting of the city governIn bankruptcy—Herbert P Hopkins.
be on sale, and ice-cream and cake will be
Admr notice—Est Wm N York.
ment was held Monday evening. Mayor
served.
Exec notice—Est Abel F Stubbs.
Admr notice—Est Amos M Manchester.
Simonton, Aid. Stockbridge, Estey, Kagan
State
The
board
ol
assessors
will
hold
Commissioners' notices.
and Small were present.
Admr notice—Est Isaac P Eastman.
their annual meeting with the town asAn ordinance to govern the sale of milk
Probate notice—Est Frank Stevens.
of
sessors
Hancock
in
county
August, and provide for the
Probate notice—Est Sarah E Kinsman etala.
inspection of oows
City ordinance.
sitting at the court-house in Ellsworth and milk was
G A Parcher—Mowing machine for sale.
introduced, given two sepa9
at
a.
and
at
the
Friday,
Aug.
13,
m.,
Lost—A watch.
rate readings and passed under suspenUnion Trust Co.
assessors’ office in Bar Harbor Saturday,
sion of the rales.
Floyd market.
at 9 a. m.
14,
Aug.
The ordinance provides that on and
Bangor, Mb:
Charles E. Sinclair has sold his black- after Aug. IS
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
nest, any person who sells
smith shop on Franklin street to E. B. milk or cream in
Camden, Mb:
Ellsworth, shall be reCamden woolens.
Clough, who will take possession early quired to secare a license, to be granted
next
month. Mr. Clough learned his by the
city government by vote upon
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
trade with the late J. B. Wiswell, and has satisfactory evidence that the cows from
AT ELLSWORTH POBTOFFICB.
worked at it in Bangor, Boston and other which the milk or cream is
taken, have
In effect June 21, J9V9
cities, being last located at Braintree, been tested for tuberculosis and foand to
Mass.
MAILS RECEIVED.
be in a healthy condition, and the board
From West— *6.85 a m: *12.08, 4.30 and 6.22 p m.
Hereafter telephone subscribers will re- may also require satisfactory evidenoe as
Fbom East—12.20, 5.42 and 11.07 p m.
ceive their monthly bills direct from the to the purity of the milk or cream, and
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICE.
main office, which for the eastern division the sanitary conditions under which it is
Going West—11.50. a m; *2. *5.15 and *9 p m.
is at Portland. The practice of sending produced and kept.
Going East—6.1C and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p m. around collectors is to be discontinued.
The licenses may be revoked by vote of
*
Daily, Sundays included.
Subscribers will be expected to make pay- the board of aldermen on satisfactory eviNo mail dispatched to or received from the
ment by mail or by sending to the local dence that the conditions under which the
east Sundays.
license was granted have not been conf
exchange.
An engineer employed on the Washing- tinued. The penalty for violation of the
There will be a dance at Society hall
ton County railroad met with a painful ordinance is a fine of not more than $10 for
Friday evening.
accident at Washington Junction last each offense. The fall text of the ordiMiss Lillian Russell is the guest of Miss Wednesday afternoon. His hand was nance is printed elsewhere in this issue.
Discussion cf the condition of the drain
Lucia Burpee, in Rockland.
bedly mangled by the explosion of a Are
Miss M. A. Clark spent a few days last cracker in his pocket which was ignited under the Gaynor building on Water
week with friends at Corinth.
by a spark from his pipe which he street resulted in the mayor being authorized by the board to instruct the street
C. E. Bellatty and wife, of Boston, are thoughtlessly thrust into the pocket.
commissioner to have the drain properly
The house of Capt. E. W. Allen on Third
at Contention cove for a few weeks.
S
fixed by laying drain pipe.
William Clark Danforth, of Foxeroft, is street was badly damaged by Are at 11
The question of abating the tax on the
o'clock
The
Are
started
Saturday night.
the guest of his aunt, Miss Rose Clark.
additional $40,000 valuation added to the
about the chimney in the ell, and burned
Miss Rosalind Abram, of Brookline,
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co. last
out the roof of the ell. It also spread to
year, w as discussed at some length. The
Mass., is the guest of Miss Doris Halman. the main
the
of
which
house,
upper part
suggestion that the collector be excused
A. 3. Treat has joined his family here at waa
The
furniture
was
damaged.
badly from collecting the tax on the additional
Labrador farm, for a vacation of a few
smoke
and
water.
by
damaged
assessment for the
1908 and 1909

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

means a great deal to you as a depositor. Our books are examined by
National Bank examiner* under the supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that

Savings.

For Your

Thrift is a simple thing, but it means a great deal. It is the foundation of financial success and contentment. Save money and put it
awav safely where it will draw 4 per cent, interest, as it does with the

burrill national bank,
ELLSWORTH,

1

MAINE.

LIST OF JDLY INVESTMENTS
WB OWN AND OFFER FOR SALE

$10,000 ASHLAND LIGHT, POWER AND STREET RAILWAY CO.
(Ashland, Wisconsin) First Mortgage 5 per cent, Sinking Fund Gold
Bonds, due 1939.
legal

for Malss Mslats gawks.

$10,000 MAINE G NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRICAL POWER CO.
First

Mortgage

Gold 5 per cent

Bonds,

due

1920,

$10,000 LEWISTON, BRUNSWICK A BATH STREET RAILWAY CO.
First

Mortgage Gold 5 per cent. Bonds, due 191#.

The above bonds have been carefully selected with a view to absolute
safetv in the first place, and secondly, as reasonable au interest return as
is consistent with safety. The conservative investor who desires to place
bis money where it is safe beyond question, and who at the same time desires fair income return rather tban to speculate in the fluctuation of
bond prices, will find in the above list seasoned, well secured Income investments,
by large amounts of cash invested in the different
properties junior to the bond issues, with ample earning capacity, and a
large margin of asfetv. both as regards principal and in erest charges.
Descriptive circulars of different issues, attorneys’ opinions as to the
legality, etc., and all other information necessary to determine the desirof these bonds as an investment will be furnished upon request.
ability
We will be pleased to quote prices or give farther information in regard
to the bonds here offered, or other investment securities, and correspondence will be promptly answered.

weeks.

protected

Mrs. C. I. Welch and Miss Helen are at
the Call cottage at Shady Nook for the
season.

Mrs. A. R. Whittemore is in the city for
the summer at the Richards homestead on

Bridge

Miss Carrie Treworgy, of Gardiner, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Walter J. Clark,
jr., of this city.
Edmund Burke, of Boston, is spending
a vacation of ten days with his mother,
Mrs. B. F. Gray.
Mrs. M. L. Kitnball and her son Houghton, of Norway, are guests of her parents,

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
ELLSWORTH,

hill.

ME.

James L. Cook and wife.
G. Nixon Black, of Boston, arrived in
his automobile last week, and is entertaining a house party at Woodlawn.

This institution lias a capital of $175,000, and
surplus and profits (earned) of $425,000. This
excess of surplus and profits over capital is the
greatest of all the Maine trust companies, and is
57th in the list of all the trust companies in the
United States. Surely. YOU cannot bank with a

stronger, safer institution; and the fact that we
now have deposits totalling over $3,500,0u0 is
good evidence that we are liberally patronized
throughout this section. Write for particulars.

Eastern Trust & Banking
MAINE.
BANGOR,

Branches at Old Town and Machias, Me.

FRENCH OLIVE OIL
Made of Queen Olives
Put up In
Half-Gallon and Gallon Cans.

Pint 40 Cents

Half-pint 25 Cents

Quart 75 Cents.

ELLSWORTH

A. W. Stetson, who was first assistant at
the Ellsworth high school during the
spring term, and who was re-elected to
that position for the coming year, has declined the position.

....

MAINE.

HAMMOCKS *1 tn

Lowest Prices Ever, from

1

w

MO

1 w"

will regret to learn that she is ill at her
home on Laurel street. Her daugnter,
Mrs. D. L. Yale, of Enfield, Conn., arrived in Ellsworth this morning.

Dr. Harry C. Mason and wife, of Stonington, are visiting Dr. Mason’s parents,
C. W. Mason and wife. Dr. Mason will
return to Stonington this week, but Mrs.
Mason will remain through the summer.

=

Cod Bed Hammock with mattress and
Patterson and
adjustable chain hangers.
Palmer woven hammocks, in all the latest colors.
Can suit you as to quality, style and prices.

Mrs. C. S. Bragdon, with two children,
of Brockton, Mass., after spending a few
days with her parents, E. F. Robinson
and wife, has gone to Larnoine, where Dr.
Bragdon has taken a cottage for the sum-

Cape

J. A. Thompson
bedding plants

O."

|

T. BOWDEN,
DBALXK

ALL KINDS FOX

mer.

Ellsworth, Me.

IN

INDIAN

Flower and Vcfetable Garden.

Ellsworth Greenhouse Motor-Cycles.
STREET,
Telephoned
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Sargentville Boy Killed.
Robert Brown, the fifteen year-old son
of Edward Brown and wife, of Sargentville, accidentally shot himself last Wednesday, while returning with two other
boys from the ice-works of the Mountain
The many friends of Mrs. A. M. Foster
Ice Co.

MARKET,

FLOYD

Ellsworth party which
went West a few weeks ago to enter the
employ of the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co. indicate tnat there is plenty
of work at good wages, and likely to last
for many months. After finishing the
from the

MAINE

Mrs. Daniel Minchin, of Georgetown,
Mass., with infant son, is visiting her sisters, Misses Annie and Theresa Emery.
Another sister, Mrs. Florence Russell, of
Haverhill, Maas., spent a few days here,
returning home last week.
The F. L. C. class, one of the boys’
classes connected with the Baptist Sunday school, is to give an entertainment
this evening in the vestry at 8 o’clock.
The class has prepared a line program,
under the direction of their teacher, Mrs.

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, July 18-Morning eervioe at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
CONQBBQATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, July 18 —Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.

OONO’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, July 18
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
UNION

Re*.

—

service st 7.30.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLB WORTH.

Wednesday, July 14,

Baptist vestry—

at

Entertainment and sociable by F. L. C.
class.

Thursday, July 15, at Methodist vestry,
beginning at 5.30. Snpper, 15 cents.
Friday, Aug. 13,9 a. m.,‘at court house
in Ellsworth-State board of
session to meet town

assessors

Friday, Aug. 27, at Ellsworth
teachers’ examination.
Wednesday

and

in

assessors.
—

State

Thurday, Sept. 22 and

North Ellsworth fair.

23

years

COUNTY.

rejected as being inefficient and posTuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
sibly illegal.
Sept. 7, 8 and 9 -Bluehill fair.
It was the opinion of the mayor and all
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9
the aldermen present at the meeting that —Eden fair.

advisable to abate the tax, and to
a petition to the assessors to abate
that portion of the company's tax for 1908
and 1909, will be drawn up, signed by the
mayor and aldermen and circulated among
the tax-payers of Ellsworth.
The meeting then adjourned.
it

was

this end

ELLSWORTH

Charles W. Smith and wife
herst

day

Tuesday

and

Wednesday, Sept.

28 and

29

—Amherst fair.

Wednesday, Sept. 29—Orland fair.

Sttutusnunus,

FALLS.

Lewis and George E. Gray
Ellsworth haying.

are

at

were

North j

in Am-

over

ter, Leah Berniece, to Edward Burleigh The new generators will be located within
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
the aam, just hack oi the present powerDavidson, of South Berwick.
will be taken through a
Mrs. Hettie Remick Holt, of Portland, is
A special supper will be served to the house, and water
direct from the face of the dam. visiting her mother, Mrs. Cordelia Rempublic at the Methodist vestry to-morrow penstock
It will not be necessary to enlarge the ick.
evening, from &.30 o’clock until all are
present power-house. Additional switchGeorge Morin and wife, of Boston, are
served, for the benefit of the pastor.
board facilities will be secured by extendvisiting Mrs. Morin’s parents, W. L. Pratt
Miss Evelyn M. Bonsey left last Saturing the gallery across the southern end and wife.
day tor a visit of a few weeks with her of the power-house. The
generators will
Mrs. Grace Fullerton and daughter Milbrother, Sidney R., at Searsport. While be located in line with those in the
power- dred and Miss Eva Closson visited their
there she will be the guest of Miss Lillian
house, so that an operator from the eastern
G. Mowry.
sister, Mrs. Fanny Bowden, at Marlboro
end of the gallery may have them all unSunday.
A small party enjoyed the excursion of der his
eye at once. The work probably
the Congregational society and Sunday will not begin until next
spring, though
WEST ELLSWORTH.
school to Phillips Lake to-day, going by it may be decided to
begin work thin
Rev. C. E. Bromley, of Franklin, will
Maine Central railroad. Only thirty-six
year.
tickets were sold.
preach at Dollardtown schoolhouse Sun-

Sweetest

Ilalf-pint, Pint and Quart Bottles

Reports

Use. W. r. Ornery, pastor.
Sunday, July 18—Morning eervioe at
10.30. Sermon by Kev. C. E. Bromley, of
Franklin. Sunday school at 11.40. Junior league at 3. No evening eervioe during July and August.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7AO.

was

Sunday.
dam near Pueblo, Colo., 125 feet high,
Miss Eunice Go well, of Lynn, Mass., is
w hich will store 80,000 acre feet of water,
visiting William P. Dorr and wife.
Mr9. Thomas Genthner and daughter and later on another dam 225 feet high
Richard Moore has gone to Auburn
in
of
are
the
will
store
wrhich
acre
Eleanor,
Wellington, Mass.,
feet. These | where he has
200,000
employment in a shoe facrelatives
and
friends.
dams
are
to
be
of
an extensive irricity visiting
parts
tory.
scheme.
Mrs. J. A. Bow’den, with her daughter gation
Mrs. Thomas Genthner and child, of
Mildred, has gone to her cottage at the
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the MethoBoston, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Genthdist church, will leave Saturday for Brook- ner’s
Ovens, Salisbury Cove, for the summer.
sister, Mrs. A. E. Foster.
Perry Bowden, who lias been employed lin, where he will spend a portion of his
Edward Carroll, wife and daughter have
at
the
church
there
the
Construction
vacation,
preaching
Ambursen,
by
Hydraulic
for a visit with Mrs. Carroll’s
Co. in Wyoming, arrived home last week. Sunday mornings. The church here will been here
be supplied during his absence. Rev. C. parents, E. B. Armstrong and wife.
A business meeting of the Calendar soMrs. Mabel Grindle and daughter, of
E. Bromley, of Franklin, wdll preach Sunciety of the Methodist church will be
18. Rev. H. B. Haskell, Bar Harbor, have been here for a visit of
held in the vestry next Monday evening. day morning, July
district superintendent, will preach Sun- several days with M. M. Moore and wife.
Omar W. Tapley has bought a lot at
day morning, July 25. Rev. W. H. DunWalter Cram, of Bangor, was here over
Pleasant Beach of Mrs. George R. Caldham, of Surry, will preach Sunday morn- Tuesday night the guest of friends, leavwill
build
a
this
sumand
well,
cottage
ing, August 1. The preacher for August 8 ing Wednesday morning for Bar Harbor.
mer.
will be announced later. There will be no
Thursday afternoon from 5 to 7 o'clock
Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will
evening services during July and August. there will be served in the
vestry a collabe installed this evening. A banquet will
Engineer J. A. Leonard has been in Ells- tion of bread and butter, strawberries and
follow. A large attendance of members is
wforth the past few days working on plans
cream, cake and coffee.
desired.
for more than doubling the capacity of the
Harry T. Laffin, of Berlin, N. H., is
and
son
of
ChelBartlett
Wheeler,
Boyd
Ellsworth power-house of the Bar Harbor
his vacation of two weeks with
spending
in
a
few
are
Ellsworth
for
days,
sea, Mass.,
& Union River Power Co. The present
relatives here. This is Mr. Laffln's first
where
are
from
Castine,
they
coming
equipment produces 1,500 kilowatts, there visit here in several years, and his many
spending the summer.
being tw*o generators of 1,000 and 500 kilo- friends are
glad to see him. He has a fine
Mr. and Mrs. David Friend, of this city, watts respectively. Two new generators
position with the Berlin Mills Co.
will be installed, adding 2,000 kilowatts.
announce the engagement of tbeir daugh-

ASSURED BANKING SAFETY HERE

Purest

Members of the alumni association of
the Ellsworth high school will go down
the bay to-morrow by schooner and tug.
A landing will be made at Newbury Neck,
where a shore dinner will be served, J. H.
Leland being the caterer. The excursionists will leave Lord’s wharf at 7.30 am.
This excursion takes the place of the
usual reunion and banquet of thj association.

NOTES.

CHURCH

afternoon at 3 o’clock.

Brooksville Italians Resist Officers.
Italians employed in the quarries near
South Brooksville have learned the same
lesson given the Stonington Italians a few
months ago, that beer taken away from a
Young Brown had hidden his rifle in I deputy sheriff who is seizing it is very exthe bushes on his way to the ice-works, pensive.
thinking he might be able to shoot a rabSunday, July 4, Deputy-Sheriff Grindle,
bit or other small game on his return. He of Brooksville, seized a quantity of beer
attempted to pull the rifle from the under- consigned to Italians. The Italians, anbrush by the muzzle, when the rifle was ticipating the seizure, were on hand to
accidentally discharged, the bullet enter- prevent it, and took the beer away from
ing the boy’s left side, lodging near the the depaty.
Sheriff Silsby went to Brooksville, and
shoulder.
The boy was taken to the hospital at with Deputies Grindle and Wescott, of
Rockland Thursday, and an operation Brooksville, and Scott, of Deer Isle,
was performed.
He died Friday morning. rodnded up four of the Italians engaged
A mother, father, two brothers and a sister in the assault, and brought them before
the Western Hancock municipal court.
survive.
They were found guilty, and sentenced to
a fine of $30 and costs each, and sixty days
School Superintendents.
The annual conference of school super- imprisonment in the county jail. Fines
intendents of Maine opened at Castine and costs aggregating $170.67 were paid,
Monday for a five-days’ session. The en- and jail sentence was suspended during
tire time will be given to the study and good behavior.
comparison of methods of school administration, and the results are expected to
Stouingtou Man Drowned.
cause important advances to be made in
Stonington, July 12 (special)—Willard
the better organization and direction of Gross, of this town, was drowned near Isle
the schools of the State. The conference au Haut Friday, while hauling his lobis open to all superintendents of schools, ster traps. The body has not been found.
or to persons interested in school adminHe leaves a wife and four children, mother
istration.
and sisters.
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them.
them.
Now is the time,
Have your eyes examined free
can wear

Come in ami

see

§

E. F. Robinson,

Lbma

I

Optometrist.

THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST

Bugs, Worms, Blight,
will soon be open.
tlie munitions of

Wefhave all
war

such

as

Hellebore,

Bordeaux Mixture,

Sulphate Copper, JBlue Vitriol,
Paris Green, Insect Powder
Arsenate of Lead.

Parcher’s Drug Store.
Our last
two semi annual dividends
have been at the rate of
■

I 4% I
Why be satisfied

him

with less V

oiTane hi

16 STATE

STREET,

EIL.L-S WORTH,

\

MAINE.

BUTTONS MADE Td ORDER.
Embroidered button1* <»t hII tends;
also machine-made. plain and bardrimmed, from '»in**s o\v n cloth. Mude
at the dressmak nu looms of

ALICE

M.

HOOPER,

7 is* 8 MINKINS BLOCK,

Telephone:

ELLSWORTH.
67-13.

*

EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning July 18, 1909.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
“Pilgrim's Progress” series.—
Topic.
IVlI. The Palace Beautiful.—Eph. iv, 7-16;
Tt 10-17.
At the toy of the Hill Difficulty. Christian soon came to the Beautiful Palace.

Its Motto:

BT

"AUST MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful .”

—

^Walking along ns night came on, be"waillng the indifference that made him
late through his sleeping in the arbor
end leaving his roll, for which he had
to return, so that it was now necessary to travel in the darkness, “he
lift up his eyes and, behold, there was
a very stately palace before him, the
name of which was Beautiful, and it
stood by the wayside.” Hitherto Christian had been a solitary pilgrim, but
we must next consider him as admitted to the communion of the faithful
and joining with them iu the most solThis is repreemn public services.
sented under the emblem of the House
Beautiful and the pilgrim’s entertainment in it.
Christiau hurried on toward the palace, hoping to secure lodging there.

Looking through

a

aiacrtxtmuitfc.

fllutnal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

narrow passage to-

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated la the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alino to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good, U Isferthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity ll solicits

communications, and its eaccess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

to

The amkricak,
Ellsworth. Me.

SEND

Not mine to
Or

mou’it to

sing.
glad archangels
wing:

MB!
courts where

soar

on

seraphs

outstretched

Not mine in union with celestial choirs
To sound heaven’s trump, or strike the
gentler wires;
Not mine to stand enrolled at cry stal gates.
Where Michael thunders or where Uriel

This column It devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

MORE
PINKHAM
CURES

good

Thursday, Sept. 30—Field day meeting
Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
drive. Winter Harbor.
of tireen

—

add my testimonial to your
already long list —hoping that it may
induce others to avail themselves of
tins valuable medicine, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. I suffered from terrible
headaches, pain in
my back and right
side, was tired and
so
nervous, and
weak I could hardly
stan d. Lydia !•'.
l’inkham’s Vegetable Compound re.
stored me to health
ami made me feel like a new person,
and it shall always have my praise.”
—Mrs. AY. P. Valentine, 90S Lincoln
Avenue. Camden, X. J.
441 was a great sufGardiner, Me.
ferer from a female disease. The doctor said I would have to go to the
hospital for an operation, but Lydia E.

I

waits.
ward the Porter’s Lodge, he saw two
lions in the way and was afraid and But lesser worlds a father’s kindness know;
mine
some simple service here below—
thought that he won id go back. f<»r. Be
To weep with those who weep, their joys to
though the lions were chained, he did
share.
But the porter,
not see the chains.
Their pain to solace, or their burdens bear;
named Watchful, encouraged him to j Some widow in her agony to meet:
come
forward, telling him that the Some exile in his new-found home to greet;
lions were chained. Thus encouraged, To serve some child of thine, and so serve
thee—
he proceeded, yet with fear and trembling. The lions roared, but did not Lo. here am I! To such a work send me!
—Edward Everett Hale.
harm him, and he greatly rejoiced
Selected by H.
when he had passed them and reached
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound comin safety the gate where the porter ; Dear Mutual Friends:
pletely cured me in three months.”
stood. Christian was about to make
of
Did you ever think of the simplicity
Mrs. S. A. Williams, K. F. D. No. 14,
a public confession of his faith, nud at j
Read the above—one Box 39, Gardiner Me.
the truly great?
such a time opposition and fear and | line—
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good,
timidity often harass all Christians;
“Be mine some simple service here below."
But God is simply
do not continue to suffer without
hence the Hons.
that the author was Ed
giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
testing the character of our faith, and j Did you notice
1 ward Everett Hale, of whom Dr. Bronson
Compound a trial. It surely has cured
if we will but heed the encouraging
held
in
Park
service
the
memorial
said
at
many cases of female ills, such as inwords of faithful pastors and teachers
flammation, ulceration, displacements,
and follow their directions as Chris- street church:
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
tian did we should go on. and we shall I “Could every noble thought and attainment
pains, backache, that bearing-down
find that the lions are chained and that of t>r. Hale be represented here to-day by a feeling, indigestion, dizziness, and nersingle blossom each, the e.’.ifice would be
no harm, but blessings and joy. will
It costs but a trifle
vous prostration.
swamped with a mountain of flowers. This to
come to us.
try it, and the result is worth milis not a time for tears. We should regard it
lions’to many suffering women.
In the Beautiful Palace Christian berather as the coronation of a king.
gan his association with the saints of
It was to suggest to me that some menHe was fir«t closely examined
for herself and family, and the whole M.
God.
tion be made of Dr. Hale in our column
B. clan will wait upon her in every post>y the porter, as all should be liefore
that H furnished me with a poem.
sible way, remembering how much she
entering the church of Christ lest they
Dr. Hale was born in Boston. April 8,
has done for us in the past.
make an ignorant or false confession
and June 10, 1909, as the morning
1822,
of faith. His examination being satisPlease think this all over and write me
his
last
in
he
breathed
was
breaking,
factory. he was admitted. Here, in light
personally or through the column if you
bis home in fRoxbury. It is doubtful if
can accept this invitation, for which we
conversation with Piety. Charity, Prumotto given by any man has been so
dence nnd Discretion, he told the story any
sincerely thank Zilla and her husband.
as
his
and
so
fully practised
of his Christian experience. The pub- h?lpful
In regard to the time, how would some“Look up. and not down:
lic rehearsal of onr personal experience
time the last half of August do?
Look
out. and not in:
Best wishes to all from
may not always prove to tic lienefioial.
Look forward, and not back.
but there is no doubt that In perAunt Madge.
And lend a hand."
sonal conversation w ith onr Christian
lived
the
all
he
sentithan
else,
Better
friends these should often be the subORIGIN OF “MAINE”.
ments he uttered. Senator Henry Cabot
ject of conversation. What more nat“That
which
will
be
of
him:
ural than for God's children to con- | Lodge says
Story of llow the State Obtained Its
verse
themselves of their Fa- longest remembered of him will be his

HIGHLAND,

business, s recess was
After tbe meeting was again
called to order, a abort program was presented by tbe lecturer. Headings, Mrs.
Alice Leach, Mrs. A. L. Saunders and Miss
Byrd Hatch; story, J. B. Wilton.
here

was

but little

declared.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met July 10, with
After business, tbe
s small attendance.
1 ’cturer's hour was interestingly filled by
recitations, conundrums and clippings
read by all the members. It was voted to
haves dance Saturday evening, July 17.
Cike and ice-cream will be served. The
next meeting will be July 24; if s ormy,
HARVEST HOME,

—

following Saturday.

tbe

LAMOINE, 264.
held its

—

among

theFs dealings with them and of their
persona! experiences with Christ along
the Christian life I
In the Palace Beautiful Christian's
profession was ratified, and his membership In the church was completed.
The supper served was emblematic of
the Lord's supper, and the atonement
In his peaceful sleep
was discussed.
the peace of God that comes to the
The next
new convert Is symbolised.
day he was taken into the armory and
“put on the whole armor of God.”
He was also given a view of the Delectable Mountains and of Immanuel’s
land as a means of Inspiration and of
encouragement liefore he journeyed
on to meet new trials and difficulties.
BIBI.E

READINGS.

Ex. xv, 27; Ps. xc, 1-16; Isa. xxxv,
8-10; Dan. vl, 16-23; Isn. xxvl. 1-4;
Matt, x, 32, 33; xxii, 1-14; Mark ix,
1-9; I Thess. v, 8; Heb. xii, 1-3.
»

Washington State’s C. E. President.
At the last Washington State Christian Endeavor convention Walter F.
Meier of Spokane was elected presiMr.
dent for the next two years.
Meier was born Sept. 12, 1879. He attended the public schools of his native
state and later the State University of
Nebraska, receiving therefrom the degree of bachelor of arts and bachelor
of laws. Mr. Meier was for one year
Instructor in public speaking and debate in the Spokane high school, after

c

r\ /
WALTER

F.

hi

MEIER.

which he took up the practice of the
Jaw and has been very successful In
It At the present time he bolds the
position of examiner of titles for Spokane county under the Torrens law.
He Is a member of Westminster Congregational church of Spokane and has
been actively engaged in Christian Endeavor work for ten years. Mr. Meier
was president of the Spokane local
onion when he was elected to the st^te
presidency. Splendid results are looked for from his efficient leadership.

304, NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Highland grange held its regular weekl.v meeting with Worthy Master E. E.
tlross in the cbtir and thirty present. As
t

Lamoine grange

regular

meet-

| ing Tuesday evening, July 6, with a small
attendance. After business Jhe lecturer
presented an interesting program. The
next

a

great impulse

was

represented

given to the moveby the Conservation

meeting

w

ill be held

Tuesday, Aug.

3.

—

356, DEDHAM.
New* Century grange July 10 there
; was a good attendance, with an interesting program. Ella Burrill, Hazel Cow ing
and others gave readings. Solos by Clif| ford Burrill were enjoyed. Conundrums
NEW CENTURY,

At

Hitherto the conservation movement
had to do principally with the forests,
water ways, soil and mines, although it is
intended that the work of the league shall
include and ultimately seek to remedy
every phase of the wanton waste which
threatens future generations, with a
heritage of national poverty.
In a timely volume entitled “Our wasteful Nation, tbe Story of American Prodigality and the Abuse of Our National Resources”, issued by Rudolf Cronau, the
author had devoted considerable aitention to the present poverty of this continent in the wild animal life in which only
a century ago it was fabulously rich.
In detailing the storj’*of tbe loss of
America's game, Mr. Cronau dwells, as the
most shocking example of reekles* destruction, on the amazingly short time in
which w*as exterminated that king of our
wild animals, the buffalo.
Up to tbe beginning of the nineteenth
buffalo still roamed the
century the
prairies of Kentucky and Illinois, and the
numbers spread over the plains of the
great west are estimated to have exceeded
40,000,000. Yet in 1S86. when William T.
Hornaday of the taxidermi- al department
of the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, sought to gather enough specimens of
bides and skeletons to make a respectable
showing of the almost vanished species
in the National museum, he succeeded only
after months of egort in obtaining twentyfour bides and sixteen skeletons.
To-day, of tbe descendants of the 40,000,000 shaggy creatures of 100 years ago.
there remains but a fragment of 1.000 head
scattered in small herds in Yellowstone
park and among the zoological gardens of
this country and Europe. The buffalo

converted millions of

salraon7!7T^

The wastefulness and
barbarous m.,,
ods of fishermen are blamed for
the th~.'
ened extinction of the lobster,
which h
become so scarce as to be
classed as a 1
ury, whereas twenty-five years
ago
stera were so plentiful that
they cost‘ l
bul
five cents a pound.
Another cause of the decrease
ol a.,
supplies la the pollution ol stream,
rivera by sawmills, factories,
chemical *
dye works and distilleries. The ref
from snch plants pollutes the
that not only the spawn but
newly- hat ch.,
"*
fish perish by wholesale.
These examples form only a share
of tha
millions of dollars in animal life
wasted
b.v America In a short time-a waste
Ik
which it may take the
country agl9

lot'

League of America.

Thursday, Aug. 19-Field day meeting
Hancock Pomona grange at Bluehill mineral spring.

Camden, N.J.— "It is with pleasure

h*.

ring annually into artificial tertili«»
U
lfloa this company handled
no
33,fiOG barrels of herring and is.ooo
mon, dragged born the deep
b
flahing steamer, which are constat,lv
ployed, and pnt to the ignoble use ol L*
w
af
turned into fertilizer.

Country Has Wasted Its Wonderful
Heritage.
A few months ago, when the conservation of resources congress met in Washington and discussed some of the big
problems in connection writh the system
of profligacy which has enormously impoverished the natural wealth of America,
ment

reason.

DATES.

Added to the Long List due
to This Famous Remedy.
that

DISAPPEARING GAME.

3mong % (grangers.

has

water"!!

j

|oi,“

to recover.

KLLSWOKTH

MAKKKTS.

\

|

The quotations below 8iy« the
range of
j retail
prices in Ellsworth.
Country Product*.
Hatter.

Creamery per*.

.....

.::”JS

Freeh

UUd, per do*....

with

ou

Chickens.....
...
Hoy.
i

Bwtloosa.per.om..
..
Min*.

Loo*e.

I

j

o-n
*•

1

B»ted.
Vegetable*.

Potatoes, pk

onions. &
r.
New potatoes, pk
50 Green pea*, pk
n
0*2 Parent)!*, tt.
i\
Turnips,ft
Hunch beets,
10 Carrots. lh
CM Cabbage, fh
Lettuce, Head
Sp inach, pk
I'g.'O Runc.i carrots,
p,
Tom* loss, Ih
T2 Cucumbers, eseh
S'4
05 Asparagus, bunch n
KMiiUhe*. unch
10
firing beans, qt
Fruit.
25
(lot
450
Lemon* do*
Oranges,
35*3*
i3§l4 Strawberries
Pineapple*.
^
10 s 15 Watermelon,
C..aUiv»upe,
so

c?

Groceries.

was

_

out of

_

in all parts of
part of the United States.
The last known specimen in New York
state was shot in the fall of 1867. In Vermont and New Hampshire, where the
moose was plentiful, the species has dis-

tury the

!

FIjORAL, 158, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
At the regular meeting of Floral grange
Tuesday, July 6, arrangements were made

; for

a

lawn

party to be held at the grange

moose was common

northeastern

Molasses—per gal
Havana,

45
JO
Porto Rico.
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.
Boat, ft:

Steak,

Roast*.

1*135

13425

Chop,

Ham, per»

25g!9
15

!$,

1**410
a..
Cornea,
Soouluer,
July 9, for the benefit of the grange.
17 §15
A 3 2N
Bacon,
Tongues,
It proved a success both socially and finanSalt
Veal:
Ki*s
appeared.
23«25
Steak,
Laid,
123 d
cially. A perfect day and evening conIn Maine, when its annihilation was alIt) §.15
Roasts,
tributed to its success. A fine supper was most completed, this victim of man's wan- Lamb*
I24J0
Limb,
daintily served to over 100 guests. Dur- ton destruction has been saved to an ex05
Tongues, each
ing the evening ice-cream and cake were tent only through the enactment of vigorFresh rifh.
served.
Japanese lanterns were used to ous laws. In Michigan, Wisconsin and Cod,
08 Clam*, qt
?5
Name.
make the grounds attractive.
OS Scallop* qt
4)
Among the Minnesota but few specimens remain.
Haddock,
unwearied and unwearying service to his
12 413 Mackerel, each
3< a &
A matter of much speculation on the guests were some from New York and
Bailout,
Bimilar is tbe cruel story of the elk, or Stlinon, ft>
fellow men.’*
2 a » Shsd, It10
part of the residents of other sections of Massachusetts, as well as neighboring wapiti, which once ranged in countless
Floor, Grain nnd Feed.
the United States, is the derivation and towns. A short program was listened to
numbers from the shores of the Pacific al- Floor—per bbl—
70
Oats, bu
Dtnr Aunt Mad*}} and M. B. Si tierh:
7 50 0 6 c 0 Shorts-bag-155n ft)
meaning of the name. State of Maine, and with much pleasure. First, a song, “Best most to the Atlantic. Even
Yes. I am to answer to the roll-call four
up to thirty Corn,10Uft bag
170 Mix-feed, hag 1 7i «175
is
as
it
of
the
“State
usually spoken
of All,” by Leon Clay, of Waltham, Mass.,
times—I. J. L. D. See? But 1 guess I ought why
170 Middling*.bag; **>*;7V
years ago these animals were so abundant Cora meal,bag
of Maine”, instead of simply “Maine”, as who responded to an encore; duet, “Sing
1 7u
to have waited a little later before I a swered
in tbe mountains of Wyoming, Montana, Cracked corn,
in
case
of
or
the
any Me to Sleep,” Miss Virginia Sawyer and Idaho and Colorado tbat thousands could
Massachusetts, Ohio,
the O, but I am glad 1 did come in on the D's
as I had been aching to be called “dear”, as
other state in the Union.
Leon Gay, accompanist, Miss Vivian Gay, be seen in a single day. Yet the elk is
LAW REOARDIMO WEIGHTS AMU MEA9TBES.
one of the sisters called us.
Much has been written upon the sub- of Waltham, Mass.; song, “You Are as
A bushel of Liverpool salt aba’l weigh *v>
almost extinct east of tbe Rocky
now
How 1 did enjoy Mrs. DeLaittre's letter, in ject
and
several
different
verpounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
editorially,
Welcome as the Flowers of May,” Mrs. I Mountains and
may be found only in the weigh 7C pounds.
The American. I also had a lovely letter from sions of the reason have been
but
given,
The standard weight of a bu*bel of potatoes
Burrill, accompanist, Mrs. Jennie S. j high plateaus in and around the Yellowher. She also sent me postcards from Mexico,
In good urd«r au ut lor suipplug, is bo pounds,
still the inquiry continues, and letters are
Arey; song, Celia Harvey. The remain- stone park.
but I didn't read them. I enjoyed Capt. R’s
of apples, 44 po-.nd*
received
at the capitoi asking der of the evening was
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la
spent in playing
letter,for I have a little weakness for sea cap- frequently
Antelopes, once plentiful all over the
good order and fit lor shipping, l* bo pound*;
tains. as I was mate of one once. Like Sister for information. These letters are referred games.
country west of the Mississippi, have been of wheat, beet#, ruts bag* turnips and peas, ft)
B, I wish the sisters would give their own to State Librarian Carver, who is probably
sw*ept almost out of existence, and tbe pounds; of corn, to pound*; of onion* 52,
hall

_

names

and addresses

as

well

as

pen name.
I do think I have

my neighbors.
the best ever. Two are policemen, a doctor,
carpenter, druggist and depot agent. A family moved into the house next to ours. I said,
“Good! they have neither children nor chickens.” In a day or two practice commenced on
the piano: at first 1 thought 1 would take
singing lessons, but am glad I didn't, as she is
a little sweet somebody, and then, 1 was glad
it wasn't a fiddle.
I will answer all letters as soon as my hand
is better.
I can handle anything that is
large, but a pencil or needle will cause numbness and excruciating pain that will make
I am in perfect health.
me suffer for hours.
Now to Sister E. A. G. and my twin sister
Ada, who wrote me she would like to visit my
pantry—I wish 6he was here to-day. Roast
beef, new potatoes, 'had them from our own
garden June 8), string beans, beets and cucumbers, golden loaf cake, four loaves of
bread, dark and white cakes, cherry pie.
Wish Sister E. A. G. had some of my cherries
and roses, also all of the M. B. sisters. Hope
Aunt Maria is better.
When I write again I hope.to write you a
more interesting letter about a lady I met
from Boston—Dr. Burgess' wife.
She was a
Dr. Burgess is
Herrick before her marriage.
a cousin to Edward Burgess, the American

Well,

at>out

one

of the best known authorities

historical, and in
recently received from
ters

on

mat-

PENOBSCOT, 240.

a

letter

Colorado,

that

At the regular meeting Friday evening,
an extra amount of business was transacted. After recess the lecturer presented
the following topic for debate: “Resolved,
That mirth is necessary to good health.”
Opened in the affirmative by J. H. Littlefield; negative, B. H. Cushman. The question was discussed at some length by the
members, and an informal vote was taken
which resalted in a victory for the affirmative. Sister Cushman read a newspaper
article touching upon woman suffrage,
which, needless to say, was applauded by
the sisters.

answer

to

gentleman wrote as follows:
“In the constitutional debates of 1819, the
name of the State was a source of much
discussion. Lygonia, Columbia, and several other names were proposed, but the
great majority of the wise and able men
who constituted that convention proposed
the name that had stuck to our land for
many years before the Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth. That convention decreed that
the name of the State should be the “State
of Maine.”
There ere several legends concerning tbe
name of the State.
It has been Slid that
Charles the First named it Mayne in
honor of bis beautiful French bride, Henrietta, whose marriage portion consisted
of the little province of Mayne, on the

Mayenne river,
Tne

near

name was so

early days

and in

her

some

place.

native

the grants ol
records of Massa-

spelled

in

GREENWOOD, 363, EASTBROOK.
Greenwood grange held its regular meeting July 10. The third and fourth degrees were conferred on one candidate.
At the next meeting the gentlemen will
fill the chairs and furnish the program.
There will be an ice-cream sociable at the
grange hall July 16. All are invited.

chusetts.

This is

pleasing

romantic legend
appealing to our sense of chivalry and
feelings of tenderness and love, but like
yacht designer.
stories of love and romance it is to
It is very warm here, but the nights are cool many
feared that it is pure fiction.
and lovely. Raspberries, peaches and cream be
Sailors and traders from France, Spain
for tea. Jolly Fourth to all. Good by,
and England frequented tbe gulf of Mayne
Ida L. Dikteb,
709 North Natcbes Ave.,
more than a score of years before the PilNorth Takima, Wash.
grims landed on their rock at Plymouth.
I believe Mrs. Dieter is trying to tempt They secured harbors and placeB for trade
us to come where she is; trying to give us
and refuge on Monhegan and other Urge
the “western fever,” so that we shall want islands along the coast, where they were
to move to that land of peaches and cream, comparatively Bale from Burpriae and atand fresh berries and early vegetables. tack from the Indians.
We like to hear all about it, and it the enThey were wont to speak of “The
tire M. B. family should appear at your Mayneland’’ as distinguished from their
island homes. This expression
became
door, every sister and her John would steer shortened by usage to the Mayne. From
straight for the pantry instead of the constant usage by our ancestry it finally
became anglicized to tbe word Maine, so
parlor.
that when Massachusetts purchased the
I have the pleasure of extending an intitle to this country which her saintly invitation to you all to hold the annual re- habitants had greatly impaired by unlawunion this year with Zilla at Fairview, ful and unjust encroachments, they called
Parker Point, Bluehill, where their new it the District of Maine.
At one time prior to its purchase it was
cottage bas just been completed. 1 have called the province
of York. This legend
long wanted to have the reunion here in is now accepted as the true origin of the
name
of
our
State.
It is even now the
town, but our own home is nol near the
main land of all New England.
It is s'ill
shore and 1 know how much you all enthe one enchanted Bpot in all tbe country
joy the ocean views and sea air.
during summer months where the weary
The Blnehill M. B.'s have always had a may come with the full assurance of recreation and renewed strength, and the
large delegation at the reunion, and wonld sick man linger longer through
the golden
be glad to welcome yon here. Zilla’s months of
early antumn to behold the
“John,” who joins her in this cordial in- crimson glory of our forests and to drink
in the life-giving vigor of our pure air and
vitation, suggests that the M. B.’s below
pure water.
Ellsworth could make arrangements to
come together on some
boat. Another
Many people with chronic throat and long
comfort and relief in
thing, those of you who could do so, we trouble have found
Foley's
Honey and Tar, as it cures stubborn
would be glad to entertain among us over coughs after
other treatment has failed. L.
M. Buggies, Beasnor. Iowa, writes: “The
night, and tbuB we could have more than doctors
said I had consumption, and I got no
one day together.
better until I took Foley's Honey and Tar. It
We have me promise of a fish chowder. stopped the hemorrhage* and pain in mv
lungs and they are uow as sound as a bullet.
Ernestine shall have a special invitation G. A. Pabcbsb.
a

NARRAMI8BIC.

and

#

224, ORLAND.

Xarramissic grange met in regular sesJnly 12. Attendance small, no program. Ice-cream and cake were served
after regular meeting in dining-room. It
was voted to have a vacation until Aug. 21.
The annual Or land fair will be held September 29.
sion

_

Cast

EAST BLUEHILL, 252.
Bluehill grange met in regular

ses-

July 10, with twenty-five members
present. There has been some talk of
holding only one meeting each month
during July and August, but it was desion

cided that it would not be advisable to do
so. The question: “What is the most profitable crop to be raised on our Maine
farms?” was interestingly discusted, and
various opinions were given.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

The following resolutions were adopted
on the death of Bro. William York:
Whereat, It has pleased Him who rales over
all to call Bro. York to his long home, therefore be it
Beeolved, That in the death of onr brother,
this grange has lost one of its oldest members, the town sn upright and respected citizen.

Betolved, That a copy of these resolutions
he spread on our records and a copy sent to
Thb Ellsworth American for publication.
John F. Wood,
Edwin J. Candace.
E. D. Leach,
Committee.

Foley’s Honev and Tar not only stops
chronic coughs ihat weaken the constitution
and develop into co -isumntion, but heals and
strengthens the It n~s. I. affo. ds comfort and
relief in the worsi. c sea of chronic bronchitis,
asthma, hay fever and lung trouble. G. A.
ARCH KB.

remnants
mals have

I

*

Poultry.

slaughtered ruthlessly, in season and Coflee—per ft
Rice, per ft
.oea^
Rio,
.l6ft.2S Vinegar, gal
reason, largely for the profit its
grange topics,
songs
20*25
aloe 12a,
55 Cracked wheat,
.05
I by the grange, completed the program, hide would bring.
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
.35
ft—
“Should
have
a
The
After
the
the
two
Tea—per
Buckwheat,
girls
gen.14
question:
buffalo,
1 kg
representatives
j
-45 ft.66 Graham,
Japan,
44
out-door work, and of tbe animal kingdom, in tbe language of
eral knowledge of
Oolong,
.SOft 55 Rye meal,
.04
ft—
of
indoor
a
Granulate*!
Mr.
to
suffer
under
the
relentless
Sugar—per
02k
boys
general knowledge
meal,ft
Cronan,
Granulated,
5®08 Oil—per gal—
w ork?” will be discussed at the next meetmoose
of
were
the
and
man,
persecution
|
Yellow, C
06t> 6^
Linseed.
*54.79
the elk. In the early part of the last cenPowdered,
tMftlc
Kerosene,
I ing, July 24.
and remarks

!

of this tribe of beautiful anitaken a last stand in the moun-

tains.
Bo, too, with tbe bighorn or mountain
sheep, which formerly were found in great
numbers in the open country, bat have
been forced to seek a last refuge in the
mountain fastnesses.
Of the smaller species of deer, the bear,
the beaver, the otter, the muskrat and
others, whose numbers ran up into the
millions, the same sad story of exterminaThe valuable furs of
tion holds true.
many animals made them the prey for
temporary gain, while no thought was
given for the future.
Even the alligator, according to Mr.
Cronan, ia being banted ont of existence.
In tbe last twenty years, be says, no less
than 3,000,000 alligators have been slain in
Florida alone, and in Louisiana tbey have
been slaughtered by wholesale.
The wanton massacre of the seals off
PribyloB islands is shown by the fact that
in 1874 the number on the islands was
3,196,000, while in 1897 it had been reduced
to 172,000. The hunting of seals is described as peculiarly brutal and wasteful. I
Males and females w-ere slain without distinction, and thousands of young were left I
to die oi starvation.
The destruction of America’s bird life
forms another harrowing story. Half a !
century ago the wild turkey could be I
heard chuckling and gobbling in every
beech and chestnut forest of the east, tbe
hillside thickets were Ailed with ruBed
groiyte, tbe quail’s melodious note was
heard in every section of the land, the
lakes and rivers swarmed with ducks and
geese and clouds ol wild pigeons flew
across the skies.
Reports from all parts of
the country show a decrease of from 50 to
70 per cent, in all kinds of game birds.
Tbe boy with the mania for egg-hunting,
and the “game hog” who likes to be photographed with a mountain of dead birds
beside him, are mainly responsible, says
Mr. Cronau.
Audobon, the naturalist, describing his
experiences of 1813, tells of swarms of
wild pigeons a mile in breadth passing
continuously for three hour* and estimated to number over 100,000,000,000. As
late as the early ’80s enormous flocks of
wild pigeons were seen in various parts
of the country. In 1888 the last flocks
were seen.
They were few and small, and
a wild pigeon is
now a rarity
in this
country. It seems to have deserted this
inhospitable land forever.
That even the fish of the sea in American
waters have been wantonly wasted through
commercial rapacity is shown by Mr.
Cronau, who relates that a guano company
at Kiilisnoo, Alaska, for twenty-five
years

of carrots, FngPsh turnips, rye and
dtan meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, *5 pounds;
of bArlev and buckwueai, *M poiaaat. of oats
32 pound*, or even m sas ire a* or agr nneni.

Kuiwis;

A Problem.

exchange offers this as
‘'something to figure on." A banker
going home to dinner saw a flO bill on the
curbstone. He picked it op, noted the
A |Billville

number and went home to dinner. While
home his wife remarked that the
butcher had sent a bill amounting to flO.
The only money he bad was the bill
he had found, which be gave to her and
the paid the outcher.
The butcher paid it to a farmer for a.
calf, the farmer to the merchant, w ho in
turn paid it to a washerwoman, and shs^
to
owing the banker a note of flO, went
the benk and paid the note. The banker
bad
he
recognized tne bill as the one
found, and which to that time had paid
£50 worth of debt. On careful examination he discovered that the bill was
counterfeit. Now, what was lost in the
transaction and by whom?

at

Quaintest Oath In 1'se.
\V hat is regarded aa the quaintest oath
still in use is that taken by the high court
judges in the Isle of Man, the terms of
which are aa follows;
“By this book sod the content* thereof, and
by the wonderful work* that God hath miand
raculously wrought in the heaven above
the earth beneath in a<x day* and six night*, I
do awear that 1 will, without respect of favor
or friendship, loss or gain, consanguinity or
affinity, envy or malice, execute the law*-of
this Isle justly, between party and party.**
indifferently aa the herring backbone doth
lie in the midat of tne fish. Bo
and the contents of this book.*'

help

me

God

_

)
i

!

|
!
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educators at
delightful
institute
INTERESTING

scattered as they were over the entire state, I
believe that they fairly well
represent the
condition of the entire state. Three-fourths
of these schools are
doing either home or
school garden work, or both. Some are working with the idea of obtaining some agricultural information, some for the added interest and general
helpful effects upon pupils,
and still others furntsh material for
composition, arithmetic, et cetera, of a practical nature.
Each school, however, considers it
worth while from its own poipt of view. The
home and school gardens are only the beginnings of the teachings of agriculture in the
public schools, yet they are the centers
around which all else revolves in the earlier
years of school work, and they are practical
alike in both city and rural districts.

castine.

weather

for

of instruction.

SESSIONS

—

VISITORS EN-

IN HISTORIC OLD TOWN—
JOV LIKE
PA YSON SMITH ELECTED
PRESIDENT.
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schools to pattern after. My only thought is
that it may encourage some in their efforts or,
perchance, offer a suggestion that may be of
use.
We have three distinct types of training schools in connection with the North
Adams normal school. A city school with all
the grades, including the kiudergarten. with
an enrollment of about 500 pupils: a mil) village school with two rooms, eight grades and
an enrollment of about eighty pupils; and a
rural school of two rooms with six grades
and an enrollment of about seventy pupils.
All three of these schools have both home
and school garden work; the school garden is
a part of the regular work in each school but
of distinctly different types of work.
lu the rural school, it started as a social
problem, and the first attempt was the growing of a few flowering bulbs for decorative
purposes. Later, other flowers were grown*
and this year the growing of a few vegetables
was started with the idea of encouraging the
cultivation of a profitable garden in every
home. In the mill village the work is more
thoroughly organized. The school grounds
form a model for landscape gardening and
home decoration, and the school garden is
run from a commercial standpoint, but few
vegetables are raised (this year only corn and
potatoes) and these are handled for profit. In
the city school we have a school garden in
each grade from the kindergarten to the
ninth grade inclusive, following this general
plan: In the primary grades each class has a
garden about 14x40 feet, in which are grown a
number of vegetables and flowers, those being chosen that will appeal most to the children either on account of color, shape or size.
The pupils help to do the work, but our idea
is not to teach how to plant or cultivate, but
to develop a love of plants and a desire to
watch their growth and development. In the
grammar grades for the most part, each pupil
has an individual grden 4x10 feet, where he
learns something about the planting of seeds,
transplanting, cultivation and harvesting of
a number of flowers and vegetables.
When we reach the eighth grade, however,
it is put entirely upon a commercial basis,
and the pupils work mostly in groups.
I
think I can best explain this phase of the
work by describing the work of one group.
In our eighth grade this year ten boys elected
to work together iu the growing of potatoes.
They organized themselves and selected a
leader—this long before planting time. This
leader assigned each one some particular
point about potato culture which he was to
investigate. They were referred to the city
library and the normal school library and to
government and state bulletins.
After allowing time for investigation they
met and discussed these topics. Before planting time I met with them and we discussed
the matters of seed selection, the cutting of
potatoes and the preparation of the ground,
about one-fifth of an acre, before planting.
After planting, the cultivation and further
fertilization were the topics discussed, aud
still later that of spraying. The leader keeps
definite account of the time each boy works,
of ail costs, including seed, fertilizer, etc.,
and when the potatoes are dug and. sold next
fall, after deducting the expenses, the remainder will be divided among the boys according to the amount of time they have
worked.
We have others growing corn,
squash, beans, cucumbers, etc., under similar
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J. Asbury Pittman, ol Salem, presided at
the department of superintendence meeting. Joseph W. Dowea, director of penmanship in Chicago normal school, spoke
Powers
on "Child Nature; to Develop Its
without Impairing its Vital Resources”;
C. Moody, instructor in penmanship in the New Britain normal school,
spoke on the "Preparation of Teachers', slid Harry Houston, ol New Haven,
j.

on "Rational
gave an illustrated address
and Practical Penmanship". Other speakers at this meeting were Supt. Walter H.
Email, of Providence, and Wallace E.
Mason, of North Andover, Mass.
Before the department of normal schools
Arthur C. Boyden, ol Bridgewater, Mass.,
reported on the “Organization, Courses
and Methods ol Some Normal Schools of
the Middle West”.
Principal John O. Thompson, of Fitchburg, reported on a study of schools of
observation snd practice at the same

meeting.

Prof. F. B. Jenks, of the Massachusetts

agricultural college, in an address before
the department of rural schools, asserted
industrial education includes no
importaot branch than that of agriculture nor any branch more nearly universal in its adaptation.
Other speakers Wednesday were Miss
Elizabeth Hobbs, of Schnectady, N. V.;
that

more

Supt. William Carkinson, Waltham,
Mass.; Mrs. Jean N. Barrett, Springtleld,
Mass.; Miss Lucy Wheeck, Boston; Merritt D. Chittenden, Burlington, Vt.; Principal Willis O. Smith, Lancaster, N. H.;
Louis H. Meader, Providence; Principal
Joseph E. Mowry, Providence; Julius E.
Warren, agent of Massachusetts state
board of education; Hannah P. Waterman, North Adams, Mass.; Mrs. M. M.
Eurdett, Newton, Mass., and Supt. Frank
11. Beede, New Haven, Coon.
DEPARTMENTAL MEETINGS.

Departmental meetings under superintendence, normal schools, secondary
schools, elementary schools, rural schools
and kindergarten were held Wednesday.
The department of superintendence was
in charge of New England Association of
School Superintendents, and the Kindergarten department was conducted by the
Eisteru Kindergarten association.
The programs for these departmental
meetings were carefully prepared, and
were carried out practically as arranged.

Wednesday night

s

general

session

was

with the consideration of the
in Industrial Education.”
“The Domestic Arts and Sciences” was
considered by Principal H. S. Weaver,
Practical Arts high school, Boston.
“'Agriculture'’ was discussed by Prof.
*• B. Jenks, Massachusetts agricultural
taken up

topic; “Results

conditions.
Yea, I know this will be criticised as being
mercenary—I would hate never to be criticised. You could not get the mercenary spirit
out of the child's mind if you would, and you
wouldn't (or at least you shouldn’t) if you
could. How much would you do solely for
the love of doing it if you did not see at least
an indirect financial gain?
If you would know whether the children enjoy the work, come and be an eye witness. If
you would know whether they gaiu by it, ask
their teachers. If you would know the sociological effect upon the community, again I
say come and see, or, what is better and more

college.
“Industrial Education in an Ordinary
High School,” illustrated by stereopticon,
was the
subject on which Supt. George H.
Whitcher, of Berlin, N. H., spoke.
•‘Co-operation Between School and
Shop,” by Principal Charles J. Woodbury, Fitchburg, Mass.
The address by Prof. Jenks was particularly interesting. He said in part:

the point, try it yourself.
Perhaps there is nothing we

to

are doing that
you wou'd wish to copy. Some of our work
we will change auother year, but since our
worthy president has said we are to “talk of
what we are doing, and not what we purpose
to do.” I must leave that for future discussion.
The time is entirely too short to go into detail as I would like to do, but if 1 have dropped
any remark that will bear fruit in added interest and zeal for the teaching of agriculture
in our public schools, I will feel that I have

PROF. JENKS ON AGRICULTURE.

Industrial education, which is receiving the
attention of so many educators of to-day, includes no more important branch than that
of agriculture, nor any branch more nearly
nuiveraal in its adaptation. We are doing
practical work of an agricultural nature in

all kinds and conditions of schools, both in
city and rural districts, both in large and in
small schools, and are finding that the results

justify the efforts. There is as yet no uniformity either in the subject matter or in the

methods of teaching, and perhaps it is better
that there never should be.
The conditions
are so different in each school from those in
every other school that each one must necessarily be treated as an individual problem.
All over the state of Massachusetts the work
is being
started, and this comiug school seabOU will
open with no less than six agriculture high
schools; four regular high schools
offering agricultural courses; three special or
private schools doing high school agricultural; and a great many other high schools
doing some definite work in agriculture,
chiefly by correlation of the subjects already
aught, while
by far the greater number of
the grammar
schools are making some attempt in this direction.
During the past winter I visited more than

not labored in vain.

upon “The
Problem of Industrial Education in the
Normal Schools”, said in part:
While the subject involves all the varieties
of schools for the preparation of teachers,
from an academy with a text-book course in
pedagogy to a normal university with many
technical schools, I shall limit myself to the
problem as applied to the New England normal schools, which are relatively homogeneous. The normal school of New England, wisely or unwisely, considers its task to
be the fitting of the regular teacher for the
elementary schools. Under its control are
two classes of pupils; first the prospective
‘eachers entering its
doors with
such
academic preparation on the part of most as
can be gained in the public schools; and,
second, the classes of practice school pupils
studying elementary school subjects. This
two-fold clientage of the normal schools
necessitates the treating of my subject from

|

0rty schools in various parts of Massachu*etts, ami while that is & very small portion
of the total
number of schools in the state, ygt
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Schools Fall Short, from a Business Man’s
Standpoint,” Allen B. Lincoln, district
Inmanager of Northwestern Mutual Life
surance Co. General discussion.
Chairman, Principal J. Asbury Pitman,
school
Salem, presided over the Normal
section.
“The Relation of Handwork to the Regular Work in the Practice School” was presented by Principal Henry Whittemore.
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their sites can be |
Leave to withdraw was given by the
part of this desolated governor and council Saturday to the peregion the home of Christ was situated, titioners for the pardon of Samuel 1*
but there is nothing to enable us to estab- Haines, who is serving a life sentence in
was performed in a natural trench washed
It the'State prison for the murder of a Bocklish its location with
confidence.
out by the River Jordan
^t some remote
period of geological history. It is a curi- would seem as if the curse He pronounced ; land policeman in 1879. The nomination
our formation of nature.
upon Caperntpum had been literally ful- i of Leonard J. Kassel mark, of Eden, as a
j As the carriage descends along the filled, and as if “it had been more toler- ! private detective, was tabled for investirough road, which in wet weather is al- able for the land of Sodom in the day of ; gation.
The
most impassable, we pass from spring to judgment then for Capernaum.”
Henry 8. Kelley, aged fifty-one, of Lusummer.
Travelers who visit the Sea of name and the remains of Sodom are still be c, a dealer in hardware and sporting
Dead
of
the
to
be
found
shores
the
Galilee later than April must expect opupon
goods, committed suicide in the basement
in
of his store Monday, by shooting. Close
pressive heat, and the contrast between Sea, while the site of Capernaum is
doubt.
the heavy and humid atmosphere of the
by the body was a twenty-five pound can
There
has
discussion
been
more
upon of powder from which the plug had been
lake basin and the pure and exhilarating

high, while the sacred lake is 680 feet
below tide water. Few people realize that
the greater part of our Lord’s ministry

peared

of the hill country around Nazareth is keenly felt by people who are sensitive to climatic changes. The vegetation becomes tropical as we approach the

this than

feet

viewpoints.

water.

Trees which

are never seen on

decorate the

scene

in every direc-

tion. The lake has the shape of a heart,
thirteen miles long and eight miles wide.
A Jewish rabbi once said: Jehovah hath
created many lakes, but the Sea of Gennesaret is his delight.” It resembles the
lochs of Scotland, and its resemblance to
the lakes of northern Italy is often pointed
out, although the foliage is more scanty
and by no means so beautiful, and the
villas and towns cannot be compared for a

shown

by analysis,

ing.

properties,

of lime, muriatic salts and chloride
of magnesium. There is a cave in the hill
upon which an old castle stands, which is
supposed to be connected by subterranean
passages with the springs, for it has a

grades.
The question of industrial education in the

cites.

close

high temperature
with steam.

in

hall.

continually

filled

with gout'

rheumatism receive almost immediate
relief by sitting in this cave and submitting to the continuous and profuse perspiration which its high temperature ex-

a

top.

This good man,

servant

as we

know,

whom be

him. Jesus went with them toward the
centurion’s house, and in the street met
friends coming to meet him, with a request from that gentleman that the Lord
should not come into the sickroom, but
should speak the word and his servant
would be healed.
Turning to his disciples, Jesus said: “I have not found so
great faith, no, not in Israel.”
At Tell Hum, a hamlet of shepherd’s
huts, half buried among the underbrush,
are the ruins of what was once an elaboThe walls
rate building, ninety feet long.
was
were of fine white marble and it
adorned by a Qreek portico, a colonade, a
noble cornice and finely wrought Corinthian pillars. The shapeless heap of ruins

choked in their

The foot soldiers,

armor.

by smoke and dust, were trampled
dowTn by the Bedouins. Although they
fought sun, fire, heat and sword with terrible desperation, their defeat was utter.
The entire force was annihilated, and
nearly every man who escaped death w as
captured and taken into the desert as a
blinded

slave.

Above the beach, around the lake, is a
succession of grassy slopes and rocky cliffs
with groups of oleanders, whose blossoms
are more brilliant than can be found elsewhere. At the head of the lake the entrance to the River Jordan is marked by a
rich green plain. The river comes down
through rocky gorges with a succession of
foaming rapids, passes through a jungle of
then bursts into
A group of
the clear waters of Galilee.
live palms and a clump of thorn trees
On the south, where
marks its mouth.
the Jordan leaves the lake, it enters a
luxuriant oleanders and

Miss

muddy plain and silently cuts its way
Snow, formerly superintendent
of schools in Bangor, and for several years through the banks gatheriug clay and
other earth in solution until it becomes
past at the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N.
eastern side of the
Y., spoke on “The Adjustment of the very turbid. Upon the
B.

lake the desert sands

School to Manual and Vocational Training”. John Golden, of Fall River, Mass.,
general president of the United Textile
Workers of America, spoke on “The Educational Need from the Viewpoint of Organized Labor”, and Dr. Thomas F. Harrington, director of school hygiene of
Boston, on “The Health of School Child-

water.

Vegetation

come

and

almost to

fertility

is

the

found

almost exclusively upon the western side,
and it has always been so. It is believed
that the soil of the eastern shores is just
as rich and might be as easily irrigated,
but through all the centuries, and until
recently, it has been exposed to the forays
of the Bedouins, who do not hesitate to
harvest other men’s Helds.
At present there are no farms and few

ren”.

At the closing business session, State
Superintendent of Schools Payson Smith,
of Maine, was honored by election as
president of the institute. Other officers
were elected as follows:
Secretary, Edward C. Andrews, Shelton, Conn.; treasurer, A. E. Tuttle, Bellows Falls, Vt.; asA.
sistant secretary, Wendell
Mowry,
Central Falls, R. 1.; assistant treasurer,
Carlos B. Ellis, Springfield, Mass.; vicepresident, Charles T. C. Whitcomb, Brockton, Mass.

houses,

and the

only lights

to be

seen are

the camp Hres of the Bedouins.
The most sacred region of the

lake, and
to one of religious sentiment a region invested with unparallelled interest, is the
northwestern shore, where our Lord dwelt
with men, where He preached from a ship,
walked on the waves, slept in the storm,
rebuked the winds, calmed the sea, pet-
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I
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Everyone would be benefited by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative for stomach and l'ver
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superior to pills and ordinary laxatives. Why
not try Foley’s Orino Laxative to-day?
ft .a.
Pabcher.

taken

and

paper

a

fuse

inserted

and

the Sons of Veterans, and later iu
the same year was elected national commander of the same order.
ion of

Helen, the eleven-year-old daughter of
Rev. Joseph A. Snow, of Hermon, was
struck by a bullet from a rifle in the hands
of some unknown person Saturday afternoon, in her father’s hay field, and died
Sunday. The bullet passed completely
through the girl’s body, piercing the
lungs. It is supposed that the shot was
fired by someone firing at a target, although the officers have not yet ascertained
by whom the shot was fired.

one of the most
SOUTH SURRY.
associated with the
J. Cunningham has been visiting friends
Saviour. For here He not only healed the
at Trenton.
centurion’s servant, but raised the daughMrs. Mary P. Lord, who has been visitter of Jairus from the dead. He lived in
ing Mrs. E. M. Cunningham, has returned
Capernamra almost continually after His to Gardiner.
baptism by J<5hn. There He healed the
Miss Dorothea Coggins, who has been
mother-in-law of Peter and the man sick
of palsy, restored the withered hand and spending her vacation here, returned to
spoke the most striking of His parables Brooklyn, N. Y., last Thursday.
!
and the most eloquent of His discourses.
Mrs. Lyman Curtis, of Bluehill, and
From this neighborhood also He called Mrs. Bina Curtis and son Herbert, of

tirely ignored

this

place,

memorable of all those

together those men whom He had chosen Bethel, Vt.,
preach the gospel and establish His Sunday.

were

calling

on

friends here

to

kingdom upon the earth. Several of them
A decided improvement has been made
fishermen and made their living ! in the
appearance of the cemetery this
The
with nets in the Sea of Galilee.
past week by having the unsightly bushes
lake
were
once
fish
of
this
shipper removed and
pickled
resetting some of the stones.
to Rome, Greece, Spain and all the great
markets of the world, and long caravans Much needs to be done yet. There are
of camels loaded with them were driven
many lots which need attention and gradto Jerusalem at the yearly feasts to feed
ing.
the multitude. Fishing was the occupaTramp.
July 12.
tion of thousands in those days, and was
done
little
is
but
profitable,
very
very
were

Down in this pit, in the days of the crusaders, the ambition of Christendom was
scorched to the heart. Tempted by treach- nowadays.
There are only two boats upon the lake,
ery, the knights of the cross attacked and they belong to Germans, and fish is
were
Saladin. The dust and heat
intense, seldom served at the Tiberius hotel. This
the character and habits
for there had been a long drought and the is attributed to
of the Arabs, who make up the greater
earth wras parched. Tbe Arabs set tire to
of
the
present population. They 4°
part
the trees and shrubbery. The knights not like the water and will seldom trust

was

Emerson

and is

Persons afflicted

any other of the

Mrs. Abbie Cromwell, aged seventy*
four years, whose decomposed body was
found in a clump of bushes just off the old
road between South Dresden and Wiscasset Sunday, died from exposure. This
is the verdict of Coroner C. A. Richards,
are supposed to have been the synagogue
of Wiscasset. There is no evidence to
built by the Roman centurion, and if so sustain the rumor of foul play at first cirthey mark one of the most sacred places culated. Mrs. Cromwell left the home of
on earth, for in that building Jesus delivDresden over two
a daughter at South
weeks ago, to walk five miles to the home
i ered the discourse reported in the sixth
chapter of the gospel of St. John, when of a son. The son did not know she
his text was: “I am the Bread of Life.”
planned the visit, and the daughter did
It is quite remarkable that both the great not know she had net reached her destichurches of the East, which have fought nation until a week later, when she met
so
fiercely for the possession of other her brother and inquired for Ler mother.
sacred sites in Palestine, should have en-

are car-

or

brought to a
Thursday evening, with the general
held

as

the site of

loved, and that
servant, being at thi point of death, the
elders of the town besought Jesus to heal
had

bonate

normal schools cannot be settled without consideration of the pupils in the allied practice
schools. The normal school should see that
in its practice it gives the future teacher a
little first-hand knowledge of the practical
use of the arts and crafts in their three-fold
function in education. In these practice
schools it may be clearly demonstrated that
the arts and crafts are needed by all pupils
to give variety in expression; that they are
needed for most pupils to put them into a
sympathetic attitude toward hand labor; and
they are needed by many pupils to enable
them to find their own powers.
The report of the Massachusetts Industrial
Education commission shows in that state
alone 25,000 boys and girls belween the ages
of fourteen and sixteen are not attending
school, most of them, certainly, through indifference to the opportunities which are
theirs. Let the public schools provide mors
courses in industrial education, and let the
normal schools not only fit the prospective
teachers to do all these forms of industrial
work which the most progressive schools expect of the regular teacher, but also develop
in her a sympathetic interest in all forms of
industrial training which help boys and girls
to become more
intelligent, honorable and
useful citizeus, and then we shall no longer
be confronted by such disheartening figures.

The official program

the hill

moment.

The second duty of the normal school in relation to the problem of industrial education
is the creation of a right spirit toward it in
the hands of its graduates. It is the duty of
the normal school to arouse in its students an
intelligent sympathy with every movement
which tends to adapt the schools to meet the
needs of the times. Since interest, also, is
aroused by increasing knowledge, the normal
school is justified in extending the courses in
industrial education beyond those which the
regular teachers will have to teach in the

over

of

some

places, and the Palestine Explora- lighted. Evidently the paper was twisted
tion society has shown a good deal of in- too
tightly, a9 the fuse burned out within
terest and zeal in making excavations to
an inch of the opening.
determine the question. The only tangiCol. Frank P. Merrill, w ho in 1883, was
ble evidence one way or the other is furncommander-in-chief for|the United States
ished by the supposed ruin of a synagogue 1
of the Sons of Veterans, and traveling
which Was built at Capernteum by a Ro- j
salesman for John Carter & Co., paper,
man centurion, evidently of great riches, j
died suddenly at his home in Dorchester,
rank
and
liberal
mind.
He
was
the
high
j
night. Col. Merrill was
commander of the Roman garrison, and ; Mass., Friday
born in Buckfleld, in 1852, and in 1883
built a splendid temple for the Jews upon
was made commander of the Maine divis-

the

The lake is encircled by a white strip of
beach. At the northern end it is formed
of smooth white sand, shells and pebbles,
and the southern end of gravel and black
and white bowlders. Evidences of volcanic agencies appear frequently, and on
the southern banks are the famous hot
baths of Herod, who utilized a group of
sulphurous springs and built and fitted in
great luxury, in imitation of the Romans,
a collection of bathhouses that have never
been surpassed in the East. The water of
the springs has a bitter and nauseous
taste, and smells like antiquated eggs, but
amid all the wrecks of fortune with which
the locality is strewn, they still minister
to the ills of humanity with great relief.
Rheumatism, gout and other diseases can
be cured by using them, and invalids
The
come here from all parts of Syria.
springs were famous throughout the
ancient world, but the present accommadations cannot be recommended. The
bathhouses are dirty and inconvenient,
and the surroundings are repulsive. There
is a Protestant hospital and a missionary
medical station near by, both of which are
supported, by the Free Church of Scotland,
and furnish neat but limited quarters.
The baths were called Hammath in the
Old Testament, but are known as HumThe springs are four in nummon now.
ber. The water has a normal temperature
of 144 degrees Fahrenheit, and its chief

few

In

sacred

iiills grow in thick jungles, and groups of

palms

and

identified.

ozone

Let us consider the problem of industrial
education from the viewpoint of the prospective teacher. By industrial education I
shall mean in this discussion all those forms
of education which involve the combined
activity of the hand, the eye, and the brain.
Very few of the prospective teachers have
ever had much of such training. The fact
that they are presenting themselves at a normal school is evidence that they belong to
the bookish element; that they are naturally
of the thoughtful type; that they are not dependent upon the concrete to satisfy their interests; that they get Joy out of mental gymnastics. Since all the industrial training the
mass .'f the public schools provides is some
penmanship and a little smattering of drawing, if these yonng women have had much
education from the activity of the hand, eye
and brain in unison, the home must have provided it. Does the home provide an ample
amount of industrial education? It did once
perhaps, but it certainly does not under the
conditions of modern life. The prospective
teacher, as has been pointed out, does not by
nature crave for the stimuli that industrial
courses offer, and neither the school nor the
home have compelled her to profit by their
advantages and gain the preparation which
they offer.
It is not right for the normal school to certificate a teacher unprepared to utilize the
hand and eye in educating the children.
Perhaps it would be if all the children were
duplicates of herself, but they are not. Many
of the children are without any instinctive
interest in books and without any capacity
for abstract problems, yet they are to do the
world’s work in the next generation and are
entitled to an education to fit them for that
duty. The teachers must be prepared, of
The excourse, to give them that education.
pression that is simply verbal is not only into
all
the
adequate
develop
capacities of any
child, but also it comes*far short of developing the best that is in most children. That
oeing so, you will all agree that the arts and
crafts are essential in the education of children. This education is carried on by two
sets of teachers—the special teacher and the
regular teacher. It means that the normal
school must prepare the regular teacher to
teach such subjects as drawing, penmanship,
weaving and sewing, and that it is not its
business to train teachers of sloyd and cook-

Mary

Thursday morning’s session was again
given over to departmental meetings.
Supt. Frank H. Beede, of New Haven,
Conn., presided over the superintendence
department. The papers were as follows:
“Is Teaching a Profession?” Prof. Walter
“The
Ballou Jacobs, Brown university.
j Annual School Report, How Can It Be
Made More Useful?” Supt. Walter H.
Small, Providence. “Wherein the Public

|

two

session

THURSDAY’S SESSION.

RUSSELL’S ADDRESS.

Principal Russell, speaking

who gathered some two or
nnd of Maine,
three hundred strong.
's program was a most
The opening day
with a Hue
successful one, ending in the public
hall
evening,
meeting at Emerson
were made by Supt. Ber.-hen addresses
of
Lawrence, Mass., on
nard M. Sheridan,
Schools and
♦‘Glimpses of American
Schoolmen”, and Prof. Robert J. Sprague,
of Maine, on “Construc0[ the University
or
Moral Degeneracy”. kiudergarten.
tive Education,
As has already been remarked, each school
followed by
has a different problem and in telling what
Both a {leakers were closely
much
and
favorable we are trying to do at North Adams. I do not
the large audience
comment was made on the subject matter' mean that I consider it a model for other

and thoughts presented.
on the
A delightful sail was enjoyed
and another
steamer Rockland Tueaday
session Wed*as taken after the morning
nesday for a trip up the Penobacot river.
Bar Harbor on the
On Friday a trip to

SEA OF GALILEE.

“The Problem of Industrial Education
in American Normal Schools,” Principal
Discussion
Walter E. Russell, Gorham.
opened by Charles H. Morrill, Hyannis.
“A State Policy for the Promotion of
Industrial Education,” Arthur D. Dean,
chief of division of trade schools, New
York state department of education. General discussion.

Educators differ very g-eatly in their ideas
as to where this agricultural
training should
begin, but I am inclined to the opinion that
the earlier in the life of a child the better—so
long as judgment is displayed in the selection of material and in the manner presenting
it. The college work is reinforced if some
definite work has been done in the high
school. High school pupils take hold of their
work with more Interest and appreciation if
they have learned a few facts in the grammar
school. At North Adams we begin with the

school

formed the miracles of the fishes, cast out
KlTTKltY TO CaRIBOU.
devils and preached the gospel of love and
Mrs.
Charles Lovell, of Freeport, aged
I peace for three years. These shores, howin •
BANKS OF FAMOUS SHEET OF ever, are desolate now. Of all the numer- thirty, poured kerosene on live coala
stove to kindle a fite Saturday, and waa
ous cities and towns in what must have
WATER ARE DESOLATE.
burned. She leaves four children,
been in His day the most thickly peopled fatally
the oldest aged six years.
THE SCENERY AND TRADITIONS OF ITS district of Palestine, but one town—TiberThe 8pringer Lumber Co.’s large mill at
ius—remains, and a collection of a few
BEAUTIFUL SHORES—LAlvE IS 680
hovels called Mejdel, which is supposed to Wyt^pitlock, with f3,000 worth of lumber,
FEET BELOW 8BA LEVEL.
have been the ancient Magdala, the home and a small power house, were burned
Sunday, entailing a total loss of about
The descent from Nazareth to the Sea of of Mary the Magdalene.
Galilee is very rapid, writes William E.
Josephus, who governed this province ! 138,000. The mill employed 160 operatives,
Curtis. That village lies at an altitude of thirty-four years after the crucifixion, j running day and night, and had a capaciwaa
about 1,100 feet above the Mediterranean» tells us that there w*ere nine cities on the j ty of 75,000 feet of lumber daily. It
lake in his time, but they have all disap- j insured for |10,0d0.
hills around it are from

was opened by Dr. Herbert H.
Latnson, Plymouth.

Discussion

themselves upon its treacherous surface.
If the lake was covered with boats, people
say, they would prefer to travel all around
the slow-paced camel.
its shores
As there is no demand for boats, the very
art of building them is lost. 1 am told
that there is not a carpenter upon the
whole coast who has either the tools or the
materials or the experience to construct
The two boats now used by tourists
one.
are said to have been brought over from
Haifa by wagon.
Occasionally some of
the inhabitants of the lake region fish, but
for
it.
they have no taste
Placid as the surface of the lake seems,
furious squalls are frequent. This phenomenon seems all the more remarkable
because it is surrounded by high hills,
and the pit in which it lies is nearly 900
feet below the sea. But these are said to j
be the very causes of sudden and violent
Meteorologists explain that
tempests.
the hot, moist air from the surface of the
lake rises toward the aky, and that whenever the wind blows from certain directions the ravines through the mountains1
which converge upon the lake act like
funnels and suck down the cold air which
Such
causes t he atmospheric commotions.
tempests are not only violent, bu' often
come suddenly with a change in the wind,
and when the sky is perfectly clear. These
phenomena occurred in the time of the
Saviour. You will remember when Jesus
in the hinder part
was asleep on a
His disciples aroused Him
of the ship.
with a cry: “Master, carest Thou not
that we perish?” and He arose and rebuked
the wind, and said unto the sea, “Peace,
be still.”

upon*

pillow
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Nervous Women
will find that Nature responds
promptly to the gentle laxative effects, and the helpful
tonic action of

$Seec/uim3
&UU

Sold Everywhere.

A Reliable

In boxes 10c. end 25c.
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CATARRH
Balm

Cream
Ely’squickly

absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and prot eets
the diseased membrane rqgulting from Ci rr.X and drives
y. Restores
away a Cold in the Head
the Senses of Taste and *:1 ’.1 size
X Liquid
50 cts. at Druggists or
-y
.s 75 cts.
Cream Balm for u<e in at;
r<
r. New York.
El\ Brothers, 50 Warren
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The Power Company Tax.
At a meeting of the city government Monday evening the mayor and
aldermen took the initiative in a
petition to the assessors to abate the
tax of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Tower Co. for the years 1908 and 1S09

the valuation added by the assessor
last year in excess of 960,000.
The mayor and aldermen take the
ground that it iB poor policy to antagonize the power company on the
on

offices of which the industrial
future of Ellsworth so largely depends.
Also, that while the city is not legally
bound by the action taken by the city
government in 1905 as the resalt of a

good

mass

meeting, fixing
of

the

assessed

tial enough to meet tbe expectation
of all fair-minded people. While it is
true that the republican platform did
not call for a revision downward, yet
it is a fact that the President in his

speeches before election and other
republican leaders made such promises, and those pledges will be kept.
resolution providing for
The
joint

the submission to tbe states of £n income tax constitutional amendment,
which was agreed to by a unanimous
vote in the Senate, has been adopted
by the House, although there is considerable doubt if three-fourths of the
states—tbe number necessary for its
concur in this amend-

adoption—will

ment.
The maximum and minimum features of the tariff bill will probably remain as amended in the Senate, and
the administrative features of the new

believed, however,
will
meet

the

produce sufficient
expenditures.

revenue

to

that there is a power plant there, actually in
operation, than if there was only a projected
power plant which might or might not be
built, and which would be entirely dependent
on the location of not only one but of several

been signed by the President, there
will be a resumption of business,
which, it is expected, will equal or exceed that preceding the depression of

industries in Ellsworth.

two

*

*

*

•

*

We have had negotiations with four differof power, and have a fair chance
of closing with one. One other has distinctly
said that the treatment of the Bar Harbor &
Union River Power Co. by the city of Ellsworth in the matter of taxes will prevent the
consummation of his plans unless be can he
secured in some manner against a similar
action in his case.
ent users

years ago.
The predictions made in the early
part of the present session by the
democrats who thought that the re-

publican

party was going to be so
lose the election next year
and in 1912, have ceased eutirely, and
the democratic leaders are most solici-

rent

as

to

as to what sort of a
showing they
make by their party, which is more
The people of Ellsworth should not become divided than at any time In Its history.
impatient because they canno' immediately
It is now confidently believed that

tous

can

realize to the full the benefits of the w irk.
It will take time and continued effort, and the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co. cannot
do it all. The people of the city must help,
and above all mast keep the faith of their
agreements, whether they are legally bound
by them or not.
With such assistance as we can obtain
locally, and in the hope and belief that we
will not be handicapped, we shall continue
our efforts to create a local msrket for our
power. We have a large investment in Ellsworth property, and it can be made more
profitable if the power be utilized in the local
market than if it is transmitted to other

points.
These extracts from Mr. Silliman’s
letter ought to dispose of the wholly
unwarranted criticism that the power
company has no special interest iu

Ellsworth’s welfare, civic

or

indus-

trial.

the

republican majority in the next
House will be considerably larger than
in the present, and also that Mr. Taft
will be elected to succeed himself bv
a larger popular and electoral vote
than he received in 1909.
School Fund und Mill Tax.
The school population of Maine, according to complete returns at the office of the
State superin.endent, is 212,335, a gain of
1.683over 1903. The apportionment of the
school and mill fund is now being completed in the office of the State treasurer.

spite of the
population there
In

increase

in

the

will also

be

a

school

consider-

able increase in the amount to be
appor^
tioned to the towns by reason of the increase in valuation of the State.
The

pupil

amount
will

be

a

to

be

apportioned

little less than £4.10,

per
an

increase of about 11 cents per pupil over
The Tariff Bill.
Interest in the tariff hill is now cen- last year. Yhe first apportionment under
tred on its progress in conference. the provisions of the common school fund
It is probable that two or three weeks act passed by the last legislature w ill not
be made until July, 1910. The mill fund
at least will be consumed in thi^
will be made up at that time on the basis
work, and it does not seem likely now of three mills on the valuation of the State
that Congress will adjourn before rather than
one-and-a-half mills, as at
As
the amended bill present.
August 1.
is
likely to be
passed by tbe Senate
“Idleness is not a vice, it is a rust that
changed materially, it is useless to
destroys all virtues.”
comment upon the various schedules
until the conference bill is reported State or
Ohio, city or Touroo, >
Lucas couktt
v8S
and passed by both Houses and sent
As Anally passed
to the President.
by the Senate, the ^rates seem to be
about midway between those passed
by tbe House and tbe present Dingley law, and the completed bill

adopted

in conference will

certainly

■how a considerable redaction over
the ratee of tbe law now In operation.
While these redactions will not
meet the wishes of the so-called pro-

gressives

and revisionists

throughout

the country, yet they will be substan-

FROM WASHINGTON.

GOSSIP.

Rear-Admiral Robley D. Evans and wife
among last week’s arrivals at Bar
Harbor.

were

_

and fourteen

ounces.

The Mt. Desert island towns will vote on
automobile exclusion act this week.
Eden will vote to-morrow, Southwest
Harbor on Friday, and Mt. Desert and
Tremont on Saturday.
the

The children of Bucksport have lost a
well-beloved friend in the death of Leslie
C. Homer, the expressman. It was a common sight to see the express wagon Ailed
with laughing children, and the genial
driver with merry story and jest seemed
always to be enjoying the drive as much
For many years it had been bis
as they.
custom on the morning of the Fourth to
distribute Are crackers to the children,

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he in
partner of the firm of f. J. < heuev A
doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
the sum of ONE HUNDREj DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
8won?to be,ortt "t® w*»d subscribed in my
presetted this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
^
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
senior

Co.,

CVe‘

sago flour assessed with a duty whe n
those articles are used as starch and not as
The matting mills, at
a food product.
Sanford, want high specific duties retained on certain grades of matting to
keep out Japanese competition. The
Senate voted the higher rates on these

ooonty.'that

ft?

dL"?

MOWING

1

MAN

ences.

Almost

ever since

Congress he has been
priation committees,

he has

come

to

member of

approand those commit-

a

AGENTS to introduce our attractive Dress Goods. Bilk* and fine Cotton
handsome goods—
Fabrics in every town
exclusive patterns.
Large
popular prices
sample outfit PRRE. Libera* credit to respons ble agents.
Write for liberal commission
National
offer and secure territory now.
Danas Goods Company. 380 West Broadway
(Dept. 81) New York city.
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tees

During

THE

"city

ordinance.
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FOR 8ALE1

ELECTRICAL

year, and

forty-two

were

registered during the month of June last.
registry fee in this case also is }2 per

annum.

There have
dealera in

obliged

been

108

antomobilea,

licenaea given to
which they are

for

to

pey an annual fee of flO, and
there have been twenty-seven registered
since the first of the year.
3Iother’s Shining Kxample.
“Be a man,” said an Atchison girl to her
brother.
Then she got to thinking.
When

trouble

came to her home it
was her
who met it bravely, who told
father not to worry, who calmed his fears,
and who did all her own worrying without letting any one know about it. It was
mother who was neier afraid, never

mother

angry, who was above petty annoyance,
and who spent her life on the firing liae,
fighting for others.
“No,” the girl added quickly to her
brother, “I don't mean be a man; be a
woman.”
Backbone it better than wishbone.

‘"S

allTp?r™?™

co«S{,.l°„„b'hh/SJ‘tffi
theWoViffi

handle the largest conference reports.
the last ten or fifteen years Senator Hale has been a member of half a
dozen conferences annually on big approPresident Emeritus Charles W. Eliot, priation bills. He has had more experiSpecial Notices.
of Harvard, is president of an organiza- ence in that line than any other member
tion at Mt. Desert whose object “is the of the Senate, and, in some ways, his seris hereby given that Forreat B.
perpetual holding of places of interest and vices will be very valuable to Congress | T^OTICE
Snow, of Biuehiil, Maine, has made apbeauty on the island and keeping them and to the party in the tariff conference plication to the State Board of Bar Examiner* lor examination for admission to tbe
free and undisfigured for the benefit of now well under
way. He is a past master Bar at the next seaxion of the Board to be
the public”. Its title is “The Trustees of in handling such large legislative under- held at Portland on the first Tuesday of AuJohn B. Madioan,
Public Reservations of Hancock County”. takings methodically, in suggesting prac- gust, 1900.
Secretary of tbe Board.
It has no funds, but is dependent on those tical compromises and, withal, ia a hard
w hose interest leads them to contribute
NOTICE TO TAX-PAYERS.
fighter—all important qualifications for a
board of assessors will be in session
money or land. The contribution of 135 congressional conferee.
the second Saturday of each month for
which are some picturesque
acres, on
the purpose of transacting any buxines* that
The Maine delegation in the House has may come before them relating to the assessplaces, was made by Mrs. Charles D.
8. P. Btockbbidob,
ment of taxes.
Homans, of Boston. The organization been back here in force for the ceremony
Chairman.
Ellsworth, July 7. 1909.
was incorporated eight years ago.
Bishop of putting the tariff bill Into conference.
Lawrence is one of the vice-presidents of It was a very brief performance to bring
the Village improvement society of liar men over a course of 000 or 700 miles to be
STATE OP MAINE.
Harbor, and among the members of va- in Washington when the speaker’s gavel
City or Ell«wostm.
rious committees are Miss Bailie Law- fell, but ail the same it was important.
CHAPTBB 38.
rence, Miss Eloise Derby, Mrs. William P. The Senate had completed the bill, and An Act to
Regulate the Salt of Milk and Cream
Robert
Herbert
Dr.
Jacques,
Draper,
republican insurgents in the House were
in the City of Ellsworth.
Amoryand F. C. Lyman.
Suction 1. It is hereby ordained and enready to make a coalition with the demoacted
that on and after August 15, nineteen
crats to consider the S47 Senate amendhundred and nine, any person who sells or
One of the show features of the fish ments in some other way than the House offers for sale, milk or cream
in the City of
Ellsworth shall be required each year prior to
hatching station at Craig's Brook are the organization thought it should be done.
June 1 to take out a License from said city to
tame trout in one of the small ponds.
Many of the legislators have sent their be granted by the Mayor and Aldermen by
The moment one of the employees appear families home and are keeping bachelors’ vote upon satisfactory evidence that tbe
cows from which such milk or cream so sold,
swim
around
the
him
they
pond, keeping
! hall in Washington. This does not hold or offered for sale, Is taken shall have been
for tuberculosis and found to be In a
in 9ight, expecting to be fed or to have true of all the New'
England men, how- tested
healthy condition; and tbe Board may also
their backs scratched. The man places ever.
Representative Burleigh, who is require as a condition preliminary to the
such License satisfactory evldenca
his hand in the water and immediately now living at the Raleigh, is
accompanied granting
as to the purity of such milk or cream and the
the trout come swimming to him and rub by Mrs. Burle gh. She always takes a sanitary conditions
under which the same is
kept.
against his fingers much as a pet cat, lively interest ia her husband's legislative produced and
Section 2. Such Licenses when granted
crowding each other to get the chance. work, knows the old third district almost may be revoked by vote of said Board of
But their happiness seems complete wben as well as he does, which is saying a good Mayor and Aldermen upon evidence satisfactory to said Board that tbe conditio s under
be strokes their stomachs gently. Then deal, and prefers to
stay with him in which such License was originally granted
they lie perfectly quiet with as much of Washington in spite
of the summer have so changed as to make it improper, in
the judgment of the Board, that the same be
an expression of calm contentment as fish
climate which drives many ladies of the contiuued
Section 8 No person without such License
are capable of.
They are off like a shot at congressional circle to their homes or to
shall sell, or offer for sale, milk or cream in
the least unusual motion, bnt soon come the resorts in the mountains and at the the
City of Ellsworth.
Section 4. Penalty for violation of this orback again.
Superintendent Atkins has seaside. She is now in better health,
dinance shall be a fine of not exceeding ten
made something of a study of the intelli- much to the
dollars for each offense, to he recovered on
gratification of her friends.
complaint.
Approved.
gence of fish, and considers trout excepFeans F. Simonton. Mayor.
tionally sagacious and capable of consid“Lncle Amos" Allen, who has been
Ordinance having bad two
The
foregoing
up
erable training, soon becoming familiar
at his home in the first district for several several readings was passed under a
suspenw itb the attendants and shy of strangers,
weeks, cultivating his garden and watch- sion of the rules July 12, A. D., 1999. and aping the crops, was among the first of the proved by the Mayor.
Automobiles in Maine.
Attest—Thomas fi. Bale,
Maine arrivals. He took readily to the
The State of Maine has received a pretty
City Clerk.
swinging chair well in the centre of tbe
from
the
1 fnny
registration of automo- House, where nis desk is, and found it no
as
since
the
biles,
sUmmisrmntt#.
passage of the automo- difficult task to pass from agriculture to
bile law by the legislature of 1905, the sum
legislation at one fell swoop. Representaol fls.ail has been turned into the State’s tives
Rurleigb, Swasey and Guernsey were
exchequer from the registration feea of also on the job, and all helped vote the
automobile-owners, operators, owners of tariff bill into conference. But after that
motor cycles and the dealers in automo- three-hour session
The Homestead of the late H. M. Gray,
the Maine men, as well
biles.
37 acres, situated about two miles west of
as a large coterie of other
representatives,
Bluehtil village. Also half interest In Steam
Four thousand
two
and found time
hundred
hanging at heavily on their
Mill and Machinery, consisting of Eugine
eighteen automobiles have been registered hands as ever.
and
Boiler. Rotary, Heading machine. Stave
since the law was passed, and of this
Washington is not the busiest city In
machine. Plainer. Miafting, Pulleys, etc.
number. 986 were registered from the first the world in
One wood lot 75acres, well wooded; one lot
mid-July. The departments
of January of this year. Daring last June
are not doing very much, for half tbe em22 acres; 2 lots 2n acres each. One two horse
344 machines were registered, which is
Jigger, 1 two-horse Hied, Plow, Furniture,
ployee are away on vacation. And accordthe largest number of any one month exleft-handed Haw, Drilling Machine, Emery
ingly, it is little use to attempt to do
Wheel, Ox Bow s, etc.
cept in the June following the passage of many errands with
departmental Officials,
Adda ass
the law, when there was a number wait- and
moat of tbe representative* are
tilting
FRANK F. GREENE, Atfmr.,
ing to be registered. The registry fee is f2 around twirling their
thumbs and waitfor each machine.
• luohill, flflg.
ing for the conference to finish its delib'
Since the law went into effect, 4,844
oper- eratious.
ators’ licenses have been isaued, and of
All the Jiew England
congressmen are
this number 1,064 have been issued since in the
same plight.
They do not care to
the first of this year and *82 were
WIRING.
granted return home, because the conference on
during tbe month of June last. The reg- the tariff might conclude
I.Ih, of
inside of a week
fee
for
the
istry
operator’s license is also and the moment the
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
conference concludes'
AND FIXT1!,E.V
*2.
business will be rushing in the Senate and
EhIwi'i .i "in., ,u ;m»Hm ChMft.il, 'Una.
Four hundred and twenty-five motor
House, and every man wilt be
expected to
ANDREW M. MOOR
cycles have been registered since the law be in his seat.
The waiting may be a Main st..
til, orth.
was passed at the session of the
legisla- matter of a lew days or it may he a matter
ture of 1905, licenaea having been
granted of two or three weeks, and on that one
Uusnuae Cart,
to eighty-aix owners of motor cycles since
man's guess is as good as another’s.
the first of the

The

___ltjal Hotitw.
To all porooa, interaateo in
tb" 01
late* hereinafter named
<bt «.
At a probate court held at
KU,_„r(k
for the county of Hancock
*' on ll»
day of July, a. d. 190g,
following matter,
X lented for the action having h. pre
after Indicated, It is
hereby
ttc. thereof be given to
>bM *
by caoelng a copy of this nrd... l*rWtt
llehed three week*
eucceaalvely
worth American, a newanaoe; ..Sr' Elk.
Ell.worth. In eaid
the.
pear at a probate court to h.
'.
t*.
w“t‘h. in said
of Anguet. o. d. HO*, .t len
ot
U th.
and be heard

Senator Hale's Great Influence In
Conference—Maine's Interest In
%.,l*ttf
the Tariff Bill.
iiJS
rpHB
Washington, D. Cm July 12 (special)
thar.nl
The only real working man just at present
“TS
among the Pine Tree staters in Congress grades.
is Senator Hale, of Ellsworth. The conThe old fight over the duty on paper, in
ference on the tariff is progressing fore- which the paper mills of Maine are treUb,d*
noon, afternoon and evening, and as one mendously interested, is raging in conof the five republican conferees, who has ference, where is is to be determined
.Ji'4.4*
important local interests to look after for whether paper shall pays duty of |2 a
lorenoon,
his
constituents, not to mention the ton, which the House favors, or fl a ton,
Sarah E. Kinsman, late of Prauvn.
general interests, political and national which the Senate favors, or a duty at some county, deceased. A certain ,’, ”’ ‘“uld
Some of the big porting to be the last win ami ["S «'•
entrusted to him in part, he has his hands intermediate figure.
Mid deceased. together with
full.
metropolitan papers want the lower duty, bate thereof, presented bv H petiilon^0**
I- n
J"'PrsBI»l*do.i,tkt
Because of trouble with his throat, the and are bringing all the influence at their executor therein named.
Sneen B. Sargent, late ol
Ell»w„,tk
senator was directed by his physician late command to obtain it. Then there are county, deceased. A
certain nTt,"M
in June to take a little rest trip to Maine. several shoe factories in Maine with an in- porting to be the last will an.l 1,, ''"' Mraaid deceased, together with pin in T'“' «•
He returned here a few days ago much reterest in the rates finally fixed on boots bate thereof presented bv
Reuben s J“r
freshed. His throat trouble had practi- and shoes and sole leather and hides. The the execotor (herein named
William Herrick, late ot
in
u,.
ii
and
senator
the
and
the
of
saw
mills
cally disappeared,
logging in said comity, deceaaerl. Souihwc.t
proprietors
a cert!,,
'K
ment purporting to be the lam
good shape for the ordeal of the confer- companies and their employes will be ment
arete*
of said deceased, togetherwill
«,*h
These conferences over tariff bills glad to know what the conference decides for probate thereof,
ence.
preaeru*, b‘
the executrix therein
>•
are very tedious.
They involve constant about duties on rough and dressed lumber. Herrick,
Melinda W Emerge.
contests. As a matter of principle, the
said county deceased. A ceruiu
purporting to he the laal will and te«t»S*S
Senate conferees fight for the items which
E*QfU
of aaid deceased, together with
p, !,!„??>
the Senate passed, and the House conprobate thereof, presented bv JosephSk?
t,“nferees fight for the Items which the House "\1TATCH—On road between Dr. Simonton's son. the executor therein named
Asenath
P. Staples, late of Brook.em
(arm on Lamoine Road and Ellsworth,
V?
passed.
open face, gold watch. PinBer please leave aaid .county, deceased. Pei.||„,°?h.
with J. W. Grave*. Lamoine, or J. A. Haynes, Cousins or some other suitable per, n k ,'
rue conferees are naturally put unaer
Ellsworth, and receive reward.
pointed administrator of toe
something of a strain. They are well
deceased,.presented by Ellen M. (ira,J-csork.
ter of Hid deceased.
aware that almost 500 legislators are restAustin B. Preetby. late of
jfor Salt.
Brooklln 1,
less, anxious to pas* the tariff bill and get
coonty. deceased
Petition that atafv"?
home, but at the same time the work must
MACHINE—A l-horse machine. Dodge or some other suitable PArw>n k*
pointed administrator of the esraJJ Jf A
I be performed satisfactorily in conference,
Inquire of G. A. Paechbr, Ellsworth. deceased,
presented by .\finard h lJ**
^
son and heir<at law of said decessed
or there might be danger of the rejection
Leonora Burns, late of Trenton.'
EHantrt).
iB
in
house
one
of the conference agreement
county, decessed. Petition that Horse# tr
Burns or some other suitable
or the other, which would mean a bad
around 90 to took after our business pointed administrator of the er^n hi 11
estate 0f.!£
in unoccupied territory,
tangle, party demoralization, and persisspecial In- Deceased, presented by Horace W
burn.
C. R. Boas A Co.,
ducement. permanent.
and heir-at law of said deceased
tent delay.
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.
Elvira L. Jordan, late of Ellsworth in„u
Senator Hale is an old hand in confercounty, deceased. Second account of iw!
—

Mrs. W. L. France, of Sargentville, has
th. champion rhubarb plant, yet reported,
two stalks of which weighed one pound

bill will be stronger than in any preand one of his last acts was to provide his
vious tariff law.
As regards a customs court—in spite usual gift, adding tuis year oranges also.
of the great opposition made, it
Ralph Holmes, of Ellsworth, figured in
seems likely that such a tribunal will
a curious coincidence at Southwest Harto
be provided for. The power given
bor recently. He was cruising among the
the President to appoint experts to islands, and was in Southwest Harbor
enable him properly to carry out the during a heavy squall. Two young ladies
maximum and minimum features will out in a small boat were being driven rapprobably do away with any further idly to sea when Holmes saw their danger
thought of a tariff commission, an and went to their assistance. He sueamendment to this effect having been <-eeded in rescuing them and towed them
to shore. So far there is nothing unusual
voted down in the Senate.
in the story, more than a rescue well-acof
so
much
variance
There is
opincomplished, but the strange coincidence is
ion as to what the new bill will prothat one of the young ladies was named
duce in revenue, that it is impossible
Ralph, and the other, Holmes^ their names
to predict with any aocuraoy the re- forming his
own—Ralph Holmes. At tne
are
schedules
sult until the completed
home of one of the young ladies he was
known. Even then the revenue will presented with a small package, which be
depend not so much upon tbe rates as did not open nnlil after he had returned
to his boat. It contained a flve-dollar
upon the condition of business. It is
bore the date of his birth.
that the new tariff gold piece which

compower
for
ten years,
*60,000
The Treasury Deficit and Business.
it is morally bound by that action,
The deficit for the year just closed
and
the addition of
*40,000 to
was under ninety millions of dollars,
the valuation last year reflects against
in spite
of the predictions some
the city, and gives a bad impression
months ago that it would reach from
contemto manufacturers who may
one hundred and twenty to one hunplate locating here.
dred and forty millions.
In this connection we print below
But these eighty-niue millions do
extracts from a letter written by
not represent the true deficit because
of
Prank Silliman. jr., vice-president
gome thirty millions of this is for
the power company to one of the edicanal expenditures, for which bonds
tors of The American. The letter
have been authorized, leaving the
was written several months ago in retrue deficit at only about sixty milwhat
the
to
an
as
inquiry
sponse to
lions—a most satisfactory result concompany was doing to bring indussidering the business conditions of the
tries to EUswo/th. It was not writfiscal year.
ten for publication; in fact Mr. Silli- past
The industrial depression not only of
man advised against the pnblication
this country, but also of foreign counof it because of controversy it might
tries has been also reflected in the figcause, and it was iu no spirit of critiures relating to our foreign commerce
cism or fault-finding that he referred
for the year. Our exports have fallen
to the action of the assessors iu inoff some two hundred millions, while
In
this
creasing the company’s tax.
our imports will exceed those of last
connection he wrote:
year by about one hundred millions,
I do not believe that any good will result
our balance of trade the smalfrom the publication of anything I might making
isay about the raising of the tax assess- lest for many years.
efiect on our
efforts to
ment, and its
This shows, however, that while
induce new industries to locate in Elisbusiness conditions in this country
worth. It
might result in antagonism
have been far below normal, yet in
being created or augmented, and what Ellswortla and the Bar Harbor & Union River our increased purchases we have been
Powerk o. both want is united effort to pro- much better 08 than other countries.
mote the city’a industrial growth.
It is evident that the so-called panic
•
*
*
•
•
of 1907 has almost wholly spent itself,
There is much greater opportunity to get
and that as soon as the tariff law has
new industries to locate in Ellsworth now

valuation
at
pany

COUNTY

^\LICK

II.

SCOTT,

Most of the state delegations in
SPECIALTY MADK OF
Senate
and House are
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING, aud
hanging earnestly over the
work of the tariff conferees this
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
week.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
That is because most of the states
have
Portland. Me., for furnishing Probate
favorite items on tbe bill, which the
and surety Bonds.
Senate enacted a few days ago, and these
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Drug
favorite items are hanging between
tbe
Store), Ellsworth. Maine.
contentions of five Senate republicans and
six House republicans.
ia in

Maine, however,

pretty good shape in that regard.
Tbe paper mills end the cotton
mills in
Maine are very much concerned a
bout the
duty on bleaching powder, and want it
kept at one-fifth of a cent a pound, as the
House voted, rather than at
one-half a
cent a pound aa the Senate voted
at the instance of Senator
,Barrows, of Michigan,
in which state considerable
bleaching
powder is made. The lime-burners down
Rockland way would like to have the
duty
on their product
kept at ten cents a 100
pounds, as the Senate voted, insteed of five
cents a 100, ae tbe House voted,
Tboee who bave something to do in
one
way or another in tbe making of
potato
atarcb in Maine would like
tapioca and

QEORG.E

E.

GOOGINS,

ATTORXEV AT LAW,
Bar Harbor,
Telephone

Maine
No. 212.

acg?l UfatttM.
!■»»• notice” that
Tn,®\?.b*crb*r J,«re“*
y M’P°tn,*d

tAtOfoMh,£!Vo“

ISAAC P. EASTMAN, !*M of
OBLAND.
In the county of
Hancock, decerned, and
yieen bond, ae the law direct*.
All perhaving demand, agalnat the eetate
due
of eald deceased are dwfif
preient the
•» Indebted

iSPyiST-S?*.1*1—»°d

To

theretS

P. Dorr, executor, filed for settUment
George C. Stewart. iste of Brooklln'is
First account of
county, deceased
C. Stewart, administrator, filed for

d

Rfnu!
*euu!

meot.

Daniel H. Eppes. late of Ellsworth, in ui<t
county, deceased. First account of Heurri
Eppes, administrator, filed for settlementJohn E. Dorr, late of Aurora, in saul count,
deceased. First account of E. a Richardwx
“*

administrator, filed for settlement.
Lincoln C. Wright, Iste of Eden, in un
county, deceased. First and final accoustof
Joseph E. Tripp, administrator, filed forwu
tlemeot.
I
Ralph W. Temple, late of Gouldiboro i>
said county, deceased.
First aud final *.
! count of Bedford B. Tracy, administrator
"t
filed for settlement.
Isidore Cornwallis, late ot Castlne. in md
deceased. Second account of Autascounty,
tine H. Folsom, executor, filed for -settlement
Owen E. Freethy, sn insane pervo. of
Brocklin, in said connty.
First account of
Nelson A. Freethy, guardian, ti ed for settlement.

Francis I. Sinclair and Forrest L. Sinclair,
minora, of Sullivan. in said county. Petition
filed by Herbert E. Sinclair. guardian, for
license to eell certain real estate of nid
minors, as described in said petition.
Nellie L. Sinclair, Iste of Ellsworth, in Mid
Petition filed bythariei
county, deceased.
E. Sinclair, administrator, for license to nil
certain real estate of said decessed, aa described in aaid petition.
Charles F. McCartney, late of Ellsworth,is
said connty, deceased. Petition filed by Winfield 8. McCartney, administrator, for iieenie
to sell certain real estate of said deceased, m
described in said petition.
Mtghlll P. Patten, a person of uoiound
m!n<f of Bncksport, in said countv Petition
filed by Theodore H. Smith, guardian. for license to sell certain rest estate of said ward,
as described in said petition.
Abel Hamilton, an insane perso
of Isle an
Haul, in aaid county. Petition filed by Charles
H. Turner, guardian, for licente to veil certain real estate of said ward, aa described is
said petition
naroiu

n.

(Sinclair,

ev

ai«.

minors,

or

nil*-

Petition filed by
worth, in aaid conutv.
Charles E. Sinclair, guardian, for itcenwto
aell certain real estate of said minors, aidesc-ibed in aaid petition
Bernice A. Sinclair, minor, of Sullivao.it
said county.
Petition filed by Thadiou* I.
Sinclair, guardian, for licens*- t<> s«l. certain
nb* i in *xtd
real estate of aaid minor, as ih
-.

petition.

Lavinia H. Lei and. late of Eden, in said
Petition filed b> Elvin T.
county, deceased
Leland, executor that an order be issued to
distribute among the heirs of said deceand,
the amount remaining in the hands of said
executor, upon the settlement of his first account.

Eva B- Hinckley, late of Eden in sa d coun»nu
ty, deceased. Petition filed by M > a hoi
Harold Hinckley, both of Bangor. Maine,
Hinckpray ing for the appointment of H ir<
ley, aa trustee, under the last will ai d t«»Frank H.nckleytbt
ment of aaid deceased.
trustee named therein being now -levcxsedSamuel Adam*, late of Casiioe. in wA
Resignation of t tm
county, deceaaed.
J ones, trustee. Died.
EDWARD B. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original <>raer
F« Mahoney, llagirtffc

Attest;—f,

SfAfE OF MAINE.
liAJtcoc* M.—At a probate court held d
Ellsworth, in anu for said coun* of Hari-oek.
ar of «r
on the sixth day of July, in the
Lord one thousand nine hundred am me#*
CERTAIN instrument pu15• r1.1ngtooe
>

A

■

copy of the last will and tesumeat*
FRANK STEVENS, laie of the BoHUlUB
OF BROOKLYN,
>
<
in the city and state of >few Y
state «
and of the probate thereof in «
New York, duly authenticated, na-mg been
presented to the Judge of prohu for our mw
county of Hancock for the purjof being
in the vrobM
allowed, filed and recordedHauco-k.
court of ouV said county of
Ordered. That notice thereof be given vo
hashing
all prisons interested therein, by
.ccessnw
a copy of this order three weeks
in the Flllsworth American, a
printed at Ellsworth, in said count.' of Hancock. prior to the third day of Aug««*
a.
d. l»9, that
they may app*w’
\ proSfte C0?rl thyn to be held at
I In and ior a«kl5 fUmniy ot Hancock, at
o'clock in tne for«fi^i). inti show -an*1
any they have, against ill*
t,,rthlltl
omw
EDWARD E. CHA'iE. Jti(?»-. of
A true copv of the original order
Attest:—T. f. Maiionev KegWfa

h.>wonj»

COMMIfcniONklt.V NOTICE.
Hancock s*.:—Bucksport. Maine. Ju':yU*®'
duly
the undersigned, having
^-n
appointed by thd Honorable td#srfl
E. Chase, judge of probate within
auu “e'
•aid county, commissioner* to rect
clue upon the claims of the creditor- of
A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in * * u couctJ
of Hsucock, deceased, whose estate
evf
represented insolvent, hereby giwJ-a*
notice agreeably to the order of the
of probate, that six months from uml
»»
July 6, 19tt, have been allowed to
creditors to present and prove their ciai®?
and that we will attend to the dut>
us at the ofBce of T. H. Smith, in said Back*
and
port, on Thursday, September 9. 1909,
Thursday, January 6,1910, at nine o clock
the forenoon, of each of said days.
Gut W. McAustek.
EDWAnD L. BKASLtV.
Commis-tu^*’-

WE.

COMMISSION Kit S' NOTICE.
Hancock sa.:—Bucksport, Maine, July®*1*"'
the undersigned, having been
appointed by the Honorable
E. Chase, judge of probate withiu and
said county, commissioners to receive anu
cide upon olaims of the cieditora of M'gn
P. Patten, a person of unsound mino
"C
Bucksport, in saftd county of Hancock.here
estate has been lepresented insolvent,
give public notice agreeably to the orae
the said judge of probate, that six uion
from and alter July 6, 1909, have been a^o
to said creditors to present and Pr0V'e / u.
claims, and that we Will attend to the dud
signed us at the office of T. H. Smith, to

WE,

Bucksport,

on

Thursday. September

9.

191°, aand on Thursday, January 6
o’clock in the forenoon of said dateGur W. McAlibtkr.
Edward L. Bearlev,

Commission***

The more eyee an advertisement catch#
the more doUare it is worth.
The only place to get bargains is a,(M
Itore that advertises for your trade.

3

■§

the head of the
river, which may have I harbor and up the Kennebec ie not the
CENTURY OLD PAPER.
been in the neighborhood of the
present ! purpose of the sketch to discuss.
Wiscaaaet. Here they discovered the
What does occur to the writer in this Tax Warrant Dated One Hundred
made many trips Indian village, its
sagamore, and about relation is the paucity of interest which
Years Ago To-Day.
of the tribe. It was a most
thirty
STATE.
in THIS
friendly the schools of Maine display in the early
The Gouldsboro correspondent of The
conference, and after disposing of some history of this
coast, and how important American sends a
copy of a warrant foi
8ASANOA AND THE trinkets among the delighted savages, a it is on occasion like
VISIT8 TO THE
this, when the attenwas entered
treaty
The
upon.
tion of the world Is devoted to such a man the colleciton of taxes in the town of
MONHEOAN AND
following
KENNEBEC
da>% guided by tbe Indians, the French as
SHEBP9COT.
Champlain, to trace as far as possible Gonldsboro, dated just one-hundred years
made the passage from the
Sheepscot into his course up and down our coast, so rich ago to-day. The paper is written and
another
stream.
in historic conditions.
Tell me tbe tale
thtre Segnln!
printed in old English characters, and
The annals of this trip, written
When Du Oaust broke the veil
by
there is not a period in it trom start to
areas
Champlain,
fog-choked isle;
follows, so far as they
dfWrt* rock-ribbed,
LAST
finish.
It is as follows:
YEAR’S LUMBER CUT.
relate
with
shores
voiceless
to
this
immediate
adventure: “Pasgurlled her painted
Hancock an: To Mr Jonathan Fumald—Colsing by some islands each of the savages
bail
Government
Estimate of Total Cut
lector of the Tcfwn of Oouldaoorough within
White sea winga. to fade
left an arrow near a cape by which alt
m rho'tlv
of United States.
the anid County
Greeting:
must pass; they believed that unless
silent!' within tb' empurpled apell
they
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Masthe
tiord
During
Daedalian
year 1908, 31,231 sawmills in
do this the devil will
Of gasanoa's
about some the United States
bring
sachusetts.
are
to
you
the
Champlain's
e
keen-eyed
required
manufactured 33,289,levy and col„-l,fre on
misfortune. They live in superstition as
’i
369,000 feet of lumber, according to a re- lect of the several persons named in the List
shadow 'ell.
well
as many others.
herwith committed unto you, each one his
Near this cape we
—ft. if. Sylvester.
j
port issued by the bureau of the census.
passed a fall of water, but it was not done These
mills also cut 12,106,483,000 shingles respective proportion, therein set down, of
the sum total of such List, it being
without great difficulty, for
Sixty one
although we and 2,986,684,000 lath.
of the
Doll’s, 58 cents of this Town’s Proportion
had a fair and fresh wind and carried all
In the recent public recognition
Lumber manufacturing, like every other of a Tax or Assessment of One
Samuel de Champlain played the sail we
hundred
thirpart which
possibly could, we were obliged industry, felt the effects of the business ty three thousand three
of the lake which bears to
hundred and two
in the discovery
take a hawser ashore and fasten it to
Dollars
and
which
two
depression
adventures into tbe Irocents granted and
fifty
began in October, 1907.
the trees, and then pull with all our
his name and bis
the State of Maine ought to
Consequently the production in 1908 was agreed upon by the General Court of said
quois country, more
strength, and thus by main force and the below that for the
at their session begun and
Commonwealth,
previous year. In 1907 holden at
prominent part.
have taken a (ir
favoring wind, we got through.
Boston on the fourth day of March
the cut of 28,850 sawmills was
40,256,1M,- last for defraying the
sjone of the early explorers is more in“The savages who were with us carried 000
necessary charges of
the
feet,
highest production ever re- securing,
timately connected with the early history their canoes along the shore, being unable corded.
protecting and defending the same,
Not withstanding^ therefore, that and
you are to transmit and pay in the same
of Maine than Champlain, who made three to make headway with their
paddles. in 1908 reports were received from 8 per as follows:
voyages al mg the Maine coaat. The ac- After having passed the fall we saw beaucent, more mills than in
To Josiah Dwight. Esq Treasurer and Rethrows
1907, the decrease
count from Champlain's pen
tiful meadows lands. I was much aston- in
lumber cut reported by them was ceiver general of this Commonwealth or his
much light upon the early history of this ished at this fall because we descended
successor
in that office—the sum of Sixty one
over
17 per cent.
slightly
sort hern country.
easily with the tide, but at the fall it was
Washington, as for several years past, Doll's & thirty three cents
Fora third of a century the principal against us, but above the fall
To Thomas Hill, Esq Treasurer of said
it e;bbed as still ranks first
among the states in lumber Town the Sum of
figure in the *tory of the French coloni- before much to our satisfaction.
Twenty five cents
production, its cut in 1908 being 2,915,928,You are to complete, and make up an acritiun of America is that of Champlain.
“Pursuing our route we came to a lake 000 feet—a decrease of 22.8
per cent, over count of your collection, of the whole sum.
11. was a soldier in the wars of Henry IV,
which is three or four leagues long with the cut in
1907. Nearly all the lumber and pay in the same, as above
directed, on or
Hading an outlet for his energies in the island-4 in it. Here descend two
rivers, the manufactured in Washington is
Douglas berore the first day of April next
time of peace by undertaking voyages of
w hich cornea from the northIJuinibequy
the
And
if any person shall refuse or neglect to
market for which was seriously
fir,
discovery. He first visited Central Ameri- east, and another which comes from
the affected by the panic.
pay the sum he is assessed in the said List,
ca and Mexico, and while at Panama he
to
distrain
northwest, by which Marchim and 8athe goods or chattels of such perLouisiana ranks second, with 2,722,421,commented upon the advantages that zanou were to come, but
having waited 000 feet—a decrease of 250,000,000 feet or 8.4 son, to the value thereof: and the distress so
would accrue from the construction of the the whole of this
day without seeing them per cent, from the cute in 1907. Louisiana taken, to keep for the space of four days, at
the cost and charge of the owner: and if he
isthmian canal, thus antedating history we resolved to
keep our time employed is drat in the production of both yellow shall not
in
300
DuMonts
When,
1604,
years.
pay the sum, so assessed, within the
by
and so weighed anchor and came to the pine and
cypress. Cypress is a particu- said four days, then you are to sell at public
was granted by the government of France
mouth of the river."
larly useful and valuable wood, and ap- vendue the distress so taken, for the payment
fur trade between
a monopoly of the
According to General John Marshall parently the manufactnrers of it did not thereof, with charges; first giving forty-eight
the parallels of 40 and 46 degrees, Chamwhose brochure upon Champlain’s suffer as severely from dull times as did hoars notice of such sale by posting up adBrown,
plain. as royal geographer, sailed again explorations is a warm and deserved trib- the manufacturers of
yellow pine and vertisements thereof in some publick place in
to found a colony. This colony became ute to the
the town And the overplus arising by such
genius of Champlain and his in- Douglas dr.
on
the
of
the
Port Royal
Bay
Fundy,
sale, if any there be, besides the sum assessed,
fluence in the colonization of the Maine
was the third state in lumMississippi
of
town
site
the
of
and the necessary charges of taking and keepAnapolis, Nova coast: “It is evident that
present
exber production in 1906, with a total of
Champlain
ing the distress, you are immediately to reScotia.
plored the Sbeepscot to the northern ex- 1.861.016.000 feet, a decrease of eleven per store to the owner; And for
want of goods or
1604
to
1608
From
Champlain lived at tremity of Westport, descended the river cent, from the cut in 1907.
Arkansas chattels whereon to make distress (besides
Port Royal, and here displayed as ever his ou
the west side of the island, passed close ranked fourth, with 1,656,991,000 feet—a tools or implements necessary for his trade
restless and adventurous spirit, by biding to
what ia now Hockomock Point, pulled decrease of nearly 17 per cent, from the or occupation, beasts of the plough n.ecessary
oot at borne but by faring forth in his litthe vessel through the upper Hell Gate and previous year’s output, and Wisconsin for the cultivation of his improved lands,
tle ships upon exploring expeditions down so
arms, utensils for house-keeping necessary
entered the Kennebec proper and passed dfth, with 1,613,315,000 feet against
2,003,- for
the New England coast aa far aa Rhode Is- on
upholding life, bedding and apparel necesthe Merry meeting bay. The deacent 279.000 feet in 1907.
land. lu these expeditions Champlain
sary for himself and family) for the space of
was made through the channel to the aite
In Texas, where the lumber industry is
twelve days, you are to take the body of such
was devoted principally to two purposes—
of Fort Popbam where they probably condned almost exclusively to yellow
person, so refusing or neglecting, and him
the making of maps under his profession anchored unless
made a harbor a lit- pine, the falling off was very heavy. The commit unto Common Gaol of the
they
County,
as a geographer, and the development of
tle further to the westward.
total cut of the state in 1908 was 1,524,006,- there to remain until he pay the same, or such
resources of trade in furs,
incidentally
Mr. Sylvester, in his charming chapter 000 feet—a decrease of 31.6 per cent, over part thereof as shall not be abated by the Asthereto studying Indian life and becom- on the
explorers, is of the opinion that the cut in 1907. Eight other states manu- sessors for the time being or the Court of Gening acquainted with the sources of supply General Brown’s
tracing of the trail is factured more than one billion feet each eral Sessions of the peace of said County.
of furs.
Given under our hands and seals at Gouldscorrect. Champlain used up four days in of lumber last year. In the order of imThis period from 1891 to 1608 in Chamhis “spyeing about", being delayed by portance they were: Michigan, Oregon, borough, this fourteenth day of July one
thousand eight hundred and nine.
plain s life belongs peculiarly to Maine, fog. It was the eighth of July when he Minnesota, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, AlaJohn Black,
/
Assessors of
and ante-dates that period beginning with
sailed away westward toward Casco bay. bama, North Carolina and Wesc Virginia.
Thomas Hile, \ Gouldsborough.
the renewal of DuMonta’ grant in 1608 It is evident that
|
Champlain put in about California and Maine, other states which
when Champlain waa brought to the St. three
weeks around Casco bay and Cape reported more than one billion feet each
MARINE LIST.
Lawrence river, where he founded Quebec, Cod which latter he
designated as Cap in 1907, went just below that dgure in
and whence in the purpose to find a wsy
Blanc, or White Cape. When be again 1908.
to China that would avoid at the same sailed down
Ellsworth Port.
the coast homeward he ran
The totals for a few states were greater
Sid July 9, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem, lumtime the cold of the north and the beat of
iuto the mouth of the Saco river, then in 1908 than in 1907, but this was chiedy ber, Whitcomb.
Haynes & Co
the south, he thought by faring westward
Ar July 9, sch Henrietta A Whitney. New
called
the
Chouacoet.
Here he met due to the larger number of reports
F
S
Lord
York,
the
coal,
St.
Lawrence
river
be
along
might Marchim, the sagamore of the lands secured in those states in 1908. In
Georgia, j
Hancock Countv Ports.
reach the Pacific which, on account of the
around Casco bay, w hom it will be noted for instance, a particularly close canvass
West Sullivan—Sid July 10, schs Fraucouiaj
stories of great waters that lay beyond, be I
above be bad expected to meet up the increased the number of mills reporting Boston; J S Lamprey, Philadelphia
Sid July 11, sch Warren B Potter, Phila
thought might be much nearer than it Sheepscot earlier in the month. Cham- nearly
one-third, while the resulting in- I Ar July
11, sch Catawamteak
**’■
He thus passed up the St. Lawrence
plain’s chronicles give a very circumstan- crease in reports of total production was
and Kichelieu rivers to the beautiful Lake
tial and picturesque account of meeting only 6 per cent. In Massachusetts, 610 j
BORN.
Cuamplaiu, which he was the first white Marchim, and described him as having a mills reported a cut of 384,526,000 feet in
j
niau to visit. It is this adventure of 1609
line manner with all his gestures and 1908 as
Bangor, July 8* to Mr and Mrs
compare^ with a cut of 364,231,000 Martiu L Adams,
that the people of Vermont have been
a daughter.
movements grave and dignifled.
feet by 518 mills in 1907. In Colorado, 254
COMARY—At Deer Isle, July 9, to Mr and Mrs
celebrating.
mills
cut
in
William
I
in
while
a daughter.
feet
182,036,000
COnary,
1908,
ON THE KENNEBEC,
Six year* later, in
1815, Champlain asDODGE—At North Brooksville. July 12, to
1907, 230 mills cut 134,239,000 feet.
cended the Ottawa river and entered Lake
Mr
and
Mrs
Edward
Dodge, a daughter.
Four days later Champlain had reached
A particularly large gain ir. mills reportHuron, returned by the way of Lake On- the mouth of the Kennebec
FORD—At Hancock, July 1, to Mr and Mrs
where he met ing was made in Oklahoma. In 1907, 129 i
I
a
son.
Ford,
Wesley
tario, entering the heart of the Iroquis
another Indian sagamore, named Anassou. mills in that state cut
140,015,000 feet, I GRAY—At Brooklin. July 9, to Mr and Mrs
•country, which ia now the centre of New
Edward H Gray, a daughter. [Evelyu May.]
io
his
chronicles:
214
cut
Champlain
pays
while
in
mills
feet,
1908,
158,756,000
York State. He died in 1635, and no
j HOOPER—At Sedgwick, June 26, to Mr and
uame ••Anassou ioid u* fcbgr#
was
a
sawvessel
six
While
there
are
very
many
large
Mrs William E Hooper, a daughter. [Dorothat lights the
page* of our early history
leagues from the harbor + ftieb had been mills In the United States, the small mills ! thy.]
“ more
worthy of honor than that great,
Orland, July 9, to Mr and Mrs
engaged in Ashing, and the people on far outnumber the large ones, and it is MARKS—At
Adel her t F Marks, a son.
•trong, earneat man, the aoldier, the board bad killed flve
savages of this river particularly interesting to note how’ many PERKINS—At Stonington, July 4, to Mr and
scholar, the courtier, man of culture and
under the pretense of friendship and ac- of these small mills there are in the states
Mrs Harvey L Perkins, a daughter. [Marpl perseverance, Samuel de
guerite Lei{hton.J
Champlain,
cording to bis description we judged them which are not now’ of drat rank in lumber ROBBINS—At
Stonington, July 2, to Mr and
to be English, and named the island production. The statistics for New York
XLO.Vil THR MAINE COA«.
Mrs Daniel Robbins, a son. [Daniel Isaiah.]
were
Le
Fish
and
where
because
the
at
that
collected
THOMPSON—At
Mariaville, July 2, to Mr
were
Nef,
Lst us turn our attest ten now for if lew
they
by
Forest,
and Mrs Benjamin Thompson, a son.
Game commission of that state, which seMomenta to that five years in cbsnipHtin's distance it bad that appearance."
life between 1691 and 1609 wbeff
Le Nef Is tbe French word for s vessel, cured reports from 2,291 mills.
ChhfnpMARRIED.
***** **»
In Pennsylvania 2,224 mills reported to
voyaging back and forth along a ship. The island was Monhegan, and
the &h!>*e* of the gulf of Maine from It Is believed by our Maine historians, in- the census, and in Virginia, 1,937 mills. GRAY-GORDON-At West Eden, July 5, by
Rev A W Lorimer, Miso Hazel Gray, of TrenNova Scotia to the hook of Cape Cod and cluding Mr. Sylvester, whose story we are In North Carolina reports came from 1,740
ton, to Edgar Gordon, of Bar Harborfollowing herein, that this vessel was mills, and in Kentucky from 1,530 mills. KNAPP—TAYLOR—At Sargentville.
tjeyond.
July 7,
it was iu September of 1601 that Cham- Weymouth’s ••Archangel". From this ad- The number of mills reporting from Tenby Rev Grittin W Bull. Miss Alice Alden
Knapp to Gordon M Taylor, both of Scranplain le#t the headlands to the north, venture at tbe rnoutb of the Kennebec nessee was only forty less than from Kenton, Pa.
braved the swift tides of Fundy, swept Champlain evidently went directly back tucky. In West Virginia, Georgia, Misacross the Atlantic where it beats into this to Port Royal. Many of DuMonts’ follow- souri, Ohio and Indiana between 1,000 and
DIED.
huire basin of the outer sea and reached as ers went back to France that year, but 1,100 mill9 each were engaged in cutting
as he
lumber last year.
far south as
BOWDEN—At Brockton, Mass, July 3. BeaMonhegan, within ten leagues Champlain remained, intending,
trice Helen, daughter of Harry E and Alice
to finish and
The average output per mill was 350,000
of the
Quiolbequy. Here they met heavy says, by the grace of God, commenced
J Bowden, formerly of Bluehill, aged 1 year,
in
feet
in New York, and 5,260,000
he had
feet
which
chart
tbe
5 months.
perfect
and
on Sept. 33 turned the ships
weather,
Louisiana, these two states presenting EATON—At Deer Isle, July 5, Mrs Susan
***** hward back to the St. Croix where of this country and of this coast.
Eaton, aged 82 years.
It was in September, 1606, that Cham- nearly the extremes of production by
ULe%v pitched their winter quarters.
HILL—At Paris, July 3, Howard Frederick
mills.
After the winter had passed DuMonts plain made his third voyage of discovery small and large
Hill, aged 20 years, 10 months.
Yellow pine, Douglas fir, white pine, HOM ER—At Islesboro, July 9, Leslie C Homer,
decided upon another voyage down the along tne coast of Maine. The first of
aged 56 years, 11 months, 10 day
and spruce, in the order
kay of Maine, and we are indebted to these, it will be remembered, reached only oak, hemlock woods
cut into lumber in HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, July 9, Louis
the second, which we have named, were the
to
Monhegan,
L Hutchinson, aged 1 mouth, 3 days.
Champlain’s own annals of the trip for
Yellow pine has MAHONEY—At Bar Harbor,
July 8, Miss
the information that it was on July 1,1606, just outlined, went as far as Cape Cod; the the largest quantity.
ranked first since it surpassed white pine j Hannah Mahoney, of Liltle Falls, N Y. aged
that they left the mouth of the Norom- third brought him, after a six days’ pas60
years.
in
far
!
of the Kennebec where in the later 'nineties, and it is still
NOONAN—At Prospect Harbor, July 10, Lewis
begue and sailed to the west. He states sage, to the mouth
the lead. More recently, white pine has
Noonan, jr.
that according to his opinion they had his vessel came very near to shipwreck
which are peculiar to also been superseded by Douglas fir, so RITCHIE—At Aurora. July 2, Joseph Ritchie,
currents
amid
the
sailed about twenty-five leagues over the
83 years, 10 mouths, 18 days.
aged
Mr. Sylvester: "His stay that now it occupies third place.
course when they came to the mouth of this place. Says
Winter Harbor, July 7, Paul
has
been the principal ROBERT—At
Washington
was brief, as hiB destination was the
here
of New York, aged 50 years.
Robert,
the Quinibeciuv. where they anchored in
and it shingle production state since the use of
of
the
Blanc
year,
preceding
Cap
«ve or six fathoms of water.
Champlain
red cedar shingles became general, and it
was from Malabarre, the Cape Cod counSttraettiannnus.
says: »‘At the entrance there is an island
on October 28, that they sailed for
supplied three-fifths of the total output
try,
quite high, which- we have named La
for the last time. It was on of shingles last year. Among the other
Tortue, and between this and the main Port Royal
tasted the shingle producing states, Michigan, Lou’land are some scattered islands and the this last voyage that Champlain
of the Isle of Bacchus and isiana, Maine and California were the
.wild
grapes
rocks, covered at high water, but the sea
his return he seems most important.
of every kind, fresh,
•breaks over them. The Isle De La Tortue found them good. On
The shingles cut in Michigan and Maine
to have sailed across the mouth of the
luscious, wholsome.
*nd the river are 8BE. and NNW.
are chiefly of white cedar, those in LouisIt is agreed that the Quinibequy of the Kennebec without stay.”
all
in California of Soda,
flavors, drawn from the handThis comprises tbe substance of Chain- iana of cypress, and those
Indians was the Sheepsaot river of to-day,
down the gulf of redwood. Laths are generally a by-product1
fountain in Ellsworth.
somest
three
voyages
plain's
and it was
up this river that the Champin his book al- of lumber manufacture, and are made to
lain party worked the ship, coming very Maine. General Brown,
wood that
luded to, says that Champlain was the some extent from almost every
Bananas at Wholesale.
near, as Champlain says, to being wrecked
Kennebec is cut into lumber. Among the kinds of
inner
of tbe
upon one of its treacherous ledges. Far- first explorer
His three voyages are the first laths which are most prominent are white
waters.
ther up the stream they met a party of
Confectionary and Cigars.
intelligible contribution to pine, Douglas fir, spruce, yellow pine,
savages in two canoes with whom they thoroughly
of Maine.
cypress and hemlock.
the
cartography
talked with the aid of a squaw Panounais,
Touching the story of Champlain of the
who had come along with Champlain’s
The old man w*as lecturing his son on
of the savages, the verification lies
Ellsworth.
Main Street..
Party from St. Croix as a guide, and by killing
(Giles Block)
well-authenticated story of the ab- the evils of getting up late in the mornwhose intercession Champlain was able to in the
of the five savages yho were car- ing. “Remember,” he said, “that it was
duction
induce these savages to show them the
to England as the first New World the early bird that caught the worm.”
way to the sagamore, or chief, Manthou- ried
“But how about the worm, dad?” queried
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
freight of Weymouth’s "Archangel”.
mermer.
Of course, there is no need to call our the youth. “Where did bis reward for
sold direct from the mills
Their course was still up stream, pass“I am inattention to the very lively his- getting up early come in?”
output.. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
ing, as Mr. Sylvester says, in “Maine Coast readers’
controversy which has arisen over formed,” replied the old man gravely, Agents Wanted in Every Team to Sell These Goods
Komance”, miles of sloping uplands, torical
Whether he “that the worm wa9 on his way home— F. A. Pac
kard,
Mgr. T.etail Dept
meadow lands and marshes, leaving be- the Weymouth voyage.
Box 35 Camden, Me.
river or into Boothbay hadn’t been in bed at all.”
hind a long, narrow island, making at last sailed up Georges

cHAMPLAIN

IN MAINE.

9t)bcrtt*nunt*.

jxplorer

Telephone Protection

—

0

SUBSCRIBER’S STORY—

A

jLidend"-

As told to an official of the Traffic

one o’clock this morning I accidentally overturned the
which stood on a small table by my bedside, and it fell »o the floor. As I
picked It up I heard the operator say: “Number?” I explained what had

telephone,

ABOUT

1

j

|
I

happened, and apologized for having troubled him. He replied in an exceedingly pleasant tone of voice: “It’s all right—no trouble at all, madam.” I wish
you would express to him my appreciation of his courtesy. I assure you I re-

|

sumed my slumber with
so near

In

case

Telephone

FRUIT

LUCH INIS,

CAMDEN WOOLENS

w-

■—v —at.. ,i.

lunniiiiiu.imuj.

of

security at the thought that

f

someone was

“Protection”

EE Telephone “Security”
With

in your house there, is
“someone near in case of need”.

telephone

a

always

la case of illaess, it will

outspeed

in summoning

any messenger

doctor.

a

(Incidentally. In desperate emergencies, doctors have saved lives by giving
Instructions by wire.)
It will call the lire derartmeat, ere you could run to the box on the
It will briag the

police, should

Its aiere preseace will give
children are protected.

ness

and^banish

corner.

skulkers lurk about.

the absent husband assurance that wife and

Likewise will Its presence

reassure

the wifeaud childrea,

dispel

their nervous-

Ioneiiness.

The value of such a service is not to be
measured by the number of calls made, any
more than police protection is measured
by
the number of arrests, or fire protection
by
the number of alarms answered.
One emergency call may outweigh in
value a lifetime qf cost. Let us show you
how small will be the insurance charge for
protection to your home and security to

family.

your

Telephone the Local Manager (free of charge) and
a Contract Agent will call.

THE GEORGE H. GRANT
offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

CO~

bargains in Real

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the verv best attention.

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

LIGHTNING

_

CHOICE

a new sense

r

of need.

■

j

Defft.

Don’t go without insurance during the shower season. We can insure
you for a small premium so that you w ill be protected.

O.

W.

TAPEEY

ELLSWORTH,

SHU

^>r°Pertie3

ClITTflN
OUI
IUH,

'n

ME.

Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Haucockt

Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on toe Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
■

*"

•

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

When You Buy Real Estate Commonwealth
there are many important details involved. Our agency is up on all these
points. We liave several desirable
bargains and we guarantee the title.
Insurance of ail kiudsat lowest rates
and reliable companies.

Automobile

and

Insurance a
Come in and look

Power

Hotel

Opposite State Home,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Boat

Specialty.

us over or

call

by

telephoue.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,:
Ellsworth. Me.

Bldg.

First Nat. Bank

I

Offers

with hot anti cold water for
and up, which includes free
shower bath*.
Nothing to
equal this in New England. Rooms with
for
baths
private
$1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath for *4.00 per
and
day
up.
Dining room and cafe first-class. Eurorooms

$1.00

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BKUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Beading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1

day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
per

and up.
The only moderate triced hotel of reputation and consequence m

PHILADELPHIA.

use

per
6f

day

public

pean Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleauing plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
Stone

Send for booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

THE—=

New Proprietor
Old Market

CLARION.
Whether it's
nace—if it is
sure

to meet

Made by

range or a fur-

a

“Clarion”, it is
requirement

every

the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

a

Sold

Bishop Co.,

by

ELI)RIDGE,

Main Street.

J. RALPH

Ellswokth

I have purchased the stock and
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, ana solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of
new ones.

Best of MEATS, GROCERIES. FRUIT,
CANNED GOODS.

JOHN
Phillips block,

SMITH, D. O.,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN.

from Bang >r, will be at the American
House, Tuesday and Friday
each week.

SPECIALIST IN NERVOUS
and CHRONIC DISEASES.

O. KIEF.
Main Street.

Ellsworth*

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Bath Rooms.
Laundry andWABHIli"
fJ

V,

NO

AU kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
WEST

H. B. ESTEY A CO..
BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, UK.

END

members bave been taken in, and tbe deorder. The
gree team is in good working
tribe has excellent quarters in its new
ball just leased from C. H. Sprague. The
tribe will ease up a bit during tbe hot
months, and prepare tor good hard work

subscribers at 107
Of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
MO tbs other papere in the County combined do not roach to many. The American ia not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and Aa« never claimed to
bo, but it ia the only paper that oan properly bo oalled a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation
The American, barring the Bar
American

has

in tbe tall.
July 12.

SPEC.
_

WEST SULLIVAN.

Ralph Farrell

Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
In Hancock county.

is at

home

for

a

short

stay.
Donald Phelps returned from Steuben

Friday.

"county

FRANKLIN.
Friends of Miss Mildred Wooster

gret

her

severe

Adelbert Gordan is at the U. of M. sumschool.
Mrs. D. A. Patchen is in Brooksville vis-

news.

mer

iting relatives.
Master Theodore Abbott is in Portland
for medical treatment.
Mrs. Abby Taft and N. N. Noyes are visiting Mrs. A. P. Havey.

re-

illness at her home.

R. H. Blaisdell, of East Sullivan, visited
Jhia brother. F. E. Blaisdell, last week.
Mrs. Elvira Clark returned from an extended visit to West Sullivan Saturday.

H. Havey and children are visiting in Prospect Harbor.
of Holden, is a
Mrs. Georgia Davis,
gu -‘St of Mrs. Imogens Pettingill.
Mrs. H.

Mrs. Victoria Butler, of North Hancock,
the week-end guest oT Mrs. Asa S.

was

Dyer.

Beatrice Gordon and Miss Vera
Smitb are attending the summer school at
Miss

Mrs. Bvrdine Watson, of Portland, was
guest at Dr. C. J. Watson’s a part of last

a

I

week.

The ladies’aid society will serve their
semi-monthly supper at the Methodist

veetry Tuesday.
Robert Harrison Kirkpatrick, of Calais,
was a guest at Airs. Effie Macotuber s a
days
Mrs. Evelyn Clough has returned from
a vacation of several weeks with friends
at Bar Harbor and Bangor.

ventor in two

band accompanied the excursionists to Eastport last Monday and
The Franklin

enjoyed

the celebration there.

G. W. Pettingill was a passenger to BanTuesday. His friends are pleased to
see the great improvement in his health.

The schooner H. C. Whitehead, loaded
with paving blocks from W. B. Blaisdell
&Co., for New York, sailed July 9.

gor

The Franklin juniors played the West
Sullivans on the home diamond Saturday.
Score 21 to 12 in favor of the Franklins.
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell,
will conduct quarterly conference Thursday evening, at the East Franklin church.
Freeman Bowden and family, of Penobwere
recent guests of his sisters,
Carrie Madison and Mrs. Lena

scot,
Mrs.

Dwelley.
Mrs. M. A. Browne and Mrs. L. A. Miller, of Washington, D. C., are guests of
Mrs. Browne’s daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Blaisdell.

Following is the program of the recent j
graduation exercises of the grammar
school: Music; prayer; music; “Tom,”
Beatrice Gordon; “My Mother at the !
Gate,” Evelyn Coombs; “Return of the
Mayflowers,” Lillian Harriman; music;
“Poet, and the Children,” Ola Smith;
“Sheridan's Ride,” Mildred Wallace; “The
Ride of Jennie McNeil,” Beulah Hooper;
music; “The Day is Done,” Jennie Blaisdell; “Tibather,” Mary O. Gordon; “Little
Gem,” Beulah Hardison; valedictory, s
Louise Rider; music; address to class,
Rev. P. A. A. Killam; conferring of diplo12.

Dana O. Dyer spent the Fourth with
friends at Castine and Bangor.

Misa Hazel Bntler is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Charles Scribner, at Green Lake.
Mrs. Crockett and little son, of

Clark.

T.

The tribe is in

fine condition

now, and looks forward to a most successful year. During the past year many new

f&rtucat.

East

Holden, visited her mother, Mrs. Lottie
Stewart, recently.
Sherman McFarland and family, of West
Hancock, were recent guests of Mrs. McFarland’s mother, Mrs. Uallision.
Mias Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor,
spent several days recently with her
mother, and her brother John and family.
G.
July 10.
_

Mrs. James Piper, of East brook,

was

in

Sunday.

Sherman Abbott was in Bar Harbor a
days last week.
Miss Effie Kingman, of Eastbrook, who
has been employed at Wesley Ford’s several weeks, returned to her home Sunday.
few

B. A. Blaisdell and Miss Alta Blaisdell
spent the Fourth at Seal Harbor.

Jasper Bragdon, w ho has been employed
Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
The drama, “Placer Gold,” will be presented in the town hall about July 21.
E. E. Lowell and wife, of Blaine, are
■pending their vacation with Mrs. J. E.
Dunn. They came home in an automobile.
At the regular council of Snyctic tribe,
No. 108,1. O. R. M., the following chiefs
were raised:
Prophet, M. J. Perkins; sachem, B. A. Blaisdell; senior sagamore, A.
L. Banker; junior sagamore, H. C. Fernald: chief-of-records, W. E. Bragdon;
collector of wampum, E. W. Hastings;
keeper of wampum, L. C. Bragdon; first
sannap, J. H. Bunker; second sannap, P.

j

Edna and Clarence Graves, of Brighton,
Mass., have come to spend the summer
with their grandparents, C. P. Graves and
wife.

July

G.

12.

s

Kidney Pills Have Done
People

Great Service for

Who Work in Ellsworth.
Most Ellsworth

people

work every

day
in some strained, unnatural positionbending constantly over a desk—riding on
jolting wagons or cars—doing laborious
housework; lifting, reaching or pulling,
or trying the back in a hundred and one
other

ways.

All these strains

tend to

Btrength in bad hacks.

the

Ellsworth

until

was

at

The Rodmans, of Astoria, N. Y., are at
pretty new’ cottage for the season.
Mrs. John Stanley was quite severely injured by being thrown from a hay rake

Friday.
Dinner and supper were served at Seaon the Fourth for the benefit of
the church. About $30 was realized.
W. Leslie

Joyce

a large party
Howard Rich, of
Reading, Pa., has rented for the season.
Walter Gilman Page and wife, of Boston, w’ho have spent several summers here,
arrived Friday.
They will occupy the
Alfred Joyce cottage this season.
July 10.
S.

at

his

has

quite

cottage, which

Rev. William Ranney and wife will arrive at “The Pointed Fua” July 14, to

spend

the

season.

Miss Esther Dixon is keeping up her
preparatory jrork at the University of
Maine through the summer.
Mr. Kaighn has rented his stone castle
to a Mr. Cooper, of Philadelphia, and the
small cottage to Mr. Johnson.
Fred Young has rented his cottage to
Mrs. Cram, and has moved his family into
the little store owned by Simeon Mayo on
the Herrick hill.
The Butler family, of Massachusetts, is
again occupying the A. E. Lawler cottage,
and the Meads are also at their summer
home at Norwood Cove.
W. C. Forbes, of Winchester, Mass., a
comer here, has
rented the Allen
new
Lawler cottage, and will arrived with his
family the first of the week.

Gladys Higgins
offered, a silver service,

close of

awarded at the

the week.

The Congregational sewing circle met
week with a shut-in member, Mrs. H.
B. Gilley, who is always bright and cheery
in spite of her crippled condition, and is
ever ready to extend the hospitality of her
home to friends.
last

Following is the schedule of Sunday
services at the Congregational church for
the summer:
July 18, Rev. David R. Beach, president
of Bangor theological seminary.
July 25, Rev. C. F. Dole, First Congregational church (Unitarian), Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
Aug. 1, Rev. William W. Ranney, Park
Congregational church, Hartford, Conn.
Aug. 8, Rev. Douglas P. Birnie, Rye
Presbyterian church, Rye, N. Y.
Aug. 15, Rev. Hubert W. Wells, St. Andrews Episcopal church, Wilmington, Del.
Aug. 22, Rev. L. Clark Seelye, president
of Smith college (Fev. Frank J. Gt odwin,
alternate).
Aug. 29, Rev. Frank J. Goodwin, First
Congregational church, Pawtucket, R. 1.
The hour of service is 10.30 a. m.
Sprat.
July 12.
LA MOIRE.
Miss Frances Reed, who spent the winer in Dover, R. H., is home.
Miss Ellen Berry, who has been visiting
Northeast Harbor, is home.

here.

tage
William Lyman and family, of Watertown, Mass., arrived Thursday at the cottage of Mrs. Addie Reynolds.
Miss Phosie Higgins, who has been
teaching in Presque Isle, has returned.
She will attend the summer school at Castine.
Marion Hodgkins is visiting her
Lillian at the horns of her grandfather, D. D. Hodgkins. She returns to
Ellsworth Thursday.
Miss

sister

Mrs. Leslie Springer and family have
gone to Concord, Mass., where they will
reside. The eldest daughter, Edna, will
remain here until fall.

Mrs. Edward

Patten,

Johnson and Miss Mae N.

Sullivan, visited
John P. Patten, Saturday.
of

their

brother,

John C. Hardison came home from Newport, where he was employed, to spend
the Fourth. He will stay to do his hay-

ing before returning.
July 12.

R.

returning.

School closed

Friday, July 2, aftfer

a

term of thirteen w eeks. Those not absent
one-half day were Lillian Hodgkins,
Phena Anderson, Mildred Smith, Louis
King, Russell Lear, Arthur Anderson.
The pupils enjoyed a hay rack ride to
Blunt’s pond, given by the teacher, where

they had a picnic
July 12.

dinner.

Spec.

EAST LAMOINE.
J. Bishop, of Boston, is the guest of
Bloomfield Smith at his bungalow.

with her parents, E. E. McFarland
She was accompanied by her
siBter, Adelaide, of Bar Harbor, who has
been visiting in Massachusetts several
mer

more
were

than

that Doan’s Kidney Pills
the best remedy he aver tried.”
once

and wife.

For sale by all dealers.
Price SO cents.
Foster-Mil barn Co., Baftslo, New Fork,

weeks.

■ole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

''Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
permanent.”—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me—diet.

tto

other.

July 12.

A.

County

»«i

ooo

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Richard Smith la at Stonington for
a

few weeki.

Roxbury, Mass., is visiting her sister,
Maud Robbins is spending a week with
Mrs. Harry McNider.
her father, J. F. Robbins.
A party of six from Annapolis, Md.,
Miss Anthony, of Provincetown, Mass.,
have taken the Saunders cottage for the
months of July and August.
Mrs. Merton Pierce and infant son have
gone to Seal Harbor, where Mr. Pierce has
employment for the summer.
Miss Natalie Oilman, who is employed
Bangor, is spending her vacation with
her mother, Mr^H. L. Coolidge.
in

Miss Mary S. Deslsles, a trained nurse,
of Providence, R. I., is spending her vacation with her parents, E. O. Deslsles and
wife.

Mrs. Fred Reynolds and her three children, of Dover, N. H., arrived Thursday
and are occupying their summer borne,
the Dana cottage.
The collier Marcellos, Capt. Adamson,
finished discharging her load of 2,300 tons
of coal at the U. S. naval station here, and
left Saturday afternoon.
Pearl

Misses Agnes and Mollie Corbett, of
Eastport, are guests of their uncle, Robert
Corbett.
Mrs. E. O. Chase and daagbter have
gone to Jordan P<jnd ho.iae, Seal Harbor,
for the summer.
Mrs. W. L. Haskell, of Lewiston, was a
of her sister, Mrs. E. S. Rice.

recent guest

Edmund Workman and wife, of Cberryfleld, were guests over Sunday of their son,
Ira N. Workman.
Mrs. Harvard Havey, with her children,
spending a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. W. H. Moore.

HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
If yoa hare pun. la the beck, Urinary, HI*Mtr
KliMey troable aod mat a certain, [lnn.l
barb relief from Women’. III., try Mother Otar*
"AUSTRALIA*-LEAF.” It I. a eafe, reliable
regulator, and relieve, ell Female Weaknee.ee,
Indadlng Indammellon end nice ration.. Mothrr
Oiqy’e An.trellen-I.eef le .old by Dnggieta or
•eat by moll for M cte. Semple eeatPHU!*
iditreee, Tb. Mother Gray Co. Le Boy. H.T.
or

premnT^T^BC
’••Aw

very busy place. At
•eta are loading atone there.

•

othor pages

Jamea E. Stinaon la
very in
of paralya is.

ffoni,*

H

,L

Roy Tyler, of Portland, i* the
H*
*0e,t A
J. Q. Tyler and wife.
Mrs. L. A. Stinaon and son
are at r
H^'1
island (or Ihe Sommer.

10

Miaa Catherine 8imonton is
visitle v
8
father. Rev. J. P. Simonton.
l*»is at Mrs. W. G. Greenlaw’s.
Mr». Charles Colomy, ol
Rnckltnit
Mrs. J. R. Johnson, of Sunset, is a guest
visiting bar brother, Capt. George
this week of Mrs. Austin Smith.
Harry Parker, ol Ryan-Parker r H 51
N.
Benjamin Tracy came from Redstone,
struction Co., is here from
N,.w Yr,,i
■r°'
home.
ork
H., to spend the Fourth at
iBn
business.
Mrs. Edwin Carman and little daughter
*
Mrs. C. Fred Eaton and
Miss \.n,.H
Christina went to Marblehead Saturday. Eaton are
spending a couple ol Wu
the
Allie Stanley, of Rockland, spent
«■»*
Portland.
Fourth with his grandfather, Ansel StanMrs. Orra Roney and
daughter are via. M,S
ley.
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. BeveJ
James Pringle and son Nelson, of Sharon, of Thomaston.
Mass., are at the Point, where they have
Joseph H. Eaton and

,1"

spent their vacation for four years.
Mrs. Francis Stanley and little son, of
Cambridge, Mass., arrived Wednesday to
spend the summer with Ansel Stanley and
wife.

Mrs. Howard Pierce, who has spent a
few days at Oceanville, came home Tuesday. She was accompanied by her sister,
Sadie Greenlaw.

Hatch, of Somerville, arrived
Sunday morning, returning Monday night.
All were pleased to welcome her, but sorry
Grace

her

stay

July

was so

short.

He!

wife have mows
Damariscotta Mills, where Mr.
Eat
““‘•■M1
employed in the lumber business

^Hu

to

Ju‘y12-__ w H’
HANCOCK POINT.
Ki
Joha McNamara and wife, of
Milbrids.
visiting at W. H. Phillips'.

re

8. C. Penney, of Bangor,
spend Ja|,,
with hia parents, C. A. Pen ney and
Mrs. H. A. Ball and son. Dr.
Ball, W(J.
to Bar Harbor Saturday to call ou
Alt.5
Parritt.
Mra. Sylvia Ash and daughter
Msrci.
of Sullivan, are picking berries (or

A.

9.
_

Mrs. Ethel Eaton and little daughter
Mab;l are visiting friends here.
Marton Holden, of Boston, was the guest
of his mother, Mrs. A. F. Holden. Sunday.
Miss Edna Carter, of Rockland, was the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Myrtle Lowe, this
week.

Lloyd K. Allen, of Boston, spent the
Fourth with his mother, Mrs. A. F.
Holden.

H

Hju
H

H*r
H>!
■
■“

c? H*

Penney.

REACH.
Lester Gray arrived home last Sunday.
A few mackerel have made their appearance in the weirs.

Hi

H

Mrs. Hattie Martin picked a rose jn
0(t
garden last week which measured fin
inches across and thirteen inches
around.
Miaa Harriett Brownell and Iriend.
ol
Bristol, Conn., are at Alias Jane Bros.
nell'a cottage on Mr. Penney s shore.
Miaa Jane Brownell and mother will com.
■'
a little later.
Dr. H. Whiting Ball is spendings few
days at home before going to Auguststo H'
take the State examination. Dr. Hall uu Hi
accepted the position of interne in the H
H1
eye and ear infirmary at Portland.
July 12.
e, H:

H"
H"

I!
H,
H
H'

E

_

Hi
H

WEST TRENTON.
Mrs. Mina Childs and little daughter, of
Mrs. Lydia Elliot, of Northeast Htrhor,
Stonington, spent last week with Mrs. ia the guest of Mr. Dunbar and wile.
S
Mrs. M. C. Stanley has as guests her
Rose Eaton.
Mrs. Arno Marshall, who has been ill I
mother, Mrs. date, of Waltham, and
William
Lowe
owned
P.
The store
by
Alonso S. Locke, of Waltham.
some weeks, remains about the same.
S.
was broken Into Monday night and groLula M. Bunker took a recent trip
George McFarland, ol Bar Harbor, spent B
ceries taken.
through Washington county and attended
Sunday with hia parents, Charles AIcFsrJohn Crane and family, of Hartford,
the Smith reunion at Columbia.
land and wife.
I
Conn., arrived Friday to occupy their cotMiss D. M. Allen, at the Old Homestead,
Mrs. Eva Hopkins, with children, is in B
tage, built recently.
has as guests Mrs. E. Allen, of AUston,
Ellsworth Falls visiting her father, Fred
Mrs. Joseph Lord, son Herbert and
I
for a few days.
Maas., and Mias Dorothy Wilmot.
Moore,
daughter Phyllis, of Melrose, Maas., have
Lewis Noonan, Jr., died Saturday night
tnd two boys, of B
Carrie
Mrs.
Douglass
opened their cottage.
after a lingering illness. Funeral services
Bar Harbor, who have been visiting rels- H
George Clapp and family, of Weymouth, tives here a few days, returned home I
will be conducted Tuesday by Baskahegan
will
and
arrived
last
week,
occupy
Mass.,
■
tribe, 1. O. R. M.
Thursday.
the bouse owned by Mrs. 9. 8. Johnson
Recent an 1;ala at the Sands are: At
John L. Thompson, of Providence. R. I, B
this summer.
Is here on a visit, after an absence of K
Allenhurst, Rev. Thomas Van Ness and
L.
July 9.
Friends and old neighbors B
five years.
family, of Boston; Dr. J. A. Bewail, DenB
ver, Col.; Mra. William Barnes and daughTREMONT.
give him a cordial welcome.
8. P
ter, of Boston. At Alfred Tracy’s, Mra.
Capt. Levi Rich is Ul.
July 12.
William Tracy and daughter Louise.
George Clark Is working at the Clifton
■
MARLBORO.
C.
July 12.
houae, Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. S. H. Remick was in Clifton > lew B
Mrs. C. H. Norwood is home from
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
S
days last week.
Ruth Allen is attending summer school Mitchell’s cove for a few days.
Mrs. George Jellison, of Clifton, is with Hi
Leslie Rich and William Mitchell are
at Castine.
m
her sister, Mrs. S. H. Remick.
Dr. F. J. Stevens, of Millinocket, was in home from Rockland lor a few days.
Daniel Gray, of Hsncock. held a meet- B
Howard Kelley and wife, of Gott’s
town over Sunday.
B
ing at chapel Sunday alternt>on.
the Fourth at Jacob Kelley's.
Dwight Braman and family arrived Sun- Island, spent
Walter Donovan and wife, of Bangor, B
went
to
Swan's
Island
Mias
Rich
in
their
automobile.
Sylvie
day night
and Mrs. Msry Higgins and two < bildren, B
Miss Smith entertained a party from to spend the Fourth with her uncle, Le- of Bar Harbor, were gnests of t bur snot, B
ander
Rich.
Bar Harbor at bridge w hist Wednesday.
I
Sirs. Woodbury Bowden, over Sunday.
Mrs. Rose Abbott, of Valhalla, N. Y., is
1
Abe.
There will be a sociable at the hall WedJuly 12. _________
a few weeks with her brother,
nesday evening, for the benefit of the free spending
n»tJoshua Sawyer.
Reg.ilate« the bowels, promotes ea«y.
magazine library.
ursl action, and cores const:patioo-L>osm
Mr*. Charles B. Stanley, of Mark island
Miss Eunice Simpson and Mrs. LawReguiets. Ask your druggist f >r them. 3
rence are attending the Unitarian confeilight station, is visiting her daughter, cent* u box.—Adef..
Mrs. Leslie Rich.
ence at Isle of Shoals.
is

B

B

______

_

vited.

July

H.

12.

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Mrs. Seth Greenlaw,

with

little

annt, Mrs. Fred Rich.
Mrs. Rosanna Rich went to West TreFriday, called there by tbe illnesa of
her brother, William Dix.
mont

Jacob Kelley and son Howard have
finished their work at Northeast Harbor,
and will go to Presque Isle Monday.
Kin.
July 11.

Health

STONINGTON.

Never Falls to Restore

Among .the corporations which were
chartered under special statute and have
filed their certificates of organization at
the office of the secretary of State is the

Stonington Water Co., organized for the
purpose of supplying the town of StoningTbe capital stock
G. H. Kirkpatrick and wife are home ton with pure water.
is f&0,000, of which nothing is paid in,
from a business trip to Belfast.
and the par value of tbe shares is $15 each.
Mrs. Clara Phillips, of Southwest HarThe names and resideuces of the sharebor, visited her parents last Monday.
owners, each of whom has subscribed for
C. K. Ovingtun and wife, of New York one share of
stock, are as follows: Elmer
city, are at their cottage, Calico Reck.
P. Spofford, of Deer Isle; John L. Goss, of
M. V. Babbidge spent Sunday and Mon- Boston; Sumner P. MUIb, of Stonington.
day with friends at Atlantic and Swan’s The president of tbe corporation is SumIsland.
ner P. Mills, and the treasurer is Elmer P.
Miss Nellie Spering arrived for the sea- Spofford.
son Thursday, and is at Petit Plaisants
Florian Arey is clerking for T. 8. Gayer
cottage.
The furniture for the Burnham bungalow arrived Friday.

Mrs. Mary Joyce, of Atlantic, is employed by her daughter, Mrs. Vina Moore,
at Hillside cottage.
Mrs. Mary Manley and Miss Helen
Manley, of New York, and Mrs. Arthur
Livingston, Mrs. Manley’s daughter, who
has been with Mrs. L. S. Trask, are with
Mrs. Vina Moore at Hillside cottage.
Chips.
July 10.
_

& Co.

Miss Mabel Goss is visiting friends in
Ellsworth.

Latty Brother’s

quarry

on

Green island i«

No matter how long It has been gf»T

or

faded. Promotes

a

luxuriant

growth

healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
us* positively removes D»
draft. Keep* hairaoft and glossy. Rw
fuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
In$1.00 as 50c. size. ■ Not a Dye*
tl and SOc. bottles, at druooM*
••
of

Send ]c tar Ires tank

The Care ol the Hair.

Philo Bay Sine. Co., Newark, N. J. e
■ay's Haittae Soapnm t*»p

red, roueh sad chapped hand., and all •kinds,
skin fine and soft tSc.

Keep.
drufr»Uj
■and 1c fee fins hank “The Care of the akm.

esses.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of BJe
for those
worth
HAVING
support snd
need *saUtsnce during

care
to
•>’
the
sre total residents o. tl
w.
;*«r«ons trusting them on
couui. «s there is plenty of room am•
n oda'tons 10 care for them »t the Cltyy*
may

ye*'s «nd

fo'Tdail

M. J.

ho».»r.

rests on the safest of founda-

Frank Meader has moved to Bay side.
Hartford Murch arrived home on Sat-

tions—thorough manufacture.
When you buy a CLARION
o>
you can be absolutely sure
no
good service you talce
.chances.
CLARIONS have every modin
ern advantage and are made
wide variety of styles and sizes,
plain finish and omamefated.
Made in Maine, for Maine
people, adapted to Maine needs.

urday.
J. H. Galley has returned home from
Bangor.

—

Seal

Aubrey Alley and wife visited his parSunday.
Edgar Gordon and wife have left for
Providence, R, I.
Plutarch.
July 12.

ents

11 people with symptoms oC kidney pr bladder trouole could realise their danger *hejr
would, wi ‘iout loss c time, commence t iking Fo’cy’s Kidney Remedy. This great remedy stops the pain sad irregu' .r*t!es,
strengthens and builds up these orgars ana
there is no danger of Brights’ disease or other
serious disorder. Do not disregard the early
symptoms. G A. Pabchbb.

Gray Bair to ItsNatural

Color and Beauty.

The Fame Of Clarions

OAK POINT.

Miss Myra Walls is home from
Harbor.

athmisnurma.

son

Keith, of Swan’s Island, is visiting her

_____

complaining of an aching back
PARTRIDGE COVE.
directly over his kidneys. I finally proIsaac Hodgkins and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Miss Frances Grant is ill at her home were
cured a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at
guesls of Dyer Young and wife over
here.
Sunday.
Moore’s drug store, and he took them as
Miss Charlotte McFarland, of Melrose,
Amen? the recent arrivals at L. Gildirected, with the result that he was soon
Mass., arrived last week to spend the sum- patrick’s are Prof. Karl Lange and wife,
rid of his trouble. He has said to me
from work

lor additional

of

prize

Capt. Charles Hodgkins has his yacht
EAST FRANKLIN.
A*a off, and made a trip to Camden
Nason Springer is still quite ill of the last of the week. Capt. Fred Hodgkins made the trip with him, but will
rheumatism and heart trouble.
several days with his vessel in PortColeman Cousins and family spent the spend
land before

cures

they have proven of the greatest benefit
in my family. My son often came home

Rev. Mr. Archibald and wife, of Brockton, Mass., are again at the Fiske cottage.

Mrs. Aberly, with three children,

Atlantic this

returned home.

prove it.
Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Washington St.,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I can speak in the
highest terms of Doan’s Kidney Pills, as

Mrs. Nellie Thornton, of Honltcn, is visher mother for a few weeks.

COUNTY NEWS.

Davis.

Miss Lena King, who has been teachLorenz Blaisdell, wife and daughter, of
ing in Dedham, has returned home.
Rochester, N. Y., are guests of Mr. ElaiaEarl Smith, who has been seriously ill
The Island cafe opened for business
dell’s sister, Mrs. Harvey Dunbar.
the past week, is slightly improved.
July 1.
Mrs. Otis Hinman, Mr. and Mrs. Sibley,
Mrs. Eiwood King made a business trip Miss
A. J. Staples has moved bis family to
Sibley and Mias Juliette Simpson
to
on
on
Mons
Gott Island.
Bangor
Friday, returning
were guests of friends in West Gouldaboro Monday.
Jason Knox and sister are rooming at day.
Walter Reynolds and family arrived on
Alfred Staples’.
Mrs. A. S. Cummings and Mrs. Oils
Mrs. Littig and party are at Edith Tuesday from Somerville, Mass., for the Hinman will give a dim. tea at the forseason.
mer's home, under the auspices of the libStaples’ cottage.
W. F. Hutchings and wife have arrived eral Christian society Thursday afternoon,
Mrs. Nellie Staples is visiting friends at
from Goulds boro and opened their cotfrom 4 to 6.
All are most cordially inAtlantic and Gott's Island.
Mrs. Nellie Joyce
week.

injure
kidneys
they fall behind in their work of filtering Fourth at their home in Eastbroolt.
Mrs. E. H. Donnell, whohaB been visiting
the poisons from the blood. Doan’s Kidher daughter, Mrs. George H. Welch, has
ney Pills cure sick kidney, put new
wear, weaken and

ren

iting

at

ATLANTIC.

side hall

Doan

~vvgn

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

_

their

Work VVeakens The

ether

SUMMER SERVICES.

town

B.

at Seal

*ce

Rev. Mr. Traverse, who has been associHoward Webb is camping at Tank ated with Dr. Bradford in his ministerial
pond for his health. Mrs. Webb and work for several years, gave a fine aermon
daughter an at the home of B. B. Havey. at the Congregational church on “Temple
and the Formation of Character”.
Gilman P. Smith, of Bangor, together Building
Mr. Traverse is always listened to with
with a Boston representative and their
local agent, R. H. Blaisdell, wen hen last delight.
Most of the cottagers have arrived and
week in tbe interest of the Winless Teleare established at their summer homes.
phone Co.
Rev. C. F. Dole, with his wife and daughVox Populj.
April 12.
ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mann, are at “The Ledge”. Mr. and Mrs.
Jchn and Emma McKay were in Ells- Dole greatly enjoyed their trip to Honolulu, and their stay in California both on
worth Friday.
the outward and homecoming journey.
Mias Edith Marshall is visiting Mrs.
Maria Durgain for a few days.

mas; music.

July

|

County Aev*»

Coombs, of West Franklin, spent
Norman Hale and family, of Sorrento,
Miss Mary Snow, with friends, is taking | Sunday here. His wife and baby, who
are occupying a tenement in tbe Gordon
her summer rest at her cottage here. She have been
visiting Mrs. Coombs’ sister,
building.
attended the American Institute of In- Mrs. M. E. Hodgkins, returned with him.
Miss Helen Thomas returned to Boston struction at Castine last
week, being on
H.
July 12.
Siturday, after a two weeks’ visit with the program for a paper.
her mother.
HARBOR.
PROSPECT
The Keystone dramatic company filled a
Mrs. Belle Googins returned Monday week's
Mrs. Seth Nynam, of Boston, and friend,
engagement at Masonic hall, givfrom Waltham, where she has been spending satisfaction to well-filled houses, i Miss Ryan, were guests at Eddie Cole’s reing her vacation.
received the
Miss
| cently.
E. C. Smyth is showing ability as an inpatents be is going to bring
out on different parts of a wagon.
Miss Rae Carlton has finished her duties
at Petlingill’s store, and Dallas Ash, of
Gouldsboro, is now employed there.

Collins and daughter Virginia are guests this week of the J. T.
Maxwells at Hancock Point.
H. F.

Mrs.

% ad'UUonal

Northhampton, Maas., and Mr. and Mr*.
Chamberlain, of Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. Oliver Sargent, of Plantation No. 8,
is visiting her granddaughtey, Mr*. War-

_

last week.

few

L'astine.

COUNTY XEV s.

£*==»

IfJ

v*

TOE HOME CLARION.

bctablishbd

Sold by progreoolTe dealer*.
*°tt do BOt

»•

**

WOOD & BISHOP CO- Bangor. Me.
Sold b J. P. ELDRIDQE, Ellsworth.

Bounty

news.

C""1'1* -v«'w- ******** >*»"

8ARGENTVU.LE,
Lymburner »nd children
Mr9. Horatio
_

,t

Islesboro.

Porlty, of Bar Harbor, .pent the
bi« '•“»* here-

rharles

ouftb with
r^nree

ning «nd wife, of Brooklyn,
guest, of Mr.. P. B. Billing.,
'• spending a few
H
friends «t Southwe.t Harbor.

Dow

««

, y

Waiter
„witn
Sargent baa returned
V, MarywithA. her
daugnter, Mr*. Wil‘m

a

visit

iam Means.
Fletcher, George Bowden,
urs li. Q“
Master Arthur, are at their cotthe summer.
,ge for
W. Sargent, Prof. Herbert
Mrs Henry
and daughter, Miss Alethe,
oberts. wife
week.
jrired last
Redm.n and children, of
Mr, Frank
Falls, Mas.., are guest, of
[ewton I pper
Mary Milliken.
L. T.
William Mnclair, accompanied by
"
o( Roxbury, Maiut., spent
lellison and ifeat his home here.

jull

its.

innday

at Brook.rille
The game of h*11 P1**®*1
in a victory for the SarInly 5 resulted
team; score, 6-4.

(Dtville

is at home after a
Mo. John llennelt
York to see her son Guy, who
trip to New
Iatbmanian.
on the steamer
I

The guests of P. Grove. Eaton and wife
daughter, Mies Edith, and Ed,in Ripley, wife «nd daughter, of
inbarndale. Mass,

I

—---

»the third eon they hare buried in little
leea than ten years. Robbie was much
beloved by all who knew him, and the
sympathy and help of the entire community have been with them during these
anxious days of care.
Bin.
July 12.

1

too additional

County Noon

tot

■ad two ladies from Barry for
▼fait.
July 10.

othor ptgtt

BUCKSPORT.

Leslie C. Homer, one of Bucksport’!
business men, proprietor of
Homer’s express, died st the Sesside bouse,
Mrs. Lon Stevens, of New York, is in at Ryder’s cove, Isleaboro, Friday aftertown.
noon, from injuries received in a runaway
Mrs. V. P. Kline, of Cleveland, is at accident there on July 4.
Mr. Homer and a friend went to IslesIdeal lodge, South street.
boro on an excursion on that' day, and
Dewitt Whittlesey, wife, child and
hired a rig for a drive around the island.
nurse are at the Homestead.
When a short distance from Ryder’s cove
Mrs. Busan Tebbetts, of Boston, is the the horse became
frightened and the
guest of Mrs. M. P. Hinckley.
breaking of a part of the harness made
George A. Clough, of Brookline, Mass., him unmanageable. Both men were
and family are at Halcyon lodge.
thrown out and Mr. Homer was picked up
The family of F. M. Vearie, Jr., has gone unconscious from injuries about the head,
which proved so serious that he showed
to Buck’s Harbor, where he is employed.
but alight improvement at any time before
Carl Hinckley has gone to Wayland,
his death.
Mas-j., to visit his brother, Lester T.
Mr. Homer was born in Bucksport
Miss Maud Dodge, of Worcester, Mass.,
nearly fifty-eight years ago. He has
and Miss Colby are at the Dodge homealways lived here, and all his life has been
stead.
prominent in the activities of the town.
Mrs. Davidson, of Alleghany, Pa., and For nearly twenty-five years he has conMrs. Tapley, of Tpeonto, Canada, are at ducted Homer’s express, making daily
the Maples.
tripe between Bangor and Bucksport, and
The fantastics, who had a street parade has long been a familiar figure on Bangor’s
He owned and conthe morning of July 5, were the best seen business streets.
ducted the Bucksport aud Prospect ferry,
here for years.
Louis Bostelman and Mr. Kanbish, of crossing the river at Bucksport, and a
considerable amount of Bucksport real
New
two fine

musicians,

again tor the

are

B.

Aubrey Jordan, of Waltham, is employed at Frank Bragdon's.
Harvey Bunker has bought the Scammona place and moved in.
Dallas Tracey is at home from Swan's
Island, where he bss been teaching.
Mrs. Martha Lawrence, of Harrington,
is visiting her parents, S. W. Jellison and
Mrs. Jessie Shepherd and two children,
of Boston, are visiting her brother, Arthur
Robertson snd wife.
Fred Abbott, who has been working in
Eaatbrook, has come home to cut his hay.
Dallas Tracy will help him.
Mrs. Pullen snd daughter Gladys, of
Boston, are expected at Mrs. Bertha Lawrie’s this week. Mr. Pullen will come
later.

July 12.

X.
Sl'HRY.

M. E, Linneken has .been confined to the
house by rheumatism nearly a week.
F. L. Jordan, of this place, is driving
the day stage from Ellsworth to Bluehill.
The Surry dramatic club repeated the
drama, “The Country Minister," last

estate.

Oscar Wood and wits, of Providanos, B.
are visiting Mrs. Wood’s ancles, Irving
and Hilbert Candage.
Mr. Harding and two sisters arrived at
the Inn from a ashington Sunday. Tbe
father will come later.
Mrs. Harvey Friend and two daughters,
of Brockton, Mass., are at Mrs. Alden
Conary’s for a short stay.
CarxBs.
July 12.

I„

Hanking.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of tbe

Qlnortl
\»

now

earn

if

H. 9. Sweet, sr., and wife have removed
to “The 9helter”. Their new house at the
village is progressing well.

"Of tbe nrion qualities of bear obtained from tbe same wheat, tbe lower
trades are those most contaminated
with urease, dirt, and objactlonable
bacteria: the freedom of Hour from
these. Increases with Its purity."
Pmof. Wjs. Jago.
tto Mdi-huee Jteel'M oArmlet.

iMjMJiiiis’i.

A NEW SERIES
open. Shares, Ml each; monthly pay

The parity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean
The wheat is stored in hermeticnBy
annlad tanka at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six

merit*. Ml per share,

WHY PAY

RENT

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments Mid Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten yean you
will

tunes.

Neither grain nor flour ever touchea

anything but tbe bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

own TOUR own HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tawiky. See’y,
First Sat’l Bank Bid*.

machinery.

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

A. W. K nrn. President

Mr. Homer was a man of strong charSaflraib* ant Steamboat*.
Wednesday evening.
acteristics and of a genial and happy disCharles I. Staples and wife, Miss Frances
position, which made him friends every- ; Jordan,
Percy Wescott and Earl Hanscom
where. He was a thorough business man,
came over from Ellsworth in the comDr. C. Eugene Riggs and family, of 9t. noted for his energy as for his unquest5 the store of
On the morning of July
j pany's automobile Monday evening, July
are occupying
their
cottage at toned integrity. He will be greatly missed
ff.U. Sargent Co. was broken into, and a Paul,
5, and attended the dance at the town hall.
Commencing, June 21, 1909.
from the cash register. Parker Point. His large yacht is in the in Bucksport, where he was closely identitaken
imallsum
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Capt. Harry Wood, in schooner Lincoln,
was surprised at his work by
bay.
fied
with
and
social
life.
He
the
business
burglar
The
sailed for Portland Friday, arrived at StonSunday
of boys, who were out for
The summer sale of the ladies’ Baptist was generons and liberal, never turned
only
by a party
ington Saturday, where he received a teleand
left
a deaf ear to anyone in trouble or distress
MAM
circle
A
M
I
of
was
held
in
PM
P
P
Jl
fun,
the
M PM
8.
July
abrnptl.v
The
[A
M{
chapel July
Fourth
*7 10;.
message that his little son Edmund Mnst ;.... 8 20 *11 00
phone
to
make
his
and
to
assist
room
was
enough
decorated.
The
atany
always
ready
worthy
gaining
sithout
handsomely
SWH
9 00 11 20
7 201
was dangerously ill.
He immediately set N E Hi.... 9 10 11
tendance was not as large as usual on ac- cause. He was the happiest when making
80j_ 7 30
sight's work worth while.
SealH i.... 9 30 11 fiol- 7 50;.
sail for home, and arrived at 4 p. m.
for
as often as
others
and
count
of
the
but
years,
over
summer
happy,
rain,
something
£>0
Bar H 6 00 10 45
guests arriving last
1 001 4*10 9 00;_ 5 45
Among the
8.
July 12.
Srnto -10 2£ ql2 48 3 55
the Fourth of July came around, he diswas taken.
rMk were Judge Henry Knapp. Miss May
Han P 6 35 10 40 q!2 55! 4 85
tributed
free
firecrackers
to
all
the
childMiss Nettie Clay, accompanied by her
Sull’n- 11 10 .14 30
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
gnspp, Ilev. and Mrs. Bull, E. P. KingsM D F 7 00 11 40
1 501 5 05 9 50
ran in town.
6 30
bury and w iff. Miss Dorothy Bissell, Miss brother Welland, left last week for OreAlonzo Snow has bought a horse of Mrs. Wauk 7 07 11 47 1 57 5 13 9 57
B 37
he
has
How
many
quietly
helped
people
Han
7 15 llfSO.5 17
B 42
W. W. Cousins.
Jll.v Logan. Mrs. D. E. Taylor. Misses F. gon. The good wishes of her friends atFr R 7+22 .; 5 2«!. 3 50
in times when they most needed help will
A..Sye. Amy Gallagher and Miss Law, of tend her.
W
Jc
7
30
12
14
11 00 7 01 10 00
Miss Hannah Grindle, of Waltham,
:5+35j
never be known, but he will never be forELLS 7 37 12 20
2 23, 6 42|10 21 11 07 7 0> 10 03
Scranton, Pa.: Noble Krieder, of Goshen,
Though Parker Point is by no means in
; Ells F 7 42 12 25 .,5 48!
Mass., is visiting her brother Kinney.
scores who mourn the loss of
11 12 7 14 10 +3
bid.; Aliases l P. Latimer andC. E. Lang- the “heart of the Maine woods”, Sprague gotten by
Nic’ii 7t55 12 37
6 03 ....11t25 7+27 10 36
Mrs. Sarah Patchen, of Sullivan, called ! Gr L 8 04
one oi the best friends they ever had.
12f46. 6 13; ....111 s« 7+3’ 10 35
ford. Air-. W. P. Kingsbury and daugh- Sweet saw a large moose loitering around
Phil L 8f 11 I2t53.6+21'
Mr. Homer is survived by his brothers on friends here Saturday and Sunday.
llf41 7f4£ 10+42
ter and Miss Alary Ulmstead. of Brook- his place
Hld’n 8 18 1+00 .: 6 29
11 *8 715 10 49
recently.
and sisters—Cleveland C., George P. and
R. E. Hawes returned to New \ ork last ! Br Jc 8 38 1 19
6 49
12 03 B 1. H 08
lyn. N. V.; Danforth Comins, wife and
An entertainment will be given in town J. Albert, Miss Jennie and Mrs. Cynthia
1 25 *3 30 6 55ill 25 12 15 9 ?r 11 15
week, leaving his wife and children the i Ban’r 8 45 PM
daughter, of Winchester, Mass.; Miss hall
M
P
A Ml P M
A M
AM PM
|
Miss Fisn, all of Bucksport. He m \de his home
Wednesday
evening,
July
by
21,
Potld
5 55 7 40 12-55; 3 45 4 50 l?30 3 45
guests of J. F. Hawes.
Heater Davies, of Wellesley college.
Marion Wilson, impersonator, for tbe with his sisters in the homestead on upper
Bstn
9 05 11 05 5 30! 7 00{ 8 25
45
7 09
Mrs. E. W. Perkins left Saturday for <
of the ladies’ social library. Maine street.
benefit
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
KNAPP-TAYLOR.
to join her husband, who 1
Portland,
Ore.,
There will be music in connection with
Sunday
He was a past grand of Fort Knox lodge,
A charming home wedding took place
has employment there.
only
the program.
I. O. O. F., a past mast master workman
it-The Anc horage”, the summer home of
am
a m|i a m
[pm;
I
Myrle Beckwith, of Ellsworth, is spend- Bstn -; 10 00
8 00 lOaOO
A pleasant surprise was given R. G. of Bucksport lodge, A. O. U. W., also a
Judge and Airs. H. A. Knapp, of ScranAM
IP M
the week here, the guest of his
Knowlton lodge, N. E. O. P., ing
Potld.... 1 20 j.
6 50 11 10 12 50
ton, 1*8., at Id o'clock July 7, when their Lord at the close of a rehearsal held at member of
brother, Rev. Milton Becttwith.
Rebekah lodge.
[A MAM AMIPM PM AM
1
daughter, Alice Alden, wae married to Mrs. C. E. Holt’s Saturday evening, July and Riverview
>5
50
R*'.0
10 CO *11 05 3 30 *5 10 8 30
Bng’r....
C.
July 12.
Br Jc-j- 6 17 10 06 .j
Gordon AL Dougall Taylor. The services 10. Mr. Lord has been leader of the choir
5 17 8 37
Hld’n
6 S8 10 25
5 37 8 57
took place under the trees on the spacious in the Congregational church for many
DEDHAM.
Phil L...
-R+44 to+32. .+5 44 >9 04
SEDGWICK.
Gr L.
.6 £2 10 40
lawn, w hicli was arched and hedged w ith years, and he was suddenly greeted with
5 631 9 12
E.
A.
has
Thompson
gone to Burlington. Nic In.7+00'10149.
Miss Mary Paris is in Boston.
6 03J 9 2‘
a birthday song set to a familiar air, after
green boughs and field daisies. Dr. Bull,
Burrill
is camping at Phillips lake. El't* F.7 14 11 02. 6 in 9 S5
Guy
ELLS
6 55 7 19 11 07
of Scranton, Pa., officiated, a simple ring which ice-cream and cake were served to
Miss Nettie Cooper has gone to Bluehill
1A 18 4 30 6 221 9 41
Mrs. John Jellison, of Gardiner, is visit- W Jc. 7 25;ll 13 I2wl4 4 42 r6 27.f > 48
tbe choir and a few friends, including to work.
itrvice being used.
Fr U.;
11 21
6 35] 9 06
her
C.
£.
and
wife.
Johnson
ing
parents,
The bi ide was attended by Miss Dorothy Mrs. W. I. Partridge and Miss Abbie, tbe
11 30
Han.!
6 44 1 ) 04
Mrs. Carrie Butler is working for A. L.
i*7 I®,->11 33 12 82 4 59 6 48 1J 08
Frank Alley, of Old Town, is spending Wauk
Bissell, and the groom by his brother, latter having usually celebrated her birthM D F... i*7 25
11 40 *12 40; 5 05.*6 551) 15
Sargent.
some weeks with bis father, L. P. Alley.
Sull’n
Esson Taylor. A delicious wedding break- day anniversary in connection with* Mr.
1 10
j 7 55j....l 1 10
1 35
Han P... j 8 25;- 1 00 *1 00 5 25. 10 3 0
A son was born last weeK to Mr. and
last was served by Cooks of Boston, im- Lord’s, on July 11.
Charles and Martha Johnson are home Srnto
c7 50
1J40 +1 io 5 40 *7 20HO 40
1 35 *1 35 5 50 *7 50 11 15
In celebration of the Fourth, members of Mrs. T. Edson Hall.
mediately following which Mr. and Mrs.
from their school in Portland for the sum- BarH... *15!...
Seal H
* 05
2 25
2 25 6 40i.
Taylor left in their automobile for an ex- James A. Garfield post and W. R. C. had a
NEHar * 25.... 2 45 *2 45 7 00.
Miss Bell Allen has gone to Sargentville mer vacation.
8 W Har ,*9 35'.... 2 55 *2 55* 7 16).
tended trip to Canada.
dinuer
E.
A.
Butler
and
with
wife,
picnic
as waitress in the ice-cream parlors.
Among recent visitors to town were Manst... ;*9 40l.i 7 101.
Besides many local friends, there were July 5. As the teams drove up they were
Luther True worthy and wife, of Brewer,
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30
Miss Hope Wilson, of Boston, is with
present from out of town Judge and Mrs. greeted with blowing of trumpets and
Bert Venadestine and wife, of Orono; p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
p. ra. connect with Washington Co R R.
H. A. Knapp, Mrs. D. E. Taylor, Miss ringing of bells. Dinner was served in her grandparents, W. N. Means and wife,
Miss Bernis Edes, of Passadumkeag, and
*
Daily Sundays included,
Jean bray Law, Miss Mary Knapp, D. Es- the cool dining-room, where the tables for the summer.
Alfred Gray and daughter, of Eddington.
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
ton Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. Bull, Aiiss May
WesC.
E.
Mrs.
Cain
and
burden
of
Yetts
under
their
to
family,
groan
began
+ Stops on signal to conductor,
B.
July 10.
Logan, E. P. Kingsbury and wife. Miss good things. There were boiled clams, cott and Miss Nellie Holmes went to Burnt
q Sundays only.
Emeline Tracy, Miss Dorothy Bissell, of baked beans, cold meats, sandwiches, island last week.
WEST BROOKUN.
estops to leave passengers holding tickets
from points west of Bangor.
Scranton, Pa.; Misses Caroline and Julia lettuce, pickles, cakes, pies, etc., etc.,
Willis Abbott, formerly of this town,
Rufus Bridges, who spent the Fourth at
w Stops to take but not to leave
passengers.
Latimer, .Miss Olmstead, Mrs. W. P. while cool lemonade was constantly at now of Brookline, Mass., visited friends home, has returned to Bar Harbor.
t d 9 ops at Sorreuto Sunday oniv to leave
Kingsbury, of Brooklyn. N. Y.; Misses hand. The ladies thought “the boys” re- last week, after an absence of fourteen
A little daughter arrived at the home of passengers from points west of Bangor.
Xje, of Mystic, Conn.; Misses Beers, of newed their age that day, they we re so years.
Tickets for all points South and
Edward Gray and wife Friday, July 9.
New Haven, Conn.; Misses Thornton, of jolly. Mr. Butler, who has been confined
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
Among the new arrivals at Harbor View
Mrs. Delia
Carter visited Mrs. Ella
New Bedford, Mass.; Mrs. John 11. Davies to his home many years by rheumatism,
ticket office, Ellsworth.
house are Miss Dorothy Bedford, Miss Batcheler at Brooklin a few
days last
and daughters Grace and Hester, of PhilaThese trains connect at Bangor with through
passes a good deal of time in making Mabel Ober, Miss Hunt, Miss Margaret week.
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
from
A.
H.
and
Miss
Lee
delphia. Pa.;
wife,
pretty baskets and fancy things
Boston and St John.
Griffin and Mrs. R. I. Sherman and chilMrs. Lillian Lufkin, who has been visitLillian Lee and Harry, of Buffalo, N. Y.; cedar, and he presented each lady with
Passengers are earnestly requestly to prodren.
D. W. Comins and wife, of Winchester, one of these articles as souvenirs of the
ing relatives here, has returned to West cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Mrs. J. H. Moore and children, of Bos- Sedgwick..
especially
Prof.
were
and
of
Herbert Roberts
Uaaa.;
wife,
Ellsworth.
pleasant celebration. Those present
the summer with Mrs.
Charles Lawson, who has been visiting
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Northfleld, Vt.; Prof. H. A. Eaton and Miss Lou Leach, who has been a member ton, are spending C. N. Rhodes and
wife,
MORRI8 M’DONALD.
site, of Syracuse, N. V; Noble Krieder, of a W. R. C. in Waltham, Mass., for Moore’s parents,
his family here for a few days, has reVice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
Goshen, lnd., and Misa Amy Gallagher, twenty years, Mrs. Ada Littlefield, Mrs. at the Willows.
turned to Bangor.
Portland, Me.
of Boston.
Under the new contract of E. E. Chase,
B.
Julia Farnham, of West Brooksville, Mrs.
July 12.
L. Morgan is driving the mail stage on
ine bride received
many telegrams of Abbie Billings, Alfred Osgood and wife, H.
NORTH ORLAND.
!*«t wishes, among which were cablegrams Rodney Osgood and wife, Henry Morse the morning trip, and Frank Leighton on
from Misses France* Wintingham, Lon- and wife, Sewall Snowman and wife, the afternoon trip.
Miss Etta Saunders, ot Bangor, is the
don, and Agnes McChrd, of Lucene, Sewall Marks, of East Boston, Haskell
Howard F., only child of Rev. G. W. guest of Mrs. W. P. Dodge.
Switzerland,
Prince Staples, of Penobscot. F. Hill and wife, of Paris, cied last
Herrick,
Roy Trundy and Winfield Patterson,
Sim.
Joiy 7.
The officer of James A. Garfield, who fur- week of typhoid pneumonia. The re- who have employment in Bangor, were
Fare Between Bar Harbor and
C. J. Foram, of Sooth Boston, is the nished this report truthfully says: “If mains were brought here Tuesday for in- home over the Fourth.
fhest of friends here.
any one is desirous of doing good to the terment. He was a young man of great
Clara
of
Mrs.
Robinson,
Beverly, Mass.,
or helping the poor or relieving
Boston
a graduate of Hebron academy,
Miss Segrid Swensson and Fred Gower needy,
arrived for a week's visit with her sister,
the sick, the relief corps is a good order promise,
a™ guests at Asblawn.
and was fitting for college. He was well Mrs. C. D.
to join.”
last
week.
White,
$4.25 one way and
M.
known here, having spent bis summers
Mrs. Eric Kimball and children, of BanJuly 12.
Mrs. Winfred Gray, ot Bangor, and
with his grandparents at his mother’s
are
here lor the summer.
lot,
$8.00 round trip.
George Spencer, ot Veazie, were guests ol
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
home. The sympathy of this community
Miss Mary Reynolds, of Melrose, Msss.,
Mrs. Gray’s parents over Sunday.
Grace Lord, of Bath, formerly of is extended bis bereaved parents and aged
Miss
is visiting Mrs.
B.
July 6.
Lydia Gower.
grandmother.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 30
this town, is visiting friends here.
H.
Mrs. Frank Harding hat returned from
July 12.
p m week days for Seal Harbor, Northeast HarISLESFORD.
Stevens caught a
pound
Wallace
bor, southwest H$*bor, Brook Jin. Deer Isle,
s visit with
friends at Deer isle.
Dark Harbor and Rockland, consalmon in his fish weir last week.
Daniel Ham has joined his family here Sargentvllle,
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
necting with steamer for Boston.
Henry Cirindal, of the steamer City of
for a few days.
Schooner Atlantic, Capt. Pearl Tapley,
Steamer
leaves Bluehlll 2 CO p m
Boothbay
a
and
The cottages and hotels are tilling,
Bsugor, was at home over Sunday.
week
tor South
Blueh'.l), Stonlngton,
is loading kiln wood at Wasson’s wharf
O. W. Tapley. of Ellsworth, was in North days
season is anticipated.
Haven and Rockland, connecting with
prosperous
Mrs. Augusta
Tsintor, of Clinton, Conn., for Rockland.
steamer for Boston.
town last week.
oI
visited
her
11
Center,
grandLucy
Reed,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Abbis Smith.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 3.00 p m
8emnel Morgrage and wife, of Rockland,
Dr. Storer and family have arrived at week
mother, Mrs. Mary Tibbetts, last week.
days for Herrick's Landing, South Brooks
Mrs. James C. Wood some, of Dallas, are the
guests of Mrs. Morgrage’s sister,
ville, Eggemoguln, Dlrleo and Rockland, contheir cottage tor the season.
wile
are
conand
Isaac Ralph
receiving
Texas, is at her mother’s for the summed. Mrs. Ruth Lord.
necting with steamer for Boston.
Isaac Rosen bloom and son were guests
gratulations on the birth of a son, born
Hr. C. 8. Philbrick and
RETURNING
Miss Isabelle Ewen, of New York, arwife, of Bangor,
of Mrs. William Mayo and family Sunday.
8.
July
•re guests of
with
Fred J. Sargent and wife.
rived last week to spend the summer
New Turbine steel steamers Belfast and CamElerie Smith is painting the dwellingD. J. Manchester and wife have moved
den leave Boston at & pm week days for
Mrs. R. B. Sargent, Miss Ethel and Mal- Mrs. Maggie Blodgett.
into Nathan Smallidge’s house for the house occupied by William Mayo and Rockland.
tolm, of Melrose, Mass., are at their cotMiss Ethel Stevens, of Brockton, Mass.,
family.
summer.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival oi
**|t here tor the summer.
will spend a few weeks with her brother,
steamer from Boston, dally, except Mondav,
S.
July 12.
Mrs. Charles Marten, of McKinley,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and lntev*
Miss Martha
Mrs.
is
with
who
Blodgett.
Brown, of Waltham, Mass.,
mediate landings.
made a short visit to her aunt, Mrs. Frank
NORTH LAMOINE.
•as called home
James Spolford, wife and daughter, Miss
Saturday by the audden
last week.
Bartlett,
ueath of her brother Bobert.
K. S.
E.
P.
of
is
Mrs.
visitbeen
at
the
Annis,
Brookside,
Rockland,
-t.^Monuv, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Caroline, who have
Little Pauline Stanley entertained quite ing friends here. She will return on
A sad affair
in Bangor Tuesoccurred here on Wednes- returned to their home
a number of her little friends last SaturTuesday.
day last, When Robert Brown, the four- day.
itflal lToticn.
day, her fourth birthday.
Newell Tripp, who is employed in Wawen-year-old son of Edward and Ine*
Walter Moore and George Otis Tapley
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
have
to
Elwell
and
Bartlett
Emery
gone
'own, accidentally ahot himself by of Rockland, are spending two weeks
terville, spent the Fourth at home. He
Rosa
Leach, of Bluehlll,
county of Hancock, and State of
drawing his loaded gun muzzle toward with their grandmother, Mrs. George H. Boston—Emery to return to his work on was accompanied by his mother, who has
her mortgage deed dated the 4th
Maine,
by
for
work.
Elwell
look
the
and
to
railroad,
been visiting Alton in Waterville.
im, the ball entering the lids and lodg- Tapley.
day of December, a. d. 1908 and recorded in
county registry of deeds, in vol.
Amos Sinclair and wife were happily
Mrs. Bernice Salisbury, who has been the Hancock
Jhg there. He was taken to the Knoz
Misses Grace and Inya Wilson left for
466, page 203. conveyed to me, the undersigned,
ospital, Rockland, for treatment, but
surprised by the arrival at their home last visiting at her old home in Trenton Bince a certain lot or parcel of real estate
bounded
Bangor this morning to visit their father,
as follows:
A certain tractor
Friday morning. The funeral ser- Albert Wilson, who it employed on the Sunday of Mr. Sinclair’s uncle and aunt returning from the hospital in Bangor, and described
of land situated in said Bluehill
parcel
vices were held at
home
on Wednesday much improved.
bounded
and
the home of his parents
came
described
as
follows:
Aria.
Beginning at the highway and ruuning on line of
Do the right thing if you have Nasal Caonday. The achool children attended yacht
Y.
July 12.
land now or formerly of Thomas Leach twenMr. Richardson and daughter, Miss tarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Balm at once. Don’t
a
body marching to the cemetery and
rods
to
a
stake
(24)
and
ty-four
stones; thence
who have spent the past week with touch the catarrh powders and snuffs, for
h
BAR HARBOR.
north thirty-two (82) rods to a stake and
dropping a bunch of flowers Into the Lulu,
in they contain cocaine. Ely's Cream Balm restone; thence west sixteen (16) rods to the
Mrs. Blodgett, returned to their home
sr»vc.
Bar
Harbor
Co.
has' been organ- highway;
Thi* bereavement comes
Realty
south
twenty seven (27) rods
leasee the secretions that inflstne the nasal
thepoe
Saturday.
ized for the purpose of dealing in real to place of beginning and containing four
Jth double force to these parents, as this Brockton, Mass.,
passages and the throat, whereas medicines estate, with flO.OOO capital stock. Officers: acres, more or less, with the buildings
Luther Church and wife, Herall Gregory made with
the
secreand
thereon,
the
mercury merely dry up
whereas,
condition of said
President, A, Stroud Rodick; treasurer,
L. P. Headman and daughter, tions and leave
mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
you no better than you were, Harold F. Carter.
Kidney Remedy if and wife,
f°u*havi,lt*£1,lf Foley's
by reason of the breach of the condition
iMtco, Vbaci,»c“e' kidney or bladder trouble, Miss Florence, who spent the week-end at in a word, Ely’s Cream Balm is a real remedy,
I
claim
a foreclosure of said mortthereof,
,e*a* nP°“ T°u sod makes a
caremn™
Lord cottage, returned to their not a delusion. All druggists, 90 cents, or
Dr. Daniels—Horae Colic—Cure*
taking Foley's the Gusta
Kidnev^o.4*®^"11- Commence
Me., July 2,1906.
cures or
mailed by Ely Brothers, 96 Warren Street,
to-day and you will soon be home in Bangor this morning.
back—at any dealers;
well* TRfuedy
money
r
* aarious
malady? O. A.
TOMSON.
New York.
Insure your horse against Colic.
Fsacazji
July 12.
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WHEREAS

_

Ellsworth,

Wh!ung*h“«torney.

H. Allen, of

Bucks-

George
WHEREAS
port, Hancock county. State of Maine,
his
de d dated ibe twentieth
by

mortgage
day
of May. a. d lvG3, and recorded in said Hancock county registry of deeds bonk 3J4, page
201. conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain p-rcel of real estate described as follows:
“A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings standing thereon, situate in said
Buckspoit, on the easterly side of said Elm
street, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning on said street at the northei'terly corner of lard formerly of John N.
Til lock, now of Erskine; thence westerly by
&..id Tillock land seven rods to a stake and
stones and to land of Mrs.
Jere Sullivan
for nerly occupied by Dennis Buckley: thence
northerly by said Sullivan land four rods to a
stake and stones; thence easterly by laud
formerly of Timothy Collins seven rods to
said Elm street; thence southerly by said Elm
street live rods to first mentioned bounds.
Being same premises conveyed to said George
H. Al en
Ade'ie P. Heath in her own right
and as guardian of Georgie Heath." and
where a the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bucksport, June 26, 1909.
Stephen Beknet,
By O. P. Cunningham, his attorney,
In the District Court of the United States tot
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
Hkbbket P. Hopkins, > In Bankruptcy.
I
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Herbert P. Hopkins, of
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
"^J"OTICE la hereby given that on the 19th
day of Jnne, a. d. 1909, the said Herbert P. Hopkins was dnly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, in Ellsworth. Maine, on the 2lst day of July,
a. d. 1909, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact each other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting.
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., July 8, 1909.
subscriber, John W. Babson. jr., hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed execnior of the last will and testa-

THE

ment of
JOHN W. BABaON, late of WASHINGTON, D. C.,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
of said will.
term
And that he has appointed Emma J. Walker, of Brooksville, m
the county of Hancock, his age.it in the
State of Maine, as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJohn W. Babson, Jr.
mediately.
Washington, D. C., May 15. 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
SAMUEL DUNBAR, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the eels.e of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imClara P. Dunbar.
mediately.
Castine, June 28,1909.

THE

subscilber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of tae last will and testament of
ABEL F. STUBB8, late of BUCKSPORT,
i in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLottib A. Stubbs.
mediately.
North Bucksport, July 8,1039.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIAM N. YORK, late of BLUEHILL.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Forrvst B. Snow.
Bluehill, July 8, lie**.

THE

subscriber hereby gives

he has been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

notice that

appointed adminis-

AMOS M. MANCHESTER, late of MOUNT
DESERT.
Hancock, drceased, and
In the county of
as
law direct*.
All perbonds
the
given
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to presem the >an-o
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Georgs A. Manchrstrr.
July 9,1999.
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Mrs. Joeie Clark Smith and son Aneon
On* of th* Company Ws# *n Export
are with Mrs. Smith's sister, Mrs. H. O.
BROOKLIN.
BUCK8PORT.
at th* Gam*.
Johnson.
C. R. Miller ha* returned to Washington.
A general arrived from St. PetersMiss Alice Gardner is viaiting relatives
Mrs. E. W. Doyle and daughter Maxine
By ANDREW C. EWING.
burg in a garrison town in tbe interior in Brewer.
Gardner Hinckley and wife came from
an spending acme time at Mrs. Doyle’s
Kussia
to bold an inspection of the
of
AssoPress
Boston last week.
American
t>y
is
home
1809,
Genn
from
Middle*
tCopyrlgbt.
Miss Annie
hums in Corea.
ciation]
troops. After tbe review he stepped town. Conn., for her vacation.
Eugene Holden, of Msncheeter, N. H.,
Sunday school will be at 9.45 a. m., July is
It was In the early days In California, Into the officers' mess room, where ho
Ernest Wescott, a former resident, with
visiting his family.
hour
at
that
18, and continue to be bald
noticed on the counter a row of botwhen Fremont, “the Pathfinder," beMiss Gertrude McFarland is clerking in
daughter Mildred, ie visiting Mrs. Rilla during the summer.
cams a hero from crossing those mountles, to which, instead of usual labels,
Buck.
E. H. Condon's store.
white tickets, with a single letter of
tains which now may be traversed in a
Mies L. Agnes Patten is traveling in
Mias Grace Walker, of Pittsfield, is emCapt. Francis P. Heath left Saturday for Europe, taking a three months' trip. She
parlor car. But the route from Mexico the alphabet on each, were affixed.
The bottles stood In rank and file and Boston, alter spending a week with hi* is now in Naples, Italy.
ployed at West End dining hall.
was open, and numbers of Mexicans,
family.
Mr*. Myra Sampson, of Chelsea, Mass.,
Including those newly emigrated from in alphabetical order.
Fred Bobbins and wife have gone to
Misses Teresa and Ethel Scanlon, of Northeast
Dollard.
"What does this mean?” tbe general
Spain, were moving northward and
Harbor, when they have em- is the gnest of Mr*. B. O.
building homes in what was destined asked tbe lieutenant who was show- Bangor, are visiting their aunt, Mrs. ployment during the summer.
Miss Carrie Jackson, of Washington, D.
One of ing him around.
Frank W. Ginn.
to become the Golden State.
Harvey Dunbar has kindly consented to C., is visiting at the Bentley cottage.
"That is an officers' charade, your
the Spaniards. Don Emilio Estillo.
| Mrs. Walter Williama*left Saturday for have the water shut in, keeping the pond
Ward Freethey and family, of Ererett,
built himself a fine house in Santa excellency," replied the officer, rather a; visit to her daughter, Mrs. Harry Hood1
full, which is very much appreciated in Mass., are visiting friends in town.
embarrassed.
it was designed after a
Barbara,
Mass.
of Somerset,
the village.
Mias Lizzie Hsrding, of Waltham, Mass.,
Tbe general continued bis inquiries
Homan villa, with a court and a founTheodore Woodman Cunningham arJohn G. Alien, of the Lockwood Manu- is the guest of Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth.
information:
the
elicited
and
following
center.
the
tain In
rived Saturday to spend the summer with
facturing Co., East Boston, accompanied
"Each bottle contains a different
Mrs. A. H. Msyo and Miss Helen reCalifornia at that period partook of
his parents, Oscar P. Cunningham and
Mrs. Allen to the home of her mother, turned from
At the meeting of the
of
kind
liquor.
u
new
counBeverly, Mass., Wednesday,
time.
the olden
Though
wife.
Mrs. J.A. Dyer, where she wilf spend the
club one of us mixes some of
Mrs. C. 8. Johnston and Miss Ruth, of
try, It was inhabited by refined people officers'
F.
Mrs.
Nichols, accompanied by summer.
Joseph
these varieties In a glass so that tbe
I Melrose, Mass., ere in town tor the sum•f Spanish blood. At the same time
H.
July 13.
initials spell a name, and the older Miss Lilias Nichols, of East Hampton,
It was inflated by bandits, such as
| roer.
came
from
up
Searsport Saturday
and more experienced members of the Conn.,
have existed in Spain for centuries.
NORTH 8CLL1VAN.
.M.sses Gladys and Beulah Sweetser, of
for a short visit with Mrs. E. P. Nichols.
what
is
after
It
It
club
tasting
guess
The leader of one of these gangs was
Everett Jellison and wife an visiting Stonington, arc employed at the Wells
of
and
name
the
word
inhis
William
O.
Buck,
composed
accompanied
by
n
Corello. a veritable
Manuel
house.
Mr. Jellison's pannts at East brook.
tended."
son Henry, left Thursday morning for the
Like Kobin. who Is supposed
Hood.
Miss Hester Greenlaw, who bas been
arrived home last week,
Idea."
remarked
the
Helene
w ill ,, visit
the
West.
AlaskaTaylor
■‘Very
original
They
to have been a nobleman. t'.-r.
yv.
alter a two weeks' vacation at Bangor and visiting Mrs. H. M. Joyce, has return.d to
"And
are you able to make a
at
well
as
Yukon
as
general.
Seattle,
exposition
e gentleman, and. though he rubbed
Deer Isle.
vicinity.
other places of interest, and will be absent
guess of that kind?"
the rich, he gave largely to the poor
|
"If It is your excellency’s pleasure, 1 several weeks.
Parker Dodge, of Washington, D. t\,
Mrs. Rosilla Billings, of West Franklin
When Don Estlllo's house was finwill try." the lieutenant replied.
Mrs. Ann has joined his mother at their cottage at
Mrs. Patience G. Lufkin died in Port- is visiting her daughter,
tshed he opened it with a grand enTbe general went to the counter and j land
West End.
Sunday. July 11. The remains were Wooster.
tertainment, at which all the distin- mixed a
:
glass, while tbe officer stood
W. H. Darneille and family, of WashDr. W L. Haskell and wife, of Lewiston,
guished families for miles around at the other end of the room with his brought here and taken to the residence
of her daughter, Mrs. Louise Tuttle. Mrs. recently called on friends hen and at ington, D. C., are at the Mayo cottage for
It was a brilliant scene, j
were present
face to the wall.
the summer.
Lufkin was seventy-seven years of age.
Tunk pond.
In the patio, or court, within a circle
“Now, guess what this means.” said !
«f tropical plants, was a band of i>erThe funeral of Leslie C. Homer, a reE. D. Mayo and daughter Thelma hive
Mrs. Mary A. Brsgdon, and her grandthe general as he banded the glass to j
^
formers, who sang and played while
Peruna the
port of whose death appears elsewhere, daughter,) of Franklin, were guests of returned to Beverly, Mass., after spending
the officer.
the guests, heated by the dance, were :
was held at the family residence Mona week in town.
and
wife
last
week.
Amo
Bowden
Tbe latter drank It at one gulp.
j. w. puller, scientific
Opm
eeeklng the cool air. Spanish social smacked his tongue and
day afternoon, at 2 o’clock. Kev. William
Mrs. Kona Snow and Mi»» Ella, of Evercian, SfW Xorth Matn St.. Los
Wiley O. New man, who has been emreplied:
Ang*.
Customs for the amusement of the
officiated.
The
number
large
at Bethel, Vt., is visiting bis par- ett, Mass., are spending the summer at les, Cal., writes:
“That was 'Anna.' your excellency." ! Forsyth
ployed
guests have been adopted by the bltieth?ir old home.
"Bravo!” exclaimed the general. “It | present testified to the sorrow felt at his ents, O. G. Newman and wile.
"I was tronbled with catarrh of the
Don Estlllo's
hloods of California.
sad death. Many of his business assorequires a lot of practice, eh?"
A social Gance was given at 1. O. O. F. head for many years. It affected
.Miss Genevieve Butler and Miss Mina
with
were
eggshells
oa;e?
from
out
of
town
were
provided
my
guests
present, j
“Tour excellency, 'Anna' is easy
hall
Music
StonLeufo of smeir, hearing and
Robertson went to Hancock Point SaturSaturday evening.
by
sight.
filed with silver or gold tinsel or perenough, but there is a captain In our The stores were closed, and the flag* at day. when they have employment at the ington’s quintette.
lota
“I
of
over
tho
with
broken
spent
which
were
half mast during the time of the funeral.
money
fumery,
doctor*
corps who can even guess ‘NebuchadTarntine house.
Charles Stott and family, of Washingand the use of local application* to rebeads of ladies whom the men wished
The interment was at Silver Lake.
nezzar!’
D.
are occupying the Babson cotlieve
but
to
no
12.
M.
ton,
CM
me,
July
until
favor.
to
purpose
my
One cf the prettiest social events of the
j
attention waa called to the wonderful
tage for the season.
Among the men was one who at- ;
season was the blue and white shower
SOUTH HANCOCK.
LOST
BOTH
WAYS.
efTects
of
Peruna.
Rev.
W.
F. Emery, Ph. D., pastor of
He was
traded universal attention.
given at the beautiful summer home of
Wiiliam Bishop spent a fen- days at
“I must aay that I met with tnostsurthe Ellsworth Methodist church, will
young, very handsome and dressed in A Tots of a Coin With an Unoxpocted Frederick Mariner and w ife, of New York,
home
recently.
prising and anti*factory results. Peruthe picturesque Spanish costtime. The ;
preach here Sunday morning.
on Thursday, July S, in
honor of Miss j
Result.
na took bold of the complaint
Mrs. Charles Colwell has returned from
anddrore
quests asked one another who be was. ; A New Tort
Miss Alice Judge presented the Brooktraveling man was tell- Guida Homer, whose marriage to Harry her visit at
It entirely out of my system.
■but no one seemed to know. One of
Norway.
five
lin
with
volumes
last
week.
of
New
will
take
Stevens,
library
York,
place
stories of "Toothpick Tom.” a faing
well
“Although
toward
along
ths
them asked the host but Don Estillo i
Joseph Cole and wife, of Boston, were Such gifts are much appreciated.
early in September. The house was beau- j
mous Bowery character, who lived by
allotted span of man'* life, 1 am u
Bald that he did not kDow the strantifully decorated, and the dainty refresh- recent guests of Mrs. C. K. Bunker.
bis wits as a gambler.
Mrs. Byron Sellers, Lie welly n Herrick
Tom
was
as
a
child
over
the
pleased
results, uid
ger and supposed he must have come known far and
Mrs. T. J. Hodgdins, of Chicago, is the and Hazel Herrick, of Somer-ille, Mass., feel like a
wide, not only because ments were served in the Japanese sum- <
young man again.”
frith one of the guests. No oDe sugof ihis gambling mania, which was In- j mer house, which was presided over by j guest of her sister, Mrs. F. M. Watson.
are at their home for the summer.
gested that he had not come in ac- satiable, but because of his
Man-a-Hn an Ideal Laxativt.
quaint wit Miss Lillian Ames in appropriate Japanese
W. L. Coggins and son Paul, of RockMrs. N. V. Tibbetts, Miss Dorothy, of
cordance with the customs regulating I
and originality. He was an illiterate costume. The bride-to-be was most gener- land, Mass., are at W. T.
Coggins' for a Washington. D. C\, and Mrs. Percy Hines,
invitations, for he was evidently a and
showered.
Several
from
of
out
j feu weeks.
could neither read nor write, but ously
were added to tbe plan* by government
of Danville, Va., are at the Homestead.
polished gentleman.
in the course of his career he bandied town.were present.
requirement* which account** in jwrt, fur
Annie Smith and daughter Blanche
Mrs.
Since the stranger knew no one he
Mrs.
Winifred
and
Brandt
little
J.
Bracy
July 13.
tbe diacrepancy between the appropriiperhaps a little more than the average
are in Bangor.
Mrs. Smith is in the hoswas obliged to find partners in the
of
are
visitAttleboro, Mass.,
daughter,
gambler's share of coin raked in across
tion and tbe figure* of the bidder*. C. B.
dances by some pretest He was very
PENOBSCOT.
pital for treatment.
ing her parents. Emery Bracy and wife.
the green cloth.
Fineo, coun*el for the owner* of the
•droit, and the girls, instead of re- 1 “One afternoon
w
and
of
L.
A.
A.
and
ife,
Dr.
M.
Ward
well
wife
were
in
Penney
Bangor, spent
Tom woke up with
Mrs. Milton Tibbetts and children, of i rland, ha* asked the selectmen to modify
quiring introductions, were glad to re- a
last
week
witn
Mrs.
two
on
business.
Penney’a
days
healthy appetite for breakfast.” said Bangor Friday
Detroit, Mich., Miss Rsville and Mis# the plan* of the bridge somewhat, and i*
ceive his attentions without them,
the New Torker.
“He found on inMrs. Herman Perkins and son James are father. R. 11. Young.
Hallem, of Washington, are at the Twin negotiating with contractor* in view of
rlionna Inez, daughter of the host, was
Miss Bertha
Wooster, of Waltham, cottage.
vestigating his pockets that he had a visiting relatives in Belfast and Bangor.
giving a right tigure. If the bridge is
the most favored and after one of the
five dollar gold piece, and he set out
the road around Bar island will be
The friends of Mrs. William Ward well Mass., is spending her vacation with her
dances went out with the handsome
News was received here last week of the built,
for the nearest cafe to appease his w ill be
mother, Mrs. A, E. Wooster.
constructed by Willey A. Dolliver, who«e
sorry to learn of her illness. All
death of Judge McGowan, at Washington,
stranger into the patio, where they
W.
hunger. But just as he was about to I hope for a speedy recovery.
bid of
waa tbe lowest, coining under
July 12.
took seats on a bench behind a giganD. C., on Tuesday, July 5, after a long illenter the restaurant he suddenly recthat of C. B. Pineo by $35.
tic palm. There they remained so long
Mrs. Penry Littlefield and daughter ;
ness.
McGowan had visited Haven
EAST
Judge
BLUEHiLL.
ognized the entrance to the next place
■that the hostess, requiring her daugh- I
Grace, of Brockton, Mass., are visiting her
times. He intended to have occuas the one leading to a gambling bouse
Miss Ethel Wight went Vo Northeast many
BROOK9VILLE.
ier's presence for some especial enterbuford Leach and wife.
pied the Mayo cottage this season.
which he had not visited for some i brother,
Harbor Saturday.
tainment of her guests, sought her and
Albion Closaon hi» employment in
Une Femme.
July 12.
Miss Madge Hinckley, of Bluehill, has j
time.
Tom paused.
He felt himself
is
a
E.
C.
newbuilt
Long
having
piazza
led her away.
Stouingtou.
been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Martorn between two emotions, hunger
on the front of bis bouse.
The dancing bad ceased, and to
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mr*. Edwin Sanborn, who has been
and the spirit of gambling.
guerite Littlefield, the past week.
Fred Cousins and wife returned Satur■trains of music the guests marched in j
“Should he risk bis gold piece on the ; Farnsworth G. Marshall, principal of
and Earl Hanscom, of ill, Is somewhat better.
Eugene
Staples
from their wedding trip.
to supper. They did not stand about i
faro table or the roulette or should he Cony high school, Augusta, and wife, were | day
Portland, were in town last week.
O. P. end M. R. Limeburner are buildeating the viands as in these days, i eat? That was the
Mrs. H. P. Long, who has been visiting
in town Tuesday calling on friends.
He
!
question.
might
Mrs. Emms Hooper spent two days last ing n new piazza on their store
Just as they
Each one was seated.
in
Hallowell
the
past week, returned
make a ‘killing.’ in which event, of
The many friends of Miss Nina Varnum
week with her friends in Ellsworth and
had all taken their seats a party of I
Charles Sargent, who has been ill the
home Saturday.
course, he
would eat sumptuously. will be
Snlliran.
pleased to learn that she is imbelated guests from Los Angeles arpast few days, has gone to Rockland (or
Mrs.
Ellis
Stansfleld
and sons Hilbert
Then, again, he might lose and face
proving from her recent illness, although
rived, among them Judge Antonio Bes- j starvation.
Roland Clapp, wife and three children, treatment.
The natural thing for Tom
and Ernest, of Springfield, Mass., are the
tamente. They came into the supper
slowly.
of Boston, arrived Saturday. They are ; Charles Whitten and wile, ol Waltbta,
to do was to leave it to chance.
of MrB. Stansfield's sister, Mrs. W.
guests
The Penobscot baseball nine went to
■room, and the judge was assigned a
visiting Mr. Clapp’s mother, Mrs. C. M. Maas., are visiting Mrs. Whitten’s mother,
‘Heads up, I eat breakfast: tails, I
M. Wardwell.
seat opposite to the young stranger
Orland Saturday and played a game with
Clapp.
Mrs. F. M. Billings.
said Tom and flipped the coin.
play,’
Richard
Boardman
and
Mrs.
two chilwho had attracted so much attention
3-0 in favor of
Miss Ada Husband, who has been living
It was heads up. and Tom scratched the Orland boys. Score,
Mrs. Nancy Leach is visiting her daughdren, Mrs. Setb Milliken and young child,
■nd who had secured for his supper t
Penobscot.
with William Cloeaon and wife for several ter, Mrs. Nellie L. Billings, afte r spending
his bead thoughtfully and said:
with two friends, arrived at the BoardNo
companion Donna Inez Estillo.
Mrs. Freeman R. Leach and daughter
years, was taken to the insane asylum in a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. \est* L.
“‘Well, we'll make it two out of
man cottage last week, from New York
eooner did the judge look straight beIsabelle have returned from a visit in
three.’
Bangor laat week.
Weeeott, at South Brooksville.
city.
fore him than his eyes became riveted
A.
“Again he tossed up. but this time Booth bay Harbor with her daughters.
Mias Amy Elwell, who has been visiting 1
July 12.
12.
K.
on Donna Inez's cavalier.
It was eviJuly
the gold piece struck a crevice in the She was accompanied home by Carlton G.
in Portland a few days, returned Friday, i
dent that Bestamente was moved by
GREAT POND.
sidewalk and disappeared. Tom look- Poole, wife and little daughter, who will
Sbe will stay with her aunt, Mrs. F. F
SALISBURY COVE.
■ome powerful emotion.
Rising, be ed at
the crack and philosophically re- spend their vacation here with relatives.
bold »t
be
will
An examination
called to the host seated at the head
Miss Pauline Bulger, of Bar Harbor, ia Allen, during the summer.
marked :
ol
George Bab son, wife and son, of Fox- visiting her cousin, Mias Hilda Emery.
Miss Abbie L. Elwell, who has spent the Aurora, August 7, for the peosition
of the table and said.
Pond,
‘Whipsawed both ways.’ ’’—Milwau- croft, have been in town the past week
winter in Portland and New York, re- foarth-clasi postmaster at Great
"Will you honor me with an introE.
of
Mrs.
Wanamaker, Somerville, Maas.,
j
kee Free Press.
st
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Mary Per kina. ia the
turned home Friday, to spend the summer ■the compensation of the px>stmaster
duction to my vis-a-vis?”
gnest of Mr. and Mrs. Lorrimer at
this office waaflOS for the last fiscal yesrThey made the trip here in Mr. Babaon’a the
Don Kstibo, not knowing the mans
with her mother, at “The Cedars”.
parsonage.
automobile. Mr. Babson has generously
Applicants mast reside within the terriCASTING ALUMNI.
name, looked confused.
Bab.
July 12.
Mrs. Cora Kaist, Miss Josie Kaist and
named
given most of his old friends here a ride.
tory supplied by the post officeTbe stranger rose and said: "Ladles
Master Reginald Ingalls were guests at
Wood locke.
above. Application forms and full inJuly 12.
and gentlemen, far be it from me to Annual
Encampment Will Open
BAR HARBOR.
Mist Alta Emery’s Sunday.
formation concerning the requirements ol
July 28.
compromise so charming a host as Don
The bids for the construction of the Bar
CAST1NE.
The Castine Alumni association will
the examination can be secured from
Harry L. Smith and wife, of Portland,
Estillo. He is not responsible for my
island bridge, opened Saturday afternoon,
the Great Pond posloffloe.
B. D. Perkin* and wile (pent Sunday at were recent visitors with Mr. Smith's
presence here, for 1 came on my own hold its thirty-fourth annual encampment
are aa follows:
The M. Lavorgna Co., of
brother, Leon L. Smith, at “Locust Lane”.
dnvitation. He cannot introduce me. at its grounds at Bandy Point, on the their camp at Orland.
A
Canton,
(73,473AO;
Grady
McCarthy,
B.
July 12.
for he does not know my name. 1 am shores of Penobscot bay, for three weeks,
HANCOCK.
Mis* Winnie Coombs, ol Howsrd, B. I.,
Bangor, (46,935; Nevels A Stafford, Bar
from July 28 to Aug. 18.
Manuel Corello.”
is home lor the summer.
There will be a grand ball at the town
H. Doyen Co.,
Harbor,
(30,530;
Philip
SEAL
HARBOR.
This beautiful spot of five acres enjoys
As he uttered the last word he be15. Mono
A. F. Folsom, ol Massachusetts, is in
Portland, (52,750; Small A Ingalls, Bar ball Thursday evening, July
The Helpers of St J ude will have a fair
gan to back toward the door. The mo- the distinction of being the only instituThe appropriation made by Kelley's orchestra, of three pieces.
town tor several weeks.
Harbor,
(40,804.
ment he spoke bis name many a face tion of its kind in the country. The comJuly 22, at the chair room.
by the town for the construction of the
Fred Adams is spending a lew days
whitened and every man present rose modious grounds afford a variety of restMiss Nellie Cobert, of Mart Hall, is
BLUEHILL.
Deacon
A.
bridge was (35,000, and by the failure of
F.
his
Adams.
with
lather,
to his feet. Hut all were excited, none ful and recuperative indulgences, from the
her
vacation
here.
spending
all to come within the appropriation, no
There will be a dance at the town hall
The summer school commences Monday,
of them armed, and there was no lead- soothing quiet of some sequestered nook,
her one of the above bids will be
Miss Annie Taylor ia visiting
accepted. Thursday night. Music by Monaghan’s
er.
Corello. as Imperturbable as if be to a more social huddling in the hammock July 12. Quite an attendance is expected.
brother, Merle Taylor, of Bangor.
Since the appropriation was made, extras orchestra.
■were dancing a minuet, drew a pistol grove, when by far the greater part of the
Mrs. K. B. Brown spent several days last
Mrs. Patten, while on a picnic last week
and motioned all to be seated. Not five acres is not doing-business. On the week at Harborside, the guest ol Mrs. Dr.
with the children, caught a large owl.
Ibbntiacuuntt.
one remained standing. “T ask pardon rainy days and cooler evenings the happy Parsons.
Melvin*.
July 14.
of the ladles,” he said, “for displaying fraternity gather in the assembly ball,
Rev. Mr. Barnes, pi Cleveland, Ohio,
• weapon In their company, but It la where, between the great open fire and the
at the Congregational church
Mystery of a Dog’s Mind.
unavoidable. There is J10.000 on my enlivening strains of the piano, many preached
The operations of the brute mind are
Sunday, July 11.
bead, and I’m sure you will excuse the merry hours are passed, to be treasured up
Capt. Charles Devereux, who has been veiled in mystery. At Chester, Pa., Wilin memory as a balm for tired beads and
only means I have of keeping It.”
liam Peet followed a dog in response to
with this
Cold after
after
By this time be had backed to the hearts during the chosen duties of another home the past ten days, returned to his
the animal’s dumb, bat earnest entreaties.
ship on Tuesday.
door. As he slipped out Donna Inez, year.
have
habit?
We
Better
break
it
up.
him to a quagmire where
with hot cheeks and flashing eyes,
The new dormitory is a boon to more
The Patterson Bros, have had a new The dog led
confidence in
Pectoral for this work. No
threw something at him that struck sedate campers, and is much appreciated. window put in the tront ol their store, | Harry Morrisqn was found stuck in the
Ask
mud to his armpits, sinking, helpless and
medicine like it for weak throats and weak
tbe wall and, rebounding, rattled on Since last year the camp spring has been which is a great improvement.
so exhausted that be was unable to cry
it.
the floor. One of the guests picked it newly walled, also new shingles and paint
about
all
doctor
for
knows
The dining-hall which has been built to
his
He
your
for assistance. Peet pulled Morrison out
up and held it aloft It was an im- have been applied to the main hall. Former take the place ol the one burned at Dometimes.
all
His
is
advice.at
valuable.
his
save his life, and as soon as
Follow
in
to
time
Just
mense diamond set In a circle of gold.
Principal and Mrs. Q. T. Fletcher, also ol-the-Rock, it completed, and already in
Some of tbe men rushed out after Hewitt Fletcher, esq., are to be present use. People are arriving on every boat, the rescue was accomplished the dog
was seen no more.
He
tbe bandit, but those upstairs heard this year, ooming somewhat in advance of and all the cottage* will soon by occupied. trotted away and
Always keepa good laxative in thehouse. Take a dose when your cold first comes on. VVlut
was a stranger to the men and nobody in
July
the clatter of horse’s hoofs and knew the opening of camp.
is the best laxative for this? Ayer’s Pills. Ask your doctor his opinion. Let bun decide.
ha
whom
knew
to
Chester
belonged.
that be had gone free. Then eacb
last year the class of ’88 held a twenEAST SULLIVAN.
doubt
that
is
no
There
but
dogs
think,
guest began to fumble for his or her tieth anniversary reonion. This year, the
Howard Martin and wile are home lrom it is a question whether they reason or
valuables, but no one missed any class of ’88 will do the same, and the date
to New York.
not. This dog evidently went through an
thing. The diamond thrown at Corello set is Wednesday, Aug. 4. The services of a trip
Miss Clara O. Johnson is attending earn- Intelligent mental process. Seeing a man
»>y Donna Inez had been slipped on a first-class cook have been secured, and
in dire peril, he summoned asaistance, and
bar finger In the patio behind tbe palm the “tat of the land’’ is sure to contribute mer school in Csetine.
is something wrong. The simplest wsy to bring health
an“
went sway as soon as he perceived that his
to the body and color to tne cheeks is to correct the faults
und did not belong to any ons of those its part to the success of this year’s gathMrs. Simon Banker and Mrs. Eugene
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true ‘‘L.
object was affected. And this was done
present The outlaw bad doubtless In- ering.
Havey went to Bangor Wednesday.
for a man who neither owned nor knew
Atwood’s Bitters gives prompt relief from headache, bibousne
tended It as a return for bis entertainEdward fl. Smith is at Orono doing some him. If
L indigestion and kindred ailments. Tht standard firstly ramtaj
dogs could speak, perhaps we
Judge—Yon are a freeholder? Talesxneat As aoon aa the excitement bad
the
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at
work
■ far eanstifatian for fifty years. 35 cts. a 1/ottle at your deal
experimental
would have to revise our opinion of their
“Married or
quieted down the assemblage began to man-Yea, air; I am.
and Miss Kate Dune masoning faculties.
Dunbar
Carrie
Mite
&
Indian Point, Me.
“Married three
da ugh at tbs indignant girl, who, find- single?”
years last
"
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ft tad thereby. 1 keep a bottle oi it in the house constantly
Experience is a great teacher—and the
—Mas. E. P. Hiocms.
could not refrain from displaying her any opinion?” “Not for three years, your day.
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Dr. W. L. Haskell and wile, ol lewis- cost of tuition is likewise great.
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